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ABSTRACT
A SOCIOLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF
PARTICIPANTS CO-CONSTRUCTING THE LEARNING CONTEXT
IN A GRADUATE-LEVEL SEMINAR
MAY 1992
MARY LOUISE WAITE REARICK
B.S.
M.
Ed.

Ed.,

Ed.,
D.,

FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS,

Directed by:

Professor Masha K.

AMHERST

AMHERST

Rudman

This dissertation describes and analyzes how
participants in one gender-informed graduate-level seminar
socialized each other through joint construction of the
learning environment and the learning.
conducted in two phases.

The research was

First an ethnographic approach was

used for collecting data over the course of the year in a
graduate-level women's history seminar.
methods,

Using ethnographic

I worked out an analysis of the learning

environment—in particular the expectations of the
professor,

the motivations of participants,

and organization of space and activities.

subject matter,
The second phase

of the research used sociolinguistic methodology to arrive
at an analysis of how the participants co-constructed the
learning in a gender-informed collaborative classroom.

vi

Reviews of research on gender and graduate-level
teaching and learning,

constructivist and social

constructivist learning theory,
gender-informed classrooms
for the dissertation.

and learning processes

formed the theoretical

in

framework

Particularly relevant were studies

which examined gender-balancing processes and constructivist
perspectives

in graduate-level learning.

The study contributes to our understanding of how
participants

in a gender-informed seminar socialized each

other and jointly constructed meanings.

When the professor

provided gender-informed subject matter to men and women who
were willing to learn,

then men and women became more

conscious of the workings of gender in their own lives.
addition,

In

the social context in the classroom became more

supportive across gender lines.
consciousness can be raised,

Through discussions alone,

but it is through collaborative

work and group dialogue on individual projects that new
understandings are integrated and demonstrated in written
work and in social behavior.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Statement of Problem
Despite widespread interest in gender,
and learning today,

socialization,

hardly any research has been carried out

on educational environments where men and women are looking
at cultural texts through the filter of gender.
also a dearth of research on

There is

socialization experiences in

classrooms where gender issues consciously inform the
teaching methods.

Furthermore,

little research has been

done on the graduate education of teachers.
This dissertation analyzes and describes how
participants

in a graduate-level history seminar co¬

constructed the learning environment and the learning.
research was conducted in two phases.

First,

The

an

ethnographic approach was used for collecting data and for
arriving at an analysis of the learning environment in a
course that focused on gender and on women in particular.
In the second phase,

a sociolinguistic approach was used in

examining the social context and the learning in the course.
From September,

1989 through May,

1990,

ethnographic study of a history seminar,
History".

I conducted an

"Women in U.

S.

The content of that history course was primarily

based on feminist scholarship and methodology.

Participants

examined the societal contexts affecting women and women's
contributions to American society.

Gender was the unit of

analysis for interpreting all readings and for writing

1

research papers.

Furthermore,

the professor used gender¬

conscious methods for constructing the social and academic
environment.

She indicated that her teaching was not only

informed by her training as an historian,
background in feminism.

but also by her

Gender was therefore one of the

categories of analysis which I used for observing and
describing the learning context
and interaction)

(activities,

in my own research.

In phase two of the research,
of language and nonverbal
classroom,

communication,

I studied the processes

interaction that occurred in the

using audiotapes and reflective analyses of

transcripts,

field notes,

and course documents.

A

sociolinguistic framework enabled me to look at both the
collective activities of the group and particularized
experiences of individual students.

Background of Problem
During the 1980s,

some research in higher education

began focusing on the social context of university teaching
and issues of student learning
Stark,
1991?

1986;
Vogel

Stark & Lowther,
& Stark,

1986).

(Erikson,
1986;

1982,

1984?

Green &

Tiberius & Billson,

Concerns about social justice

and equity in higher education led researchers to
investigate the role of gender,
educational contexts.

race,

and ethnicity in

Building on the practical

inquiry

paradigm and reconstructionist orientations of John Dewey
(1929)

and Joseph Schwab

(1983),

2

social scientists began

using qualitative and ethnographic approaches to investigate
the complex interactions between teachers,
matter,
Manen,

and milieu in specific classrooms

learners,
(Guba,

subject

1990? van

1977).

Major reviewers of research on college teaching and
learning

(Dunkin ,

Pascarella,

1990)

1986; McKeachie et al.,

stress the importance of examining

interactions among teachers,
factors,

1986; Terenzini &

students,

and practices in classrooms.

institutional
They argue that more

research using anthropological and sociological approaches
could be fruitful:

it could provide insight into teaching

and learning activities and the role of less conscious
processes in classrooms.
Spindler and Spindler

(1988)

would like to see

researchers begin to document the extent to which
"individuals accommodate, mediate,

rebel,

and subvert

situational cultures in classrooms in order to satisfy their
own desires"
research,

(Spindler & Spindler,

the Spindlers

(1988)

1988).

In their

observed that the

"situational culture" in the classroom is created by the
interaction of individuals from different backgrounds who
engage in much negotiation and often disagreement about what
the group is trying to achieve.
Ethnographic studies such as the Spindlers' make clear
that interactional influences in the classroom often result
in differential experiences for students.

Because

classrooms are complex and unpredictable places,

3

an

explanatory theory of how things work may have to be changed
when the situation is viewed from different perspectives.
For that reason,

some researchers advocate conducting

research in education from the perspective of those who are
most subordinated in our society

(Harding,

1990).

Harding

urges researchers to study social institutions from the
insider's perspective in order to understand power relations
and social relations within that system.
Moreover,

some researchers maintain that dominant ways

of thinking devalue the inherent worth of the work and
values of some subordinate groups
1987).

(Harding,

1990? Popkewitz,

Their charge for researchers today is to consider

the perspectives of all participants in a group as
inherently valid ways of understanding social relations and
social reality.

Today exploration of multi-cultural and

feminist perspectives are legitimately and increasingly a
part of graduate socialization
Popkewitz,

1983).

(Goetz & Grant,

1988;

Yet in the literature very few studies

examine the specific course content and educative processes
in classrooms where those perspectives are discussed
(Flannery,
Fowler,

1990; Kramarae, Thorne, Henley,

& Gettys,

1990? Stein,

1983? Roney,

1990).

Recently a number of researchers have found that
educators' traditional theories of knowledge are frequently
not representative of the knowledge of many students.
example,

For

only recently have textbooks included materials on

women and minorities.

In addition,

4

research on gendered

styles of thinking and speaking has revealed that teachers'
methods may favor masculine ways of organizing and
communicating about knowledge and power

(Culley & Portuges,

1985? Pearson,

1985).

decade,

et.

al,

1989; Tetreault,

In the past

researchers also began to investigate the

differences between everyday learning and school learning to
see what kinds of social knowledge were being constructed in
each context

(Lave,

1988a,

1988b).

Educators began to draw

on the social constructivist theories of Vygotsky,
and Leon'tev

(Wertsch,

1985a,

1985b)

Luria,

to explain the

relationships between education and society.

We lack good

descriptions of how participants in graduate courses co¬
construct learning contexts and contribute to their own
socialization.
Research on graduate-level socialization is also
needed.

The social context

(which includes institutional

factors,

cultural codes,

society)

influences socialization

and the material conditions of
(Zeichner & Gore,

1991).

Studies of classrooms in which graduate students are being
educated may provide insight into existing socializing
processes in university contexts.

Assumptions
The following assumptions guide my thinking:
1.

Educational research in university courses using

gender as a category of analysis can contribute fresh
insights into graduate-level teaching and learning.
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2.

Because meanings and knowledge are socially

constructed in particular situations,

researchers need

to study how people co-produce knowledge through
activity in specific contexts.
3.

Sociolinguistic frames of inquiry can document and

illuminate some of the complex interactions among
teachers,

learners,

subject matter,

and context which

may be missed by research in positivist frames of
reference.

Statement of Purpose
The purposes of the study are
learning environment and

(b)

(a)

to describe the

to describe the processes which

participants use to combine meanings and act to produce the
social context.

In the process of analysis,

I hope to

portray the multi-faceted and complex nature of classroom
interaction,

the interaction of institutional structures and

personal structuring,

and the participants' multiple

interpretations.
This dissertation is intended to improve our
understanding of how participants in graduate-level seminars
socialize one another through joint construction of
meanings.

It may also contribute to our knowledge of the

processes which maintain or transform differential social
patterns

(status and power relationships based on domination

and subordination), particularly patterns associated with
gender.

6

Significance of the Study
An awareness of how teachers,

learners,

subject matter,

and the social context interact in the classroom can enhance
or inhibit learning.
such an awareness.

This dissertation is a contribution to
My study is also a contribution to our

knowledge about how graduate students,
also teachers,

some of whom were

are socialized in a traditional discipline of

history with a new focus on gender.
Graduate students enrolled in a seminar are socialized
according to the values,
matter.
taught)

norms,

and rules of their subject

They are exposed to the explicit
and the hidden curriculum.

(intentionally

For the most part,

students in graduate-level courses have learned "the ropes"
of classroom success—to look attentive,
for the teacher's insights,
lectures,

express admiration

nod appropriately during

and efficiently sort out the real requirements

from an assortment of suggested readings

(Snyder,

1970).

This tacit and taken-for-granted knowledge universally
guides the ways interactions are structured in classrooms.
As students engage in cognitive and social activities in
classrooms,

they also evolve criteria for membership in the

group and develop together codes of behavior.

My study

explores the manner in which members of one graduate-level
group became consciously aware of tacit assumptions and
their own gendered responses and simultaneously co¬
structured values and norms within the classroom group.

7

Delimitations and Limitations
The first semester was an introduction to the theory,
methodology,

and scholarship in women's history.

The second

semester was a collaborative research and writing seminar
(See syllabi

in Appendix).

Although the participants in the

class changed from first semester to second semester,

all of

them had taken the first semester course at some point in
their graduate studies.

Sixteen students—eight males and

seven females—joined the female professor first semester.
Four males and three females
second semester.

They were joined by two more males and

four more females.
semesters.)

from first semester continued

(I

include myself as a participant both

Since I was studying the structuring and

evolution of classroom culture rather than expectations and
behavior of individual participants,

the changing of

participants did not constitute a limitation.
Prior to the study,
the field of history,
informed theory,
During the study,
areas.

I

I had little formal background in

and I had little exposure to gender-

research methodology,

or teaching methods.

I did considerable research in those

found that substantive knowledge of history and

women's studies was

integral to understanding the learning

experiences and the social

interaction among participants.

Definition of Key Terms
Feminism.

Feminism is a frame of mind,

political movement.

an ideology,

and a

Feminists believe that our society

8

places too much emphasis on masculine concepts,

values and

practices and too little emphasis on feminine concepts,
values,

and practices

Tetreault,

1985).

educational

(Culley & Portuges,

1985;

Maher,

1985;

They observe that our social and

systems have historically focused on men and

male-oriented content and have excluded women and femaleoriented content
Shakeshaft,

(Grumet,

1988).

1988,

1990;

Martin,

1981;

Believing that this is wrong,

feminists

have joined together to construct a history and a cultural
milieu where masculine and feminine qualities and men's and
women's experiences will be valued equally
Pearson,

et al.,

1989;

More specifically,

Shakeshaft,

1988;

(Minnick,

Weiler,

1983;

1988).

feminist educators maintain that

researching the world from a female perspective would give
teachers and students a different and valuable perspective
on society,
(Maher,

Gender.

particularly on sexism,

racism,

and classism

1990).

"Gender is defined as a social construct,

a set of

cultural meanings attached to the biological division of
sexes"

(Scott,

1986:

1053).

Gender refers to culturally

defined notions of masculinity and femininity.

Gender

studies examine the experiences of men and women to see how
differences

in behavior and in political and social

relations are culturally shaped by traditions and socially
constructed.

9

Social Construction,

"Social construction of reality" means

that people purposefully engage in a process of negotiation
of meanings and of power relations in communicative
situations like classrooms.

People construct their

realities through activities,
done jointly

verbal exchanges,

(Berger and Luckmann,

Social Contexts.

1967).

By social contexts,

spectrum of roles,

expectations,

and tasks

I mean the entire

and interactions between

teachers and students and among students.

Students and

teachers come to the classroom with prior knowledge,
intentions,

and expectations.

through social
nonverbal),

The social context is created

interaction and communication

and it is

(verbal and

influenced by the institutional and

instructional setting.

Socialization.

In the traditional sense of the word,

socialization is the process in which people initiate new
people into a group.
acquire the values,

It is a process whereby individuals
norms,

and expectations

for behavior

that will allow them to fulfill a role in a new setting.
Socialization also refers to the processes by which a person
gains knowledge,

skills,

and dispositions to assume a

particular role in society.

Members of specific cultural

groups develop shared beliefs,
social

interaction

(Mehan,

values,

1980) .
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and attitudes through

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Several bodies of literature are used to set up the
theoretical

framework for this study.

studying a university course,

First,

since I was

it was important to study the

research on university teaching and learning.

Secondly,

wanting to understand how participants co-constructed
knowledge,

I examined research on constructivist and social

constructivist theory.

Thirdly,

because this was a history

seminar which used a feminist theoretical,
and pedagogical base,

I did a review of literature of the

learning and the learning process
classrooms.
seminars

I

methodological,

in gender-informed

located a handful of articles on research

in history which were informed by feminist and/or

social constructivist perspectives.

Gender and Graduate-Level Teaching and Learning
After reviewing all of the reviews of research compiled
by the National Center for Research to Improve Post¬
secondary Teaching and Learning
reviews
(1986)

(NCRIPTL,

1986),

reading

in Wittrock's Handbook of Research On Teaching
and Houston's Handbook of Research on Teacher

Education

(1990),

and articles in specialized journals,

I

found six major reviews of teaching and learning in higher
education that focused on undergraduate education,

but none

of the reviews

focused specifically on graduate education

(Dunkin,

Goetz

1986?

& Grant,

1988?

11

Green and Stark,

1986?

McKeachie et al

1986;

Zeichner & Gore,

Terenzini

1991).

I

& Pascarella,

1991;

found one review on the teaching

of secondary school Social Studies

(Armento,

1986).

The following review of research on gender and
graduate-level teaching and learning is organized in the
following manner:
students,

the university context,

subject matter,

teachers,

and seminar courses.

University Context
In a thought-provoking book entitled Educating the
Majority:
Touchton

Women in Higher Education.
(1989)

Pearson,

Shavlik,

and

reviewed the scholarship on educating women

which has emerged in the past fifteen years.

The

contributors to this volume insist that both the climate and
cultural practices at universities need to be
reconceptualized to accommodate the changing student body.
That is,

the curriculum,

members and students,

relationships between faculty

instructional arrangements,

and even

the atmosphere on campus need to be modified to accommodate
a diverse and changing student population.
Since the early 1970s the number of women students
attending universities has increased.

Affirmative action

programs and policies have brought more women and minority
students

into graduate programs

(Pearson,

et.

al,

1989).

Today about 50% of the students enrolled in graduate
programs are women

(Syverson & Robinson,

1987).

Nearly 35%

of the students receiving doctorates in 1987 were women.
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Most of the doctorates awarded were in the fields of
education and the humanities
of those students has

(Solomon,

1989).

The presence

increased people's consciousness about

differential social and academic experiences of female and
male graduate students.
Sadker & Sadker

(1990)

recently reviewed the literature

on sexism in the college classroom.
factors

They found three

in the higher education environment that contributed

to stereotypic differences between men and women.

First,

content analysis of texts revealed the omission of women or
the stereotyping of men and women.

Secondly,

staffing and

assessment patterns revealed that men outnumbered women.
There were few role models

for women students.

Thirdly,

teachers showed differential treatment of males and females
by giving males more support and attention.
Butters

(1990)

published an annotated bibliography of

fifty-eight dissertations dated from 1970 to 1990 that had
to do with doctoral education.

Butters discussed the

success and attrition of graduate students and noted that
gender differences,
committee members,

relationship with major advisors and
motivation of candidates,

analysis skills were critical

and data

factors in students'

success

in completing doctorates.

Teachers
Zeichner & Gore
variations

(1991)

observed that there are

in the way teachers are socialized in different

13

institutions.

They suggested that researchers do

comparative studies of groups of teachers within
disciplinary or subject matter subcultures to learn more
about their socialization

(Zeichner & Gore,

1991).

noted that race,

class,

socialization.

Citing a review by Ginsburg & Clift

They

and gender influence teacher
(1990),

they argue that "the hidden curriculum in most education
programs constitutes the core of teacher socialization"
(Zeichner & Gore,
how race,

class,

1991,

p.

gender,

teacher socialization,

337).

If we are to understand

and the hidden curriculum influence

then we need to examine contexts

where teachers are being educated.
The few existing empirical studies of college
classrooms bring out significant variations from classroom
to classroom.
Brooks

(1982)

In a study of graduate classes in social work
no sex differences were found in the

discussions in classes taught by men,
by women,

men students talked significantly more and longer

than women.

Other researchers,

using videotaping techniques

and interactional analysis protocol,
regardless of the sex of the teacher,
more,

have found that
men not only talk

but they also tend to dominate discussions

university classrooms
1990).

but in classes taught

Jones

(1989)

(Kaminer,

and the Sadkers

teachers give more praise,
to males at all

1990;

criticism,

levels of schooling.
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in

Sadker & Sadker,
(1990)

have noted that

and overall attention

Kramarae,

Thorne,

and Henley

(1983)

published an

annotated bibliography of studies of gender and interaction
in college classrooms.

The recurrent finding in the

research is that college classes taught by women tend to
have more overall participation than classes taught by men.
Although women professors tend to be using collaborative
methods and students report greater satisfaction in those
classes,

paradoxically women professors are consider less

competent than men
Dunkin

(1986)

(Macke,

Richardson,

and Cooke,

1980).

recommended that researchers conduct

naturalistic inquiries
teaching behaviors,

focusing on innovative methods,

and student learning experiences in

university classrooms.
Totten

(1985)

examined college classrooms where

teachers were making a conscious effort to improve teaching
and learning.
seminar groups,
teacher,

He found that rearranging the furniture into
rotating seating of the students and the

and engaging in active modes of teaching encouraged

students to take responsibility for their learning.

This

was particularly true in classrooms where the professor set
high expectations,
students

provided regular feedback,

and engaged

in goal-setting and agenda-setting.

Students
Terenzini and Pascarella

(1991)

of research on college students
journal articles,

papers,

reviewed twenty years

(3000 books,

monographs,

and research reports).
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They

observed that most educational research uses quantitative
methods and psychological approaches to inquiry.
view,

In their

qualitative methods and anthropological approaches may

provide insight into students'

experiences.

They found that

there were few studies that monitored change in students'
learning on an ongoing or even annual basis.

Far fewer

studies examined conditional effects such as gender,
age,

or status,

race,

even though these factors influence

interactions which affect learning.

Few studies examined

indirect effects on students of factors such as attendance,
study or living conditions,
development,

cognitive and social

reading and writing habits.

Contributors to Educating the Majority
1989)

(Shavlik,

et al,

note that there is a tremendous diversity among

students on campuses today.

Hafner

(1989)

are changing their career aspirations.

notes that women

Both women and men

expect to compete for jobs and for resources.

All students

expect there will be greater respect for differences in
learning styles
styles

(Rowe,

students

(Gabelnick & Pearson,

1989),

(Desjardins,

1989),

and leadership

and self-concept of males and female
1989).

The literature on graduate students makes it clear that
tacit and conscious knowledge of gender influences
interactions between students and advisors.
Menges

(1990)

Rando and

have stressed the importance of making those

tacit theories explicit through reflection and questioning.
Seeking to understand the influence of gender on advisement
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relationships of women doctoral students, Heinrich

(1990)

found that mentoring relationships for women students were
rare.

Women who had mentoring relationships felt affirmed,

and male and female advisors who were described as being
most supportive were those who were gender-sensitive.

They

could flexibly switch back and forth between masculine and
feminine styles of interacting and communicating.
Long

(1989), who used multiple measures to examine the

coping skills of female graduate students and professionals,
found that females who had learned both masculine and
feminine styles possessed inner support,
of control,

high self-regard,

well in graduate school.

an internal locus

acceptance and esteem and did

Shann

(1982)

studied the career

plans of 601 men and women completing science and education
degrees and found that most women in education expressed
less ambitious plans for management careers than their male
colleagues.

In contrast, both men and women in the sciences

had ambitious future plans.
Malaney

(1990)

found that women not only earned fewer

doctorates than men, but there were also differences in the
skills that women and men learned in graduate school.

For

example, women were more frequently offered teaching
assistantships and men were selected for research
assistantships.

Consequently,

female graduate students

continued to function in fairly traditional nurturing roles,
supporting the learning of others, while their male
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counterparts developed strong quantitative and research
skills.
Studying the socialization processes of graduate
students,

Stein and Weidman

(1989)

found that women were

apparently disadvantaged in comparison to male counterparts
when it came to participation in scholarly activities.
norm of cognitive rationality favored male students,
males had greater access to scholarships,

(1989)

and

assistantships,

and faculty sponsorship than did female students.
Jones

The

Moreover,

observed that males asked teachers and advisors

more procedural questions than females did.

Students who

ask procedural questions and get more attention prior to
completing assignments get valuable information about how
the professor expects to have an assignment completed.
In their review of the literature on teaching and
learning in the college classroom, McKeachie,

et al.

(1986)

focused on research that examined how student motivation and
cognition mediate learning.

They found that knowledge about

students' motivations and theories of cognitive development
can improve university teaching and learning.

Research

indicates that learning environments in universities can be
constructed in such a way that males and females can learn
from one another
Zelazek
gender,

(Desjardins,

(1986)

1987; Pearson,

et al.,

1987).

investigated interactions between

learning styles,

and life cycle stages of 183 male

and 322 female graduate students

(ages of 22 through 50),

using Levinson's theory of the adult life cycle.
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He

identified six learning styles:
dependent,

competitive,

avoidant,

independent,

collaborative,

and participant.

The

findings indicated that graduate students used different
learning styles.

There were no significant differences in

learning styles for men and women, but men tended to be more
avoidant and women tended to be more participatory.
and women aged,

they became more participatory.

As men

Reviews of

life-span adult development have concluded that there are
not significant differences in the cognitive abilities of
men and women
(1987)

(Rebok,

1987).

Datan,

Rodeheaver,

and Hughes

observed that adult development is shaped by the

social context and socialization opportunities.

There is no

single course of development for either women or men
et al.,

1987).

(Datan

Research on adult learning and on learning

styles has implications for graduate-level teaching and
learning.

In this dissertation,

I examine the way that

adult men and women in one course constructed a
participatory,

gender-informed learning environment which

supported both masculine and feminine styles of learning.

Subject Matter
In the research on gender and graduate education one of
the areas which has received the most attention is
curriculum.

The goal of equal access has some researchers

paying concentrated attention to the content of the
curriculum.

Curricular shifts toward inclusion of females,

ethnic groups,

and critical assessment of existing
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curriculum have a long history.

The institutionalization of

women's studies programs and courses emphasizing cultural
diversity give male and female graduate students a more
complex and critical view of knowledge and of their own
socialization

(McIntosh,

Goetz and Grant's

1989).

(1988)

review of qualitative research

on women and education stressed the need to develop new and
gender-balanced methods of teaching and researching
graduate-level education.

The authors suggested that

further research is needed in classrooms where the professor
and participants are conscious of gender and are actively
striving to alter power arrangements.

Only a few studies on

gender-balancing efforts in university contexts have been
carried out.

Of those,

some studies investigate issues of

sexism among undergraduate students,

others examine the

difficulties of returning women students
Lather,

1990).

of self,

1988;

Still others investigate young women's sense

their ways of knowing,

and learning

(Tarule,

(Belenky,

et al,

and their ways of conversing

1987; Clinchy,

1989; Ruddick,

1980).
Several descriptive pieces have been published on
incorporating women's issues into the curriculum.
Lather

(1990)

Patti

has done some classroom-based research on

returning women students.

In her classroom the women were

exposed to a feminist scholarship and feminist values.

They

acknowledged that aspects of their lives were oppressive,
that images of women in media were sexist.
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Those conditions

angered them,

but they wrote in their journals that they

could not change the world.
Bezucha
college,

(1985),

a professor at a predominantly male

discussed the resistance from male students to

studying women's history.
course,

After three years of teaching the

he had become more conscious of the gender

interactions in his own classroom.

He urged feminists to

"go beyond issues of curriculum development and become
familiar with the new thinking on feminist pedagogy"
(Bezucha,

1985:

91).

Seminar Courses
Some participants in the history seminar I studied
aspired to teach social studies and history in secondary and
post-secondary schools so I decided to look for a review of
literature on social studies education.

The most fruitful

research in social studies used a social constructivist
perspective.

In that perspective the classroom is viewed as

a mini-society where "teachers and students are interrelated
in an intricate maze of social transactions"

(Armento,

1986:

948) .
Several researchers have suggested that seminar courses
lend themselves well to learning about the classroom as
social context because seminar participants actively
participate in communication, writing projects,
evaluation

(Andrews & Dietz,

Monkkonen,

1990?

Levy,

1982; Evans,

1985? Totten,
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and

1990? Gray,

1985).

1988;

In keeping with

the research recommendation of Armento, my research studies
participants in the classroom as a mini-society.
Several reviews focused on developing collaborative
learning seminars.

Levy-Reiner (1985)

described ten college

programs involving collaborative learning.
essay by Romer,

"Collaboration:

Drawing on an

New Forms of Learning, New

Ways of Thinking," Levy-Reiner illustrated how collaborative
arrangements have the potential for providing faculty and
students with ongoing feedback for restructuring learning
arrangements in classrooms.
Gray

(1988)

proposed that Socratic seminars could lead

to true educational reform.

The purpose of Socratic

seminars is to expand students' understanding of ideas,
issues,

and values through dialogue and questioning.

In

such seminars the students and teachers engage in a
collaborative quest for knowledge.
be organized as "metalogues."

Humanities seminars can

If participants reflect back

on the conversations and the cultural and interpersonal
activities that occur during class sessions,
about their learning,

Gray concluded.

videotaped a college classroom,

they learn more

Andrews

(1982)

and then the class and

professor discussed communication patterns and previously
unexpressed feelings about events which had transpired
there.

Then they discussed how participants might improve

their participation skills in seminars.
Sociologists and linguists have observed the importance
of peer groups in the socialization process.
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Frith

(1984)

observed that a peer group offers
oneself in the world".

"a new way of placing

Van Alphen's

(1986)

review of men's

and women's speech in peer groups found that women valued
cooperation and men were competitive in mixed groups.
findings were questioned by de Boer

(1986)

Those

who found no such

consistent sex-linked behavior across groups of women.
Bouma

(1986)

interviewed twenty-four women about whether

they felt silenced in formal university courses.

She found

that the women in her study did not enjoy jargon and highly
abstract academic conversation.
discussions,

When they participated in

they conversed about theories and their own

personal experiences simultaneously.
linguist,
verbal

Ervin-Tripp

(1986),

a

has observed that women give more verbal and non¬

feedback than men in groups.

In face-to-face

interaction women join in to "duet," to co-produce language
rather than compete for the floor.

She would like to see

further research describing the way that women and men
signal solidarity and friendship

(Ervin-Tripp,

1986:

23).

People have been conducting research on higher
education for years,

but the volume of research on graduate-

level education is insignificant compared to the research on
undergraduates

(Butters,

1990;

Melaney,

1987).

My

literature review focused on research that discusses gender
and graduate education.

I searched for studies which

focused on gender and the interactions of organization,
teacher-student,
classrooms,

and peer relationships

in graduate-level

but found few published studies.
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Constructivist and Social Constructivist Theory
A review of the constructivist and social
constructivist theory is germane to my research.

That very

theory framed the research of participants in the course,
and it frames my own research.
I am using not only social constructivist theory in the
manner of Berger & Luckmann

(1967), but also neo-Piagetian

and Vygotskian perspectives on learning and teaching.

The

focus of social constructivist theories is on how cultural
knowledge both constitutes and directs the sense-making of
individuals.
(Ellis,

Constructivist theories are process-oriented

1990).

Neo-Piagetian perspectives hypothesize that

people actively construct their own reality from deep,
tacit,

and unconscious knowledge representations.

One of the main assumptions of the constructivist
school of cognitive development is that people represent
their knowledge in analogical and metaphorical ways.

As

people become proficient at examining their own personal
constructions, metaphors,

or theories,

of accessing and changing them as well.

they become capable
Personal theories

are viewed here as partly personal and partly collective.
The implication here is that graduate students construct
coherent theories when they participate along with
professors in designing the learning and social context
(Wagner,

1990,

Goncalves and Craine,

1990).

The constructivist approach combines aspects of
Piaget's

(1970)

theory of nonsocial cognition with
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Baldwin's

(1897),

and Mead's

(1934),

and

Cooley's

(1902)

theories of self-knowledge theory and of social interaction.
Constructivism describes a process of meaning-making.

When

Piaget first introduced the term in the mid-twentieth
century he gave detailed observation of the development of
his own three children.

He then used those observations to

illustrate how children develop structures of logic which
help them organize their world.

He took the perspective of

the child into account when articulating four stages of
cognitive development:
concrete operational,

sensorimotor,

pre-operational,

and formal operations.

Piaget

maintained that logic was deeper than language—that people
were operating from an organized and structured theory,
if they could not articulate their logic.

even

He believed that

people reinvented or constructed their world as they
developed intellectually.

Piaget was mainly concerned with

cognitive development, but his concepts of stages of
development have also been applied to social development.
Constructivist theorists,

such as Kegan

(1982)

emphasize that people make meanings in a social context.
That is,

people learn through social interaction,

than through maturation alone.
Natural Emergence of Self.

Kegan

In a recent book,
(1982)

rather
The

presented some of

the principles of constructivist learning:
1.

People organize their reflexes,

thoughts,

roles,

large part.

perceptions,

and systems of meaning tacitly in

Their actions reveal a logic,
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but people

may not be able to articulate exactly how they
constitute reality.
2.

(Kegan,

1982).

Our meaning systems shape our experience.

Events

are defined by the people experiencing or observing
them
3.

(Kegan,

1982).

People act from their own subjective conception of

reality.

There may be multiple perspectives on events.

People viewing the same event may interpret them
differently because their personal theories,

structures

of logic,

People

and past knowledge are different.

learn to have a perspective on their behavior and
actions through interactions with others
4.

(Kegan,

1982).

A given system of meaning organizes our thinking,

feeling,

and acting except when people are going

through a period of transition from one structure to
another.

People who are moving from one stage to

another often experience change in the form of
cognitive and affective conflict.

The emotion results

from their striving to differentiate from their past
knowledge and meaning system while trying to integrate
new knowledge
5.

(Kegan,

1982).

There are striking regularities to the underlying

structure of meaning-making systems and to the sequence
of meaning making systems that people grow through.
However,

people may have different styles of thinking

to arrive at a new logic

(Kegan:
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1982).

Soviet constructivist theories of cognitive development
take into consideration the cultural and historical factors
which shape thinking.
Luria,

and Leont'ev,

During the early 1900s, Vygotsky,
three Soviet psychologists, began

investigating the influence of signs and social interaction
between adults.

Together Vygotsky,

Luria,

and Leont'ev

developed a new conception of the development of higher
psychological processes
1985).

(from Van de Veer & van IJzendoorn,

This perspective is based on the notion that

learning takes place between subjects during interaction.
The emphasis of social constructivism is significantly
different from Piagetian constructivism.

Social

constructivists maintain that learners learn in a social
context and that the meanings they "construct" are in part
"constituted" by that social context.
their world as an object of inquiry,
subjective reality.

Learners do not view
but more as a

Meanings are made jointly as learners

actively engage in interaction with their environment.
The focus of social constructivist developmental
theories,

then,

is on the interaction of learners and

contexts and the "personal theories" they invent that guide
their actions.

Language, work,

and literacy are highly

dependent on social interaction among active subjects.
Social constructivists maintain that development is
nonlinear because history and culture undermine attempts to
systematically and logically control meaning.
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Meaning

making is a dynamic negotiation among individuals and their
social reality.
According to social constructivists,

language and

writing are acquired in close interpersonal relationships
with significant others.

After interaction has taken place,

the individual engages in a process of making sense of the
social interaction.

The initial interaction is mediated

when the individual talks to him/her self
with others

(communicates).

(thinks)

or talks

Personal theories would be

viewed by social constructivists as partly personal and
partly collective.
Vygotsky believed that psychological processes had to
be studied during transition points,

and that development

occurred in "revolutionary” shifts rather than in steady
quantitative increments

(Wertsch,

1985b,

19).

He rejected

the idea that a single set of explanatory principles
governed development,

arguing instead that multiple factors,

including cultural and historical forces,

influence

development.
NeoVygotskian researchers today argue that nature and
culture are continuously intertwined during any kind of
intersubjective encounters
objects,

people and texts).

(among people,

people and

NeoVygotskian perspectives are

particularly relevant to understanding classrooms as social
organizations and knowledge as socially constructed
Gumperz,

1986,

Luria,

1981, Vygotsky,

Wertsch,

1979, Wertsch,

1978, Weinstein,

1985a, Wertsch,
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(Cook-

1985b).

1991,

The main concern of social constructivist theorists is
to explain social phenomena based on an understanding that
accounts for individual perspectives.
constructivist perspective,
dominant norms

From a social

theories which ally with

(such as patriarchal norms)

or which totalize

and generalize about human behavior act as ideological
forces.

They do not help us to clarify the processes of

negotiation or contention,
interaction

(Ritchie,

the rules or consequences of

1982).

Advocates of social constructivist theory maintain that
the social world is a dynamic series of social contexts.
"The social world,"

Benson

(1977)

writes,

"is in a

continuous state of becoming — social arrangements which
seem fixed and permanent are temporary arbitrary patterns
and any observed social patterns are regarded as one among
many possibilities"

(p.4).

The two semester women's history

seminar under study in this dissertation provided just such
a social world.

The assumption here is that reality in the

classroom is socially constructed through social
organization, words,
Luckmann,

1966).

symbols,

and behaviors

(Berger and

When patterns begin to emerge,

contradictions also arise, making sense making uncertain.
It is that uncertainty which must be managed by the
professor and participants in the graduate seminar under
study.
Benson proposes that researchers focus on the processes
whereby organizational arrangements are produced and
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maintained.

The way people respond to uncertainty depends

"upon the interests and ideas of people and their power to
produce and maintain a social formation"
Putnam

(1986)

(Benson,

1977:

l) .

maintains that focusing on contradiction is a

way of understanding subtle and dynamic organizational
change.

Contradictions occur naturally as people attempt to

cope and adapt to the continuously changing environment.
Usually people use language to communicate about
contradictions.
Communication processes,

therefore,

provide an

opportunity to examine how participants respond to and
manage organizational uncertainty and contradictions.
Sociolinguists such as Hymes
within particular contexts,
speech communities.

(1980)

have noted that people

like university classrooms,

form

They socially construct the rules for

appropriate participation together.

Yet even within

cohesive communities there are linguistic variations.
Coates and Cameron

(1989)

have reviewed sociolinguistic

research and have noted that traditional methods and
theories have been gendered.

Male speech and cultural

knowledge has been seen as the norm,
behavior has been seen as deviant.

and female speech and
Their response is to

study women in their speech communities and to highlight
some of the distinctive behaviors that women display.
are,

however,

They

concerned that descriptions of single sex

groups may become stereotyped as being women's or men's
style.

In response,

they have suggested that researchers
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not only describe what happens but also try to understand
why women or men tend to speak in particular ways in
specific contexts.

In addition,

they encourage researchers

to study cross gender interactions.

They urge researchers

of social construction to study men and women in natural and
shared contexts.

They encourage researchers to describe

differences and similarities in communication between men
and women,

and to try to understand why gender-related

linguistic patterns occur in some contexts and not in
others.
The women's history seminar which I studied used social
constructivist learning theory and a collaborative learning
format.

My extensive search through educational

bibliographies has turned up only one research study on
social constructivism and collaborative learning in writing.
DeCicco

(1988)

observed that writing is best taught as

collaborative learning in a social context,

the classroom.

In such a classroom the teacher is the facilitator,

setting

up the environment for students to work together on all
stages of the research and writing process.

Dialogue is

encouraged because writing is viewed as internalized
conversation.
Some limited research on social constructivist learning
in America has been conducted by researchers studying the
learning experiences of women in American colleges and in
American society
1987; Shavlik,

(Belenky,

et.

et al.,1989).

al,

1987? Caywood & Overing,

Since participants in my study
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were using social constructivist and feminist theory to
guide their own research,

the next review focuses on

feminist educational theory.

Learning Process in Gender-Informed Classrooms
In this section of the literature review,

I examine

research on the learning processes in gender-informed
classrooms.

First,

I will present the broad goals of

gender-informed educators.
knowledge construction.

Then I will examine research on

Finally,

I will review research on

group process skills.
On the most basic level, I think that feminism has to
do with a cast of mind, a way of thinking, and a
movement of heart and spirit; a way of being and acting
with and for others.
The cast of mind is fundamentally
one of critique? the movement of the heart is toward
friendship.
Both are strongly personal in that they
must first be chosen and then be developed by each one
of us on her own, and both enable as well as require us
to stand on our own even as we stand with others.
Both
also unite the personal with the social and political
by questioning, and then refusing barriers
(intellectual and actual) between kinds of acts, ways
of labeling, kinds of people that have been strictly
labeled as private or public.
And this refusal is, of
course, very important because it is by refusing people
access to the public, to the political, that those in
power keep power and deny those they exploit crucial
personal as well as political sources of identity, of
experience, of strength.
It is time we returned to the
distinction between what is private and what is public
to its proper status as a useful intellectual
distinction and break its hold as a harmful political
prescription with very serious consequences for every
part of our lives—including education
(Minnick, 1983:
317-318).

Broad Goals
Gender-aware educators' broad goals are
gender consciousness,

(b)

(a)

developing

focusing on scholarship by and for
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women,
(d)

(c)

creating communities of teachers and learners,

producing research-based theory and practice supporting

women's learning,

and

(e)

educating people for personal

growth and cultural diversity
Shrewsbury,

(Bunch & Pollack,

1983,

1987).

Feminist educators strive to make visible the concerns
and activities of women because they consider women's
experience as a valid but neglected part of social reality.
As people become more conscious of social relationships
which oppress women,

feminist consciousness develops.

Feminist consciousness,

further,

refers to a sense of

connection with the struggles of other people who feel
subordinated.
Gender conscious educators realize that the classroom
context is shaped by institutional factors,
arrangements,

instructional

and the motivations and experiences of

participants.

They strive to construct a cultural milieu

where masculine and feminine qualities and men's and women's
experiences can be valued
1989) .

Howe

(1985)

(Minnick,

1983; Pearson et al.,

is aware that interactions between

social theories and practices and the selection of materials
and activities influences learning in classrooms.

She

compiled a list of content areas which women and men need to
investigate if they are to develop more egalitarian
relationships.

She suggests that women and men study

patriarchy and feminist theory in historical perspective?
biological/psychological sex differences,
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socialization and

sex role stereotyping,

women in history and the arts,

and female-centered psychological theories,
sexuality,

female

gender and the history of education,

of the family,

male

the history

women in the work force and the relationship

between money and power,
social movements

(Howe,

women and the law,

and women and

1985).

Conscious knowledge about socialization and gender
practices can lead to transformations of educational
institutions,
schools

goals,

(Wilkinson,

and professional relationships in
& Markett,

1985).

and purpose unite feminist educators,

Unity of principles
yet diversity

underlies the unity of the feminist movement
Wong,

1989).

In the classroom under study,

(Cott,

1988;

the participants

were attempting to understand the myriad of socialization
and gender practices among women and men in American
history.

In my own study,

I attempted to understand the

socialization and gender practices among female and male
participants.
Feminist scholars using gender as a unit of analysis
have tried to understand the ways in which gender
relationships are socially determined and constructed in
schools

(Hansot & Tyack,

Wilkinson & Marrett,

1982?

1985).

Tyack & Hansot,

1988;

Gender is found to be socially

constructed through differentiation of roles and
responsibilities,

through language,

and through assumptions

that guide people in their personal and professional lives.
Scholars using gender as a unit of analysis have also
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observed that people do not always behave in ways which are
socially determined or sex determined.

Women and men often

behave in ways which contradict our stereotypic assumptions
of what is expected.

Politics and practices of men and

women are reciprocally negotiated and are often contested
(Scott,

1985).

Scholars in a wide variety of fields are using gender
to analyze new topics related to the education in
elementary,
Smithson,
1985?

secondary,

1990;

and college settings

Hansot & Tyack,

Tyack and Hansot,

1988?

1988?

(Gabriel

Jones,

1987;

Sadker & Sadker,

&

Scott,

1986).

A few

scholars are using gender to analyze topics related to the
education of teachers
1990?

Popkewitz,

1987?

(Apple,

1988?

Jones,

Tyack & Hansot,

1990;

1982).

Maher,

My own study

extends this research agenda.
Inequities historically associated with race,
ethnicity,

class,

and sexual orientation become more visible

when women's issues are investigated

because it is not

gender alone that determines social position
29?

Weiler,

1988).

(Linton,

1985:

All of these may also position one

within the social hierarchy and offer possible standpoints
for creating new knowledge and understanding reality.
Better understanding of social and political systems coupled
with a stronger sense of personal agency prompts some people
to work for social change.
institutions,

As

feminists study educational

the content of graduate education programs,

and everyday practices in schools and classrooms,
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they look

for ways

in which people can contribute to re-structuring

roles and opportunities.

Knowledge Construction
The teacher in the course I studied was using genderinformed teaching techniques.
educator,

As a gender-sensitive

she took seriously the notion of co-construction

of knowledge

(Maher,

1990).

She strove to construct an

environment which respected both female and male students'
knowledge and learning styles.

This section of the

literature review examines research on the politics of
developing gender-inclusive curriculum,
students with diverse learning styles,
practice relationships

accomodating
and examining theory-

in gender-informed classrooms.

The proliferation of scholarship by women during the
past fifteen years has led to changes in the way that social
educators think about women,
Thompson Tetreault,

gender,

and teaching.

Mary Kay

a professor at Lewis and Clark College,

has observed over the years of research that there are
differences in the way people have thought about
incorporating women and gender into the discipline of
history in university courses.
After examining women's scholarship in a variety of
fields,

Tetreault

(1985)

developed a model

for grasping the

evolution of thinking about incorporating women and gender
into selected disciplines.
"Feminist Phase Theory."

She called her model the
It is a phase theory,
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not to

suggest hierarchy, but to emphasize that they are
progressively sequenced legitimate approaches to research on
gender.

By describing in depth the assumptions embodied in

various fields—history, psychology,
anthropology,

sociology,

Tetreault showed that our theories about men

and women influence our theories of knowledge and our
educational practices.
According to Tetreault,
were completely absent.

in phase one scholarship women

History was entirely male-defined.

In the earliest scholarship on women, phase two historians
made efforts to reclaim "women worthies" who met male
standards.

The search for missing women was conducted from

within a male conceptual framework.

Topics which were

popular included women as suffragists, public women, women
and politics and women during the wars.
In what Tetreault calls bifocal scholarship, phase
three historians shifted from viewing women as deficient to
emphasizing differences between men and women.
dual categories—male and female.

They created

The primary focus of

their research was on oppression and misogyny.

In some

cases they argued that women and men occupied separate
cultures and their separate spheres.
with this kind of thinking.

There were two dangers

First, people had the tendency

to slip back into viewing women as inferior and subordinate,
and secondly,

the research came close to reiterating sexual

stereotypes scholars were trying to avoid.
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In the later fourth phase,
of women.

historians wrote histories

They analyzed the interactive nature of

oppression of race,

ethnicity,

class and gender and

demonstrated the ways that dualistic categories break down.
In the histories of women complex patterns and pluralistic
conceptualizations challenge the homogeneity of women's
experiences and the homogeneity of men's experiences for
that matter.
Contemporary historians,

according to Tetreault,

find

it necessary to draw on other disciplines for a clearer
vision of the social structure and the culture of societies
as individuals encounter them in their daily life.

They

search for new unifying frameworks and different
periodizations.
In recent years historians are acknowledging that women
and men cannot be studied in isolation.

Phase five

historians search for points where women's and men's
experiences intersect in private and public life.
than searching for opposition they are asking:
and women relate to and complement one another?
times variables of race,

sex,

ethnicity,

economic systems,
systems.

how do men
At all

social class,

other salient characteristics are considered.
also given to context,

Rather

and

Attention is

particularly to the interplay of

family organization,

and political

This research is driven by a new consciousness

that gender is socially constructed.

There is also an

interest in examining the way that words,
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theories,

symbols

and practices mirror the organization of society
1987:

(Tetreault,

175).
Historians of gender are interested in structural,

institutional,

and experiential perspectives.

People are

seen as agents in their own socialization whether they are
actively working towards improvements in their situations or
resisting oppression.

The participants in the women's

history seminar were using this particular frame for
reviewing scholarship on women.
way that structural,

My own study examines the

institutional,

and experiential factors

influence the socialization practices in that group.
Gender-aware educators aim to educate people about
achievements,

culture,

about social progress

and heritage of women and to bring
(Howe,

1983).

Through reflection and

active engagement with the self, with others,
material presented in the classroom,

and with the

students are given the

opportunity to begin the process of growth or transformation
which will ultimately lead more gender-balanced views of
women and of men.
Howe

(1983)

observes that the academic curriculum in

schools must be changed in order to incorporate the new
expanded versions of cultural literacy,
of women.

including the place

Yet Howe readily notes that the social content of

the curriculum is important,

too.

When women are rendered

invisible in the academic content and are also silenced in
classrooms as research on gender equity so often indicates
(Sadker & Sadker,

1986),

then the politics of the classroom
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works against,

not for, women.

For this reason,

Howe

encourages educators to be political— to consciously strive
to construct gender-balanced environments.
Teaching is a political act in the broadest context of
that word:
some person is choosing for whatever
reasons, to teach a set of values, ideas, assumptions,
and pieces of information and in so doing, to omit
other values, ideas, assumptions, and pieces of
information.
If all those choices form a pattern of
excluding half the human race, that is a political act
one can hardly help noticing.
To omit women entirely
makes one kind of political statement, to include women
as a target for humor makes another.
To include women
with seriousness and vision and with some attention to
the perspective of women as a hitherto subjective group
is simply another kind of political act.
Education is
a kind of political act that controls destinies, gives
some persons hope for a past and a future, and deprives
others even of ordinary expectations for work and
achievement.
And the study of half the race— the
political act we call women's studies— cannot be
excluded without obvious consequences for the search
for truth (Howe, 1983: 100).

The kind of political change which Howe is talking
about is already taking place.

As more women and men become

conscious of how the status quo is reproduced through
socialization,

they take on the burden of making the changes

in their behavior that will make classrooms more
accommodating to women.

Gender-aware educators try to use

the research on gender equity to create communities and
classrooms where women and men may use their literacy
skills,
(Howe,

networks,

power,

1983? Minnick,

and energy to empower one another

1983).

By developing ways of teaching

and learning which are both gender-balanced and also are
tailored to the learning styles of all students,

educators

will make classrooms and schools better places for women and
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men

(Zelazek,

1986).

In the past fifteen years there has

been an explosion of research which has led to rethinking
about the way we teach and think.

Recent research on

personality and learning styles suggests that traditional
ways of teaching may favor masculine ways of knowing and
speaking.

According to Kolb

(1984),

fifty-nine percent of

the males in his research favored abstracting knowledge from
its context? whereas,

fifty-nine percent of the females in

his study preferred to grasp information in its context.
In their recent book, Womens Wavs of Knowing:
Development of Self.
Clinchy,

and Tarule

Mind,
(1987)

and Voice.

the

Belenky, Goldberger,

learned that many of the one

hundred thirty-five women in their study felt silenced in
their schooling years.

An alternative to that experience of

silence is what the authors call "connected education."
They developed that theory after analyzing the interviews
and realizing that many of the women in their study said
they preferred to learn from experience and from context.
The women felt that ideas,

relationships,

and feelings were

interconnected with people's subjective experiences.
In "connected education," teachers and learners pose
questions and probe theories,

personal and academic,

better understand and better articulate them.
teachers value diversity.

"Connected"

They welcome students with

different personalities,

styles,

learning space.

Clinchy,

Tarule,

to

and backgrounds into the
Goldberger,

and Belenky

have found that "connected" teachers trust that students can
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think,

speak,

and learn for themselves.

They recognize that

struggle and uncertainty are a part of the learning process,
so they provide clear feedback and support for students'
ideas.

Thus "connected education" is similar to

constructivist approaches in education.
Connected knowledge bonds learners into communities
based on care and understanding.

Empathic understanding

requires learners to listen to the ideas and feelings and
the subjective situation of others before judging their
theories.

The social context that is supportive of

connected or constructivist learning is also described as
"interactive" because students are enabled to relate the
subject matter of the class to all aspects of their lives
(Maher,

1985).

Students use dialogue and the writing

process as ways for articulating their personal theories,
reflecting on them,

and revising them as they receive new

information

1990).

(Maher,

In my review of the literature on knowledge
construction,

I found that people in gender-informed

classrooms created and evaluated theories by:
from practice to theory;
(c)

(b)

(a)

going

going from theory to practice;

going from experience to theory.
Gender-informed education is oriented toward critical

praxis,

the blending of action and inquiry by reflection.

A

strong theme in the work of educators today is their drawing
to consciousness the taken-for-grantedness of the dominant
theories.

Educators who use the term "critical praxis" seek
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liberation from the domination of any ideology.

The

professor under study maintained that the search for an
understanding of gender and social structuring,

for example,

is change-oriented because it forces people to look at
explanatory theories and then at their own lives and to see
both similarities and differences
Grumet,

1987; Leek,

1987; Pinar,

(Culley & Portuges,

1985;

1978).

Like Dewey, many educators believe that inquiry
teaching helps people actively make sense of their
experience through manipulation of information and rational
analysis.

They encourage learners to conduct inquiry into

real social problems and to use scientific method to analyze
them and to arrive at objective solutions.
educators,

however,

Gender-aware

go beyond inquiry models because they

recognize that in a complex society there are multiple
problems and solutions.

They maintain that there needn't be

one universal and synthetic explanation which incorporates
all aspects of social existence.

Moreover,

since

representations of social problems are informed by people's
subjective experiences,

there can't be any completely

objective solutions.
We live in a society whose problems are exacerbated by
divisions of race, gender, and class, to name three of
the most salient ones.
The personal problems that
plague us are those of understanding and reconciling
different perspectives on important issues of love and
work and challenging those who profess impartiality and
objectivity as they undertake to speak for everyone.
We need classroom exercises to help students and
ourselves listen to and come to terms with our
differences and the multiple capacities and social
responsibilities within ourselves (Maher, 1987: 192).
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The goal of knowledge construction is to reveal the
tapestry of partial and plausible explanations for social
phenomena.

Knowledge then is seen as multidimensional and

multifaceted,
It is,

subjective,

therefore,

and context-bound

(Maher,

1987).

only through reflection and action that

theories of culture will be interrogated and modified.
the dissertation,

In

I used such inquiry to understand how

participants in the course were examining their own gendered
theories and constructing new historical and cultural texts.
Bunch

(1983)

has developed a particularly clear four-

part theory to guide her teaching.

She believes that

students can make better sense of the social world if they
are taught feminist analysis with these components:
1.

Description:

exists.

strive to describe reality as it

Socialization affects the way people are

viewed and how they view themselves.

To become gender-

aware theorists, women and men have to listen more
acutely to hear their voices and then take the time to
write down descriptions of their reality.
2.

Analysis:

not another.

investigate why one reality exists and
Repeated analyses on data may uncover

gender patterns and factors which result in oppression.
3.

Visions:

determine what could exist.

Gender

informed visions show a healthy respect for different
styles of thinking,
4.
quo.

Strategy:

sensing,

feeling,

and knowing.

hypothesize how to change the status

Effective strategy for improving educational
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environments requires women and men to have the
cultural understanding and literacy skills to make
sense of social experiences

(Bunch,

1983:

251-253).

Bunch maintains that people who can construct their own
theories,

can actively improve their own situation.

The

professor in the course encouraged participants to draw on
their own experiences and knowledge when interpreting texts,
to attend carefully to the interpretations in texts,
also to create new gender-informed knowledge.

and

Such teaching

shifts some of the responsibility for learning from the
teacher to the students so it requires some alteration of
instructional relationships.
Drawing on social constructivist theories, Martha
Thompson

(1987)

gives us a quite different approach to

educational improvement than either Dewey or Bunch.

She

observes that many people become theory builders by
constructing personal theories,

not by following the

prescribed model or by analyzing the theories of others.
She uses a three step sequence to help students develop
personal theories and evaluate theories.
First,

students develop their theoretical skills by

analyzing their own gendered experiences,

and then they

compare patterns in their own lives to patterns of others
(Thompson,

1987:

83).

When they figure out the

relationships among concepts,

they are ready to do fieldwork

and to work in collaboration with others to construct new
theories.

Thompson maintains that it is through friendship
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and solidarity that potential theorists link their projects
to projects in the larger community.

(Thompson,

1987).

As graduate students participate in conversations with
one another,
(1987)

usually they become more reflective.

Schon

notes that students and teachers who engage in

"reflective conversations" can become adept at seeing and
acting on their perceptions.

They do this by making their

procedures and rationales explicit through dialogue and in
writing,

then by comparing their actions in actual

situations with their espoused theories.

Group Process Skills
The socialization process in gender-aware
constructivist classrooms involves active interrogation of
teaching and learning relationships.

Schneidewind

(1987)

envisages such a classroom as a place where selfdetermination can be experienced.

She believes that

teachers can structure learning environments so that people
can learn to relate their personal subjective experience to
broader political,

economic,

and social structures.

Women

and men can gain skills to achieve their own personal goals
and further egalitarian ends

(Schneidewind,

1983.

Key

processes for altering educational environments are related
to group dynamics,

task and participant-structures,

and

communication.
Such teaching rejects what Paolo Friere calls the
"banking system of education," a system which assumes
that one person with greater power and wisdom has
knowledge to dispense to others.
Feminist education
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implies that we enter into a dialogue with other
students meeting them as human beings, and learning
with them in community (Schneidewind, 1983: 271).
In this section I will discuss processes for
structuring

(a)

Teacher and student relationships,

(b)

leadership,

(c)

participatory decision-making,

politics

and conflict resolution,

(e)

(d)

mutual respect and recognition

through collaborative inquiry,

and

(f)

communication.

Research on teacher thinking and on learning conducted
over the last decade or so makes us appreciate the complex
nature of teaching.

Teachers'

implicit theories, planning,

and classroom practices influence classroom learning
1989? Clark and Peterson,

1986.)

(Cole,

When educators strive to

create environments where egalitarian relationships can be
cultivated,
altered.

teacher and student relationships are also

Educators who assist women and men learning from

one another usually consciously try to establish less
hierarchical learning arrangements.
Noddings
practice,
(1982)

(1988)

notes that through modeling,

and confirmation,

people learn morality.

dialogue,
Gilligan

has stressed the importance of women caring for

themselves as a prerequisite to their development.
observes,

Noddings

a morality based on caring has implications for

the instructional arrangements in schools.
Noddings suggests,
and schools,

Specifically,

the hierarchical structure of classrooms

the rigid allocation of times and tasks,

the goals of instruction, modes of evaluation,
interaction,

and

patterns of

and selections of content should be altered to
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show regard for women and respect for the community of
learners.

In the dissertation I examine how participants

organized the space,

activities,

support each others'

learning.

and conversations to
Of particular interest is

how participants organize roles and relationships based on
their emerging consciousness of gender.
Joint sharing of leadership is a hallmark of feminist
theory.

Leadership enables educators to exercise authority

and voice and encourage others to do the same.

In the

collaborative classroom,

The teacher

leadership is shared.

is the role model for the community.
sense of purpose,
purpose,

S/he creates a shared

a set of skills for accomplishing the

and context where choices can be discussed and

sometimes jointly decided upon

(Howe,

1983, Weiler,

1988).

Florence Howe has described such leadership
particularly well:
A leader is someone who knows how to control her life,
and who has a vision of possibilities for other lives
apart from her own, for her community, for other women,
for example, and who works to make that vision visible
to others, to share it, without trampling on other
persons, but engaging them, enabling them to work for
that vision as well (Howe, 1983: 7-11).
Gender-aware educators believe that women and men need
to assess the consequences of existing systems on their
relationships and to move cultural practice toward
egalitarian gender relationships.
The only reason for the status quo is to maintain power
for those in control.
It is in direct opposition to
the reality of existence of change and that is why at
some point it begins to fail.
Change is a fact of
life.
Growth is an expansion, a gathering in, an
assimilation of experience.
When something stops
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growing it starts to decay.
Chaos results when the
disintegration of a system is not accompanied by a new
vision.
Chaos is not brought about by rebellion; it is
brought about by the absence of political struggle
(Sherman, 1983: 136-137).
Many educators now are striving to engage in
participatory decision-making in their schools and
classrooms

(Carnegie Forum,

1987; Smylie and Denny,

1990).

Rather than establishing a fixed system of roles and a
hierarchy of relationships,

these educators strive to expand

people's sense of mutuality and empowerment.

Through the

process of power sharing and decision-making, people gain a
new appreciation of the multiple perspectives on learning.
(Schneidewind,

1985; Shrewsbury,

1987).

Regan described

such educators in this way.
"They work hard to create classrooms in which expertise
does not intimidate and role authority does not
silence.
Rather than profess, feminist teachers
converse with their students" (Regan, 1990:
565).
When teachers change decision-making patterns in class,
roles also change.

Gender-informed teachers believe that

teachers and students need to engage in participatory
decision-making and to experience various roles within the
classroom.

Ideally,

the classroom

provides a community for

learners and teachers who are willing to share power.
Power-sharing is the first step in organizational change.
The teacher has legitimate authority and specialized
expertise,

a result of prior learning and experience, but

students are also perceived as having knowledge and
expertise which has come from their prior experiences.
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Nelson's

(1988)

research from 1981-1985 studied an

example of participatory decision-making in the interactive
patterns in predominantly female research teams at George
Mason University in Virginia.

Through the English

Department she offered semester-long small-group tutorial
sessions for people who were having difficulty with writing.
She described some of the ways that female and male students
on those interactive teams approached collaborative
decision-making.

Students became teachers for each other so

instruction was non-hierarchical.

They shared ideas with

each other during all phases of the research.

They

discussed the consequences of their decisions on their goals
before arriving at a final consensus.

The men and women in

her sample learned to offer each other emotional support and
constructive criticism,

carefully balancing positive and

negative criticism (Nelson,

1988).

Growth toward egalitarian relationships involves both
an intellectual struggle to break down dualistic thinking
and a political struggle to overcome cultural habits such as
domination and subordination.

Yet out of such struggle will

come new understandings and new visions.
others,

When shared with

those new visions become the basis for a new social

reality.
A new vision supercedes the old because it encompasses
more, gives more, takes in new territory, leads us into
new places.
It is precisely about change, about
growth, about the breaking of oppressive structures and
reordering them, that creativity, that politics is all
about.
(Sherman, 1983: 129).
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Gender-informed teachers do not isolate students from
politics in the classroom.

They encourage women and men to

observe the interactions in the group,
learning process in

journals,

to reflect on their

and to resolve conflicts

through dialogue and through action.

Sherman

(1983)

noted

that conflict is inevitable when people truly relate with
one another.

One learns how to be political by sharing in

decision-making which affects others in the community.
To be political is to understand yourself in relation
to other people in the context of a community.
To be
political is to understand yourself in the midst of the
process which is history (Sherman, 1983:
129).
University classrooms are often places where people
intellectualize about community issues and politics, but do
not usually experience them.

Teachers and students can use

the classroom as a laboratory for investigating conflict,
decision-making,

and politics.

No struggle is unimportant when people say no to a
situation that oppresses them.
The question is
whether, once having faced the consequences of struggle
you continue to struggle, you continue to resist, you
continue to fight.
We carry our history, our values, with us.
Whether
they are a burden or a source of energy depends on us.
How long the struggle lasts will depend on how many
times we have to go through the same thing before we
learn (Sherman, 1983:
137).
A strong theme in the classroom I studied was drawing
to consciousness the taken-for-grantedness of theories and
behavior through collaborative inquiry.
wasn't promoting any particular ideology,

The professor
so one of my goals

was to examine how she encouraged students to seek
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understanding of explanatory theories in texts,
interactions,

gender

and tacit cultural knowledge.

When people engage in collaborative inquiry,

the sacred

for one participant may be the profane for another.

Not

only is there a possibility for resistance to change, but
there is a possibility for conflict to result.
learning may involve conflict or struggle,

Real

so gender aware

educators strive to construct environments where trust and
cooperation are encouraged.
Structured Learning:
Schneidewind

(1987)

In her article,

"Cooperatively

Implications for Feminist Pedagogy,"
discussed several strategies for

building interdependence and team work into the classroom.
"Optimally,"

she wrote,

"students will develop

for their learning from others,
group?

(c)

(b)

(a)

support

responsibility to a

skills to resolve inevitable conflicts that arise

when working interdependently; and

(d)

and camaraderie for group members"

(Schneidewind,

Psychoanalyst,

Benjamin

(1988)

feelings of warmth
1987:

77).

emphasizes mutual

recognition and respect as the route to reform of gender
arrangements of domination and subordination.

In the

dissertation I examine how roles and relationships are
negotiated and shared by both men and women in an
environment where mutual respect is the norm.
The vision of recognition between equal subjects gives
rise to a new logic— the logic of paradox, of
sustaining the tension between contradictory forces.
Perhaps the most fateful paradox is our simultaneous
need for recognition and independence:
this paradox is
the first step toward unravelling the bonds of love.
This means not to undo our ties to others, but rather
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to disentangle then; to make of them not shackles,
circuits of recognition (Benjamin, 1988: 221).

but

Communities of learners and teachers must make room for
both connection and separation.

Philosopher,

Dumont

(1986)

stresses the importance of encouraging of both feminine and
masculine modes of thinking in classrooms.
In terms of morality, the ability to see along both
lines is a serious requirement since the reduction of
one to the other leaves open the possibilities of
oppression on one side and abandonment or isolation on
the other.
Without the ability to see both survival is
endangered.
The focus on justice to the exclusion of
care endangers interdependence and connection while the
focus on care to the exclusion of justice endangers the
rights of the parties involved (Dumont, 1986: 9).
Torbert

(1983)

has suggested that collaborative inquiry

has the potential for encouraging both organizational and
self development.

Collaborative environments bring people

of different abilities and backgrounds together to work on
specific projects.

Through collaborative work,

people

realize that there are multiple perspectives on knowledge
(Johnson, Johnson,

& Anderson,

1986).

One important theme

in the graduate seminar under study is collaboration.
Collaborative inquiry fosters interdependency.

It

encourages people to examine the context in which knowledge
is constructed.

For example,

collaborative inquiry reveals

ways that women and men are interdependent and ways that
they use emotions and caring to inhibit or to facilitate one
another's academic and social growth.
inquiry,

people realize why gender,

Through collaborative

race,

class,

and

ethnicity must be discussed in relation to existing systems
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such as patriarchy,
Schneidewind,

capitalism,

democracy

(Maher,

1987;

1987).

Shrewsbury

(1987)

has offered an approach that is

particularly strong in helping people to develop a sense of
agency or empowerment through interdependence and
connection.

Shrewsbury conceptualizes solidarity in the

gender-informed classroom as "power of energy,
potential,

rather than of domination.

capacity,

This is an image of

power as the glue holding a community together,
people the opportunity,
conditions,

to act,

and

to move,

giving the

to change

for the benefit of the whole population"

(Shrewsbury,

1987:

8).

Allowing for different communicative styles is one way
that educators can empower students.
many forms—conversation,

Communication can take

questioning,

argument,

or debate.

Information may be communicated verbally or non-verbally
(Hall & Hall,

1980).

Clinchy,

one of the proponents of

"connected education," has described conversation as
"connected knowing"

(Clinchy,

1989).

She notes that people

construct knowledge when they engage in conversations
together.

Conversation involves listening to the ideas of

others and asking questions until you fully understand them.
Elbow observes that when people converse they are playing a
"believing game"

(Elbow,

1981:

270-272).

Connected knowing

is differentiated from "separate knowing," which Clinchy
notes is similar to argument or debate.
in argument,

When people engage

they challenge and try to disprove other
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people's ideas.

In a gender-balanced classroom both

separate and connected learning can occur because people
attend to the feelings of others as well as their ideas.
In order to participate effectively in graduate-level
constructivist classrooms,

teachers and students must

interact in contexts which allow them to nurture critical
thinking skills and compassion (Oja,
1985).

1980,

1990,

Rich,

The classroom is a place to use dialogue and

questioning to develop critical thinking and to integrate it
with affective development.

Knowledge is critically

evaluated by continuous questioning of taken-for-granted
assumptions,

exploration of emotions,

attitudes,

and values.

In the process there is a de-mystification of any one kind
of knowledge as the superior one—theoretical or personal
knowledge.

(Clinchy,

1989? Fisher,

1987; Maher,

1990).

Often, when taken-for-granted assumptions are
challenged,

people experience "cognitive dissonance."

Piaget has written about this aspect of the learning
process;

"there are not two developments,

the other affective,

one cognitive and

two separate psychic functions,

there two kinds of objects:
cognitive and affective"

nor are

all objects are simultaneously

(Piaget,

1964:

39).

When

assimilating new information which contradicts their
standard way of making sense, people sometimes feel confused
and even upset at having difficulty integrating new
information into existing frameworks
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(Rich,

1985).

The aim of critical education is to connect
experiences,

to compare knowledge with others,

construct new and integrated understandings.
inductive and constructivist.

That is,

and to co¬
The process is

people make sense of

information through discussion of academic content and
social interaction in groups rather than by passively
receiving information through lectures or by memorization of
facts

(Culley and Portuges,

1987).

1985? Maher,

1985? Schneidewind,

In my research I examined the process by which

participants constructed roles and conversations in the
group.
The literature review examined the intersection of
research on gender and graduate teaching and learning,
constructivist and social constructivist learning theory,
and the research on learning processes in gender-informed
classrooms.

Particularly relevant were studies which

examined gender-balancing processes and constructivist
perspectives in graduate-level teaching.

These reviews are

related to the graduate-level history seminar under study.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN
Site and Participants
The year-long study of a graduate level history seminar
took place at a large state university in the Northeastern
part of the United States.

In the study,

I examined the

activities and dialogues of participants in one graduate
seminar,

"Women in U.

semesters.

S. History," over the course of two

The research was conducted during three-hour

weekly classes and during library,

social,

and archival

research sessions which occurred outside of class.

To

achieve in-depth understanding of the experiences of the
group,

I became a member of the group and entered into their

socialization process.
The history course was selected because I wanted to
study a course where gender issues were discussed.

Reviews

of literature on teacher education suggested that there was
a need to do research on classrooms where constructivist
perspectives,
matter

feminist methods,

(notably gender,

being studied.

race,

and particular subject

ethnicity,

are

In the "Women in U.S. History" course,

participants read secondary sources
based on primary research)
first semester,

and class)

(books and articles

in the field of women's history

and they wrote article-length papers using

feminist methodology second semester.
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Human Subjects and Confidentiality
I made every effort to protect the confidentiality of
all participants.
pseudonyms.

In referring to participants,

Since this was a cultural study,

focus was on the group,
the pilot study,

I use

the primary

rather than on individuals.

During

each participant received an informed

consent document describing the research and permission was
obtained.

(Appendix A).

Gaining Access
I gained access to the site by enrolling in the course
for the fall semester,
session,

1989.

After attending one class

I asked the professor if I could conduct an

ethnographic study.

She consented to my discussing the

proposal with fellow students.

I spoke to several students

individually after the second class session.

They were not

opposed and were curious to learn more about the project.
During the second week of classes,

I described the

ethnographic research project to the group and explained
that I would be a participant in the class,
be an observer.
discussions,

but I would also

I told them that I would tape class

and record information in field notes about

what it was like being a participant in the group.

I

encouraged them to help me to understand what was happening
during class discussions or with the group,

explaining that

the ethnography ought to reflect as broad an understanding
of the culture of the group as possible.
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People gave me verbal permission during that week and
written permission later in the semester.

Over time some

people actually talked with me about what it was like being
a member of the
candid,

group.

The professor was always open and

but some other people never really shared their

experiences or ideas with me directly.

However,

everyone

participated in group discussions of the findings.
In the second semester,

the new participants in the

course gave me written permission to continue the study the
second week of class.

Fortunately,

some of the participants

from first semester continued with the course second
semester,

and some of the participants were willing to

contribute information about their experiences as newcomers
in the group.

Methodology for the Study
Research was conducted in two phases.
employed an ethnographic research design.

The first phase
The second phase

employed sociolinguistic analysis.

Through my review of

literature on educational research,

I

found that these two

approaches provided appropriate theories and methods for
describing and analyzing the learning environment and the
learning processes in the classroom under study.
In phase one of the study I used an ethnographic
research design.

I used observational and interview methods

which are commonly employed in studies of classrooms.
Educational ethnography is an anthropological approach to
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studying the cultural practices and learning processes in a
school or a classroom
1986?

(Erikson,

Green & Zaharlick,

Culture,

as

1990?

it is used here,

1986?

Evertson & Green,

Spradley & McCurdy,

1972).

refers to the shared

understandings— manifest in acts,

language,

and artifacts—

that characterize a group of students and a teacher
(Spradley,

1980).

The terms cultural and culture also refer to processes
of social

interaction and communication that are learned and

shared by members of a group
two of the study,

(Smirchich,

1983).

In phase

I use a sociolinguistic approach to re¬

analyze the data collected during the year-long ethnographic
study.

The sociolinguistic perspective

Gumpertz and Cook-Gumpertz,

1986?

(Hymes,

1974,

1980?

Wilkinson & Markett,

1985)

enabled me to gain understanding of the cultural practices
and the learning processes used by participants for
organizing the classroom context.
Sociolinguistics has been defined as the study of
language in its social context.
in different social contexts.
other by age,

People speak different ways
Speakers who differ from each

ethnic group and social class may speak

differently from one another.

Sociolinguists are interested

in stylistic and social variations.
The aim of sociolinguistic analysis is to show how
linguistic variation is structured in orderly ways even in
heterogeneous speech communities.
course compose a speech community.
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Students in a graduate
Only recently have

sociolinguists paid much attention to the variation of
language and gender.
female speakers only
1989).

A few studies have concentrated on
(Bate & Taylor,

1988?

Coates & Cameron,

For the most part men and women have been seen as

members of the same social group in research that has
predominantly focused on the social stratification of
speech.

When women's speech has been studied their style

has often been stereotyped as feminine.

It has then been

compared or contrasted with stereotypes about male speech
and then differences have often been reported as
deficiencies.
speech.

The assumption is that male speech is normal

My objective in taping the class sessions was to

capture the ways in which participants structured their
learning context.

I consistently made an effort to

understand how both men and women used activities and
language to structure the learning environment.

Procedures for Data Collection and Time Lines:
During Phase 1,

Phase One

from September through December,

and January through May,

1990,

1989

data were collected during

three hour weekly sessions in one graduate-level women's
history course.
libraries,

Other data were collected in apartments,

and other places where the graduate students and

professor worked and socialized.
During the initial data collection phase,

I relied on

observational and interview methods which were employed in
many interactionist studies of classrooms
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(Erikson,

1986;

Evertson & Green;

1986; Spradley;

used participant-observation

1980; Spradley,

(Spradley,

1980)

1979).

i

because it

provided me with an opportunity to explore the social
context,

the communication,

and the knowledge that this

group was constructing over time.

I also used the

ethnographic interview (Spradley,

1979)

because it allowed

me to study the cultural values of participants and did not
burden me with pre-determined protocol and definitions.
Through my review of the literature in educational
ethnography and sociolinguistics I found some key questions
which provided a systematic approach for collecting data.
The following sources were resources and guides for
participant-observers:
LeCompte
(1978)

(1984),

guiding questions by Goetz and

the sequence of steps articulated by Denzin

as initial guidelines for structuring observations,

and insights from James Spradley

(1980)

for organizing

observations.
As a participant-observer,
articles, books,

I collected syllabi,

information on resources,

student proposals,

student papers,

policy guides,

and feedback notes from

the professor and from fellow students.

My data also

included notes and observations on conversations,
rules,

norms,

and roles within the group.

decisions,

Classroom

discussions were recorded on twenty-five three-hour
audiotapes.
As a participant-observer I looked for reliable
informants who would help me to understand how the
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perceptions and the beliefs of the insiders shaped the
classroom culture.
socialize me.

I wanted participants to teach me and to

Spradley's

(1979)

open-ended interview

techniques were used to gather information from
participants.

I sought information on the participants7

roles and their responses to the context.

Their answers to

my questions helped clarify their frames of reference and
experiences as members of the course.
In an effort to construct an adequate description of
the social interaction and multiplicity of participant
perspectives,

I arrived at class early,

participants and the professor,
sessions.

socialized with

and attended all class

I recorded four categories of information in my

field notes:

descriptive

methodological

(observations),

theoretical,

(techniques for gathering data),

(reactions and reflections).

Each week I attempted to

record information about the physical setting,
arrangements of participants, work groups,
conversation,

and personal

the seating

the flow of

information about the ways that people

positioned themselves around the table and in relation to
the other participants,
as eye contact,

nonverbal language and gestures such

eye gaze, hand movement, head nodding,

length of time speaking.

and

I kept checklists of influence

strategies and other dynamics.

I counted and categorized

information about speaking turns,

communicative competence,

and communicative styles by sex and tried to identify
gendered patterns of behavior.
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I spent countless hours

indexing tapes and reviewing field notes,
transcriptions,

notes,

and

and recorded my own reflections and theories

about the learning process in the classroom and about my own
process of conducting the research.
I used open-ended questioning,

observation,

and

descriptions in field notes to get a better understanding of
the way participants were structuring activities and
learning in the classroom.

Less obtrusive measures such as

observation of action and analysis of documents provided
information about predictable patterns of interaction shared
by this group of students and a teacher.

Free exploration

of the context enabled me to get close to the people
involved in a group and see the variety of situations they
encountered.
The social group changed during the course of phase
one,

the ethnographic study.

And participants changed their

point of view as time passed.
those kinds of changes.

I was interested in both

Using accounts from my field notes

and interviews contributed to the trustworthiness of the
research by extending data to include information which was
not recorded on tapes.

As a rule,

I tape recorded data

which was later indexed and sections transcribed.

The

participant and peer review process has helped me to clarify
what was happening in the setting.
Since I involved the participants in reflecting on data
and constructing the theory,
to influence my reporting.

their interpretations continued
The theories changed throughout
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the year and sometimes from one week to the next.
methodology in my field notes,

Under

I noted some of the ways I

might gather more information to substantiate or to refute a
theory.
systems,

In my field notes,
drawings,

questions.

I created charts,

seating plans,

Likert Scales,

In the reflection section,

events that occurred during class.

counting
interview

I noted critical

Hammersley

(1990:44-45)

observes that when researchers reflect back on the
situations,

the conversations,

and the knowledge constructed

in classrooms and compare information provided by different
methods of data collection and from different participants
(Hammersley,

1990:

44-45),

they gain a new respect for the

socialization and for the interpretations of others.

Participants
The focus of ethnography is on the cultural experience
of participation in particular groups.

Usually

ethnographers use the words or interpretations of
informants to structure the written report.

Participants'

subjective accounts of classroom events inform us about the
consequences of being members of a particular group.
There is no prerequisite number of participants that
must be interviewed when doing ethnography.

Harry Wolcott

noted that one could work with only one key informant to
gain a cultural perspective

(Wolcott,

1990:

63).

In my own

study there were a total of eleven women and ten men
students and one female professor.
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The professor,

three

women,

and three men were participants in the study for two

consecutive semesters.

Professor.

Professor Anne Katz

professor of the course)
Department.

is a tenured member of the History

Incidently, most participants called her by

that first name,
her title.

(my pseudonym for the

but a few male students referred to her by

Professor Katz is one of the two women who

consciously and consistently address issues of women and of
gender through courses and research in a department of
thirty-four professors.

She originally held joint

membership in the Women's Studies and History Department,
and she continues to serve on committees and to teach
courses in both departments.

The brief biographical sketch

provided by Professor Katz during introductory classes gave
participants information about her training,
interests and personal history

professional

(See Appendix C).

Professor Anne Katz has published books on workingclass women's work and leisure and gender-relations in
working-class neighborhoods in turn-of-the century New York,
jointly edited books on topics such as power and sexuality,
and has published articles in interdisciplinary journals
such as Signs.

The Women's Review of Books,

history journals such as

and in refereed

The American Historical Review.

From perusing the bibliography of books and articles she
provided to the class and a book of Faculty Publications at
the university,

it is evident that she has worked both
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independently and collaboratively on research projects.

She

has published books and articles with well-known women's
historians including Mary Beth Norton,

Carol Groneham,

and

Christina Simmons.
Departmental records show that she was awarded a
fellowship to take a year off to do research, was nominated
as Teacher-of-the-Year during the semester this study was
conducted,

and took a leave of absence to teach at Rutgers

University the following year.
taught the course,

During the semester that she

she was selected to present papers at an

International Conference in Germany and at the American
Historical Convention in California.
While I was conducting the research we met after class,
over lunch and dinner.
suggestions,
I submitted.

She edited and posed guestions, made

and wrote several pages of notes on papers that
Her tone in the comments was conversational.

She rephrased key points in my papers,

suggested ways that

historians would frame the argument or discuss themes,
reflected on my work.

She helped me to understand the

relationship between her teaching methods,
norms in discipline of history,
grounding in feminism.

and

the rules and

and her theoretical

She acknowledged that her teaching

had been influenced by reading about feminist pedagogy,
that she was essentially an historian.

but

She observed that

feminism and women's history are related, but that she was
not ideologically committed to one specific form of
feminism.

She analyzed the artifacts—documents and goods—
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produced by and for women to gain insight into women's
experiences and gender relationships.

She shared her

perspective with me on events which occurred in class and
asked me questions about my observations on the learning
process and socialization occurring there.

She provided

time for me to share findings and theories with the group
and to survey participants to find out their different
perceptions about the experiences of being members of the
group.

Students.
and one male)

First semester,

three students

(two females

were doctoral students in education and four

were doctoral students in history.

One woman was a

homemaker and another woman was a home economics professor
at the university.

Second semester,

five of the women and

five of the men enrolled in the course had degrees in
history,

and one woman and I were working on doctorates in

education.

All of the women who completed both semesters of

the course were single women.

Two of the men who completed

both semesters the course were married,

and three of the men

were single.
Information about social class or socioeconomic status
is difficult to sum up.

Graduate students might generally

be seen as middle class,

and yet,

socio-economically most of

the graduate students enrolled in the course were struggling
to make ends meet and were making great economic sacrifices
to pay for their education.

During discussions several
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participants revealed information about their childhood
families as they drew on their own personal experiences for
evaluating written texts.
About half of the students enrolled in the course first
semester claimed to have come from working class and lower
middle class families,

a third of the students claimed to

have come from middle class families,

and a couple of

students indicated they had come from fairly well-to-do
families.

Students of color enrolled in the course came

from upper middle class socioeconomic groups.

More women

than men reported that they were from the lower middle class
or the working class.

Most students related that both their

mothers and fathers worked outside of the home.

Nearly all

of the students who completed both semesters of the course
described themselves as having come from middle class
families.

(See the analysis of participants' motivations

and Appendix B for more detailed information on
participants).

Key Informants.
student—Emily,

I had four key informants:

one female

two male students—Kamil and William,

the professor—Anne.
degrees in history:

and

All informants were earning graduate
Emily,

Afro-American history,

in women's history,

Kamil,

and William in social history.

in
The

professor had specialized in women's history as a graduate
student.
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The woman,
fall,

Emily, was my informant both semesters—

1989 and spring,

1990.

She is a Caucasian woman who

works part-time editing and publishing a film magazine for
five colleges.

She attends the University full time.

is in a doctoral program in history.

She

She gave me an

insider's perspective on history, women's studies,

and her

own perspective on the creative process of writing history.
We met frequently after class and conversed on the
telephone.

She taught me how to locate secondary sources

for my own research,
historical question.

to use the archives,

and to frame a

She compared her experience in this

class to experiences that she had in other history and
women's studies courses.

We discussed and reflected on

events which had occurred in class.
A key informant first semester is an Indian man,

Kamil,

a full time student who works as a Teaching Assistant at the
University.
History.

He is in a doctoral program in Afro-American

We met frequently on campus.

He helped me to

understand how the process and content of the women's
history course was similar to

and differed from other

history courses he had taken.

He shared with me his

perspective on the feminist theoretical and methodological
perspective,

the more traditional historical approaches,

his own personal interests.

He discussed events that

occurred in the class and commented on my observations.
an interview in January,

and

I gained some insight into his

reasons for dropping the course after the first semester.
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In

A key informant second semester,

a Caucasian man,

William, works full time evenings as a janitor at the
University while working on a master's degree in history
during the days.

We met during class breaks and conversed

on the telephone about the course.
readings course in spring,
research spring semester,
that came up in class.

1989,
1990.

He had taken the

and was returning to do his
We often discussed issues

One discussion had to do with an

misunderstanding which occurred when a participant asked him
why he chose to write on lesbian and gay people in the
Valley.

Since he wanted to become a teacher, we frequently

discussed the process for getting certified in secondary
teaching.

Mv Role as Participant-Observer.

As a participant-

observer my research was embedded in the context of the
long-term experience of the group of graduate students and
the professor in the course.

The main categories in my

research reflected the categories being examined by
participants in the course.
As a teacher educator,
academic content,
participants'

I wanted to see how selection of

teaching and learning arrangements,

and

interactions structured the learning context

in a graduate-level classroom.

How would a gender-sensitive

teacher and a gender-balanced group of graduate students use
their knowledge of gender to construct knowledge and
learning contexts?

Prior to the course,
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I had never taken a

formal course in women's studies or in feminist theory, nor
had I taken a history course in 20 years, although I was
doing some library research on related topics.
My ultimate goal as a teacher educator is to improve
the training of teachers.

I am interested in helping

teachers to develop a more critical awareness of social and
cultural factors which influence instructional and
administrative decisions.

Such critical consciousness may

enable us to create educational environments which provide
equal access to male and female students regardless of sex,
race, ethnicity, or socio-economic status.

The ethnography

was intended to do just that? the sociolinguistic analyses
in the dissertation provide reflection on the data and
further insight into the role that participants take in
constructing in teaching and learning experience.

Importance Given to Participants' Definitions During Data
Analysis:

Phase One

Throughout phase one, I discovered categories in the
data by going back to participants' comments to gain a more
intimate and complete understanding of events from their
perspectives.

Participants expressed multiple, conflicting

and diverse interpretations of the classroom reality.

Many

constructs and definitions used in this dissertation came
from discussions in class and participants' conversations
during interviewing.

Initially, I coded data according to

qualitative research guidelines for grounded theory research
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(Glaser,

1978;

Glaser & Strauss,

1967).

This approach began

with open-ended questions like "What is happening here?"
Audiotapes were indexed and transcribed.

In my field notes

I jotted information about who was speaking,
how long.

Patterns emerged.

with whom,

for

Some participants had

prolonged conversations with each other.

The professor

often made remarks following the comments of participants
who were not trained as historians,
was continued by a historian.

then the conversation

Eye contact,

eye gaze,

and a

flip of the hand were ways participants used for exchanging
information and turns.

In noting these occurrences,

I

generated data and studied them through an inductive process
designed to produce detailed descriptions as well as
theoretical

ideas.

In my discussions with participants,
assignments and work,
control,

status,

we focused on

gender arrangements,

and norms in the classroom.

social

We discussed some of

the ways that the classroom served as a site both for social
reproduction and for social change.

Some participants

observed that feminist knowledge and habits were transmitted
and legitimated through communication and selection of
readings.

Other participants said that knowledge of the

traditional narrative of history was essential to
participating effectively in the course.

Most participants

observed that the professor was a significant authority
figure in the classroom.

Some participants indicated that

the course was like other history courses they had taken.
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Other participants said that there were some aspects of the
socialization that were unique
activities,

roles,

(the organization of the

and collaborative relationships).

Participants worked collaboratively during class
session to create the agenda,
construct,

critique,

to discuss readings,

to

and edit research proposals and papers.

People worked in small research groups of three persons
outside of class on their individual research projects
second semester.

It was the degree of that the group

collaborated on individual tasks that seemed most unique to
participants.

In the dissertation,

I examine gender

influences on that process of collaboration.
One of the key constructs identified in phase one of
the study was gender as an armature for sculpting social
relations in groups.

Gender is a key construct in phase two

data collection and analysis as well.

For this dissertation

I went back over the coded transcripts and classifications
of participants'

interpretations and my own observations to

better understand the gender-balancing efforts in the
classroom.

Data Collection and Time Lines;
From June,

Phase Two

1990 through December,

1991,

I entered phase

two by doing further research on the way men and women used
language and social

interaction to co-construct the learning

in graduate-level classrooms.

During phase two I have gone

back over data from transcripts,
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syllabi,

texts,

interviews,

field notes,

and audiotapes to understand better the

stylistic preferences of participants
governance,

(including symbols,

and sharing of beliefs and values)

which

influenced the structuring of classroom culture,
contextual factors
policies,

(such as institutional and administrative

explicit and implicit curriculum,

teaching methods,

and

and peer associations)

facilities,

which influenced

the classroom experience.
In going back over the preliminary coded transcripts
and classifications of participants' and my own
observations,
classroom.

I focused on the gendered interactions in the
Like an historian,

I have traced relationships

and developments through the data over time.
linguist,

Like a

I have tried to understand the meanings in

expressions that people use.

Like an anthropologist,

explored the rituals and customs of the group.
sociologist,

I

Like a

I described and documented the organization and

the cultural knowledge being created in this group.

Data Analysis
Sociolinguistic analysis permits me to reflect back on
the multiple,

conflicting and diverse interpretations of the

classroom reality as communicated by participants.
Sociolinguistics is the study of the process of
communication in social groups.

Such analysis can help us

to understand how a group of graduate students learn and
modify the rules governing appropriate language and
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behaviors in the classroom and learn how to recognize and
correct transgressions of the rules.

Sociolinguistic

analyses can help us understand how gender,
methods,

language,

interactional patterns,

organization to influence learning
Markett,

(Hymes,

teaching
and classroom
1985, Wilkinson &

1985).

In order to examine gender influences on the learning
environment,

I analyzed:

(a)

the characteristics of the

university departmental context and the historical
profession?

(b)

the expectations of the professor?

motivations of participants?

(d)

time,

the

the selection and

organization of the subject matter? and
space,

(c)

(e)

arrangement of

and activities.

In order to understand the process by which
participants co-constructed the learning and the learning
environment,

I examined gender influences on teacher-student

and peer interactions.

Gender Influences in the Learning Environment
Characteristics of the University Departmental Context
Some researchers use sociolinguistic approaches for
exploring the origins, maintenance,

and consequences of

differential patterns of instruction and learning in
classrooms.

They suggest that gender-related patterns of

interaction merit our attention.
and Webb and Kenderski

(1985)

Morine-Dershimer

(1985)

indicate that the organization

of the classroom shapes and constrains interactional
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behaviors in the classroom and learn how to recognize and
correct transgressions of the rules.

Sociolinguistic

analyses can help us understand how gender,
methods,

language,

interactional patterns,

organization to influence learning
Markett,

(Hymes,

teaching
and classroom
1985, Wilkinson &

1985).

In order to examine gender influences on the learning
environment,

I analyzed:

(a)

the characteristics of the

university departmental context and the historical
profession?

(b)

the expectations of the professor?

motivations of participants?

(d)

time,

the

the selection and

organization of the subject matter? and
space,

(c)

(e)

arrangement of

and activities.

In order to understand the processes by which
participants co-constructed the learning and the learning
environment,

I examined gender influences on teacher-student

and peer interactions.

Gender Influences in the Learning Environment
Characteristics of the University Departmental Context
Some researchers use sociolinguistic approaches for
exploring the origins, maintenance,

and consequences of

differential patterns of instruction and learning in
classrooms.

They suggest that gender-related patterns of

interaction merit our attention.
and Webb and Kenderski

(1985)

Morine-Dershimer

(1985)

indicate that the organization

of the classroom shapes and constrains interactional
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processes.

My research addresses the question of how the

classroom organization and the university setting affect
student and teacher interaction.
I analyzed the content of the course description
guides,

information on the historical profession,

interviews

with members of the history department using Thompson's
(1987)

approach to theory construction.

Then I wrote a

brief description of the historical profession and the
departmental context.

Expectations of Professor
Sociolinguists believe that differences in
communication are related to factors like gender,
ethnicity,

and social class,

personality.

prior experiences,

race,

and

In my dissertation research I used

sociolinguistic analysis informed by theoretical insights of
feminist linguists

(Bates & Taylor,

1986; Coats,1986; Coates & Cameron,

1988? Brouwer & de Haan,
1989)

to further examine

organizational and interactional processes in the classroom
that seemed related to gender.
Using data from an interview with the professor,

I

created a description of her expectations for the course.
In the analysis,

I compared her comments with the categories

identified in the literature review on learning and learning
processes in gender-informed classrooms.
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Motivations of Students
Data from interviews with the participants provided
insight into their motivations for taking the course.

The

goal of such analysis was to understand how the diverse
motivations of female and male students influenced learning.

Selection and Presentation of Subject Matter
I analyzed syllabi,

texts,

lecture notes,

and student papers, using Thompson's
approach to theory building,
practice analysis.

(1987)

and Bunch's

transcripts,

grounded

(1987)

Those approaches gave me an idea of

categories and concepts that drove the course,
expectations of the professor,
participants.
patriarchy,

theory to

the

and the motivations of the

I identified concepts: women, gender,

culture,

power,

gender ideology,

separate spheres, women's culture,

race,

the market,

class,

sexuality,

feminism, women's politics, women's consciousness,
state,

the family,

practices.

consumption, mass culture,

the

theories,

and

Then I contemplated the relationships among

concepts and constructed a theory about the influence of
gender in structuring the learning context.

Next I compared

them with key vocabulary and concepts in traditional
American history texts to determine if and how the texts
were gendered.
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Organization of Space and Activities
Hymes
177)

(1980)

and Silliman and Wilkinson,

1991,

p.

176-

offer comprehensive ways of describing both

instructional and social contexts.

I used their models

guiding descriptive analyses of activities
When I reviewed the data the first time,

for

in the classroom.

I tried to capture

a holistic sense of how participants were constructing a
meaningful context in the class.
Examining the facilities,

the setting,

the organization

of space and furniture provided me with insight about how
gender played a role in the way the classroom environment
organized activities and also how the environment was
reorganized and used by participants.

Analysis of seating

charts enabled me to compare the way that men and women and
the professor organized themselves at the table during work
sessions over the entire year.

Process bv Which Participants Constructed the Learning
and the Learning Environment
The gender-informed environment fostered collaborative
academic and disciplinary skill-building,
participation,

critical

investigation of knowledge and

interaction through dialogue,
interpretations.

active

and creation of new cultural

The focus of these analyses

student and peer interaction.
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is on teacher-

Gender Influences in Teacher-Student Interaction
One of the key people in the classroom is the teacher,
whose work as nurturer,
agent,

intellectual,

manager,

political

and decision-maker has been noted by Rich

Culley and Portuges

(1985),

and Weiler

(1988).

(1985),
To better

understand the relationship between Professor Katz's
theories about her teaching and instructional arrangements
with participants,

I went back through the transcripts and

field notes and examined data on her classroom organization
and management techniques.

Of particular interest was how

she involved students in group planning,
making,

and decision¬

and gender-informed conversations.

Implementing Joint Leadership.

I wanted to understand

how the professor used knowledge about gender to manage
participation among female and male.
noted the

Friedman

(1983)

has

importance of women learning how to deal with

their own authority as scholars and teachers.

One of the

tenets of feminist-informed education is also that
leadership and power are shared.
"The Announcements,"

Analysis of one activity,

enabled me to see how leadership and

power were negotiated among teacher and students

in this

particular group.

Involving Students in Planning.

I analyzed the

professor's role during "Agenda-setting"
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activities over the

course of one semester to determine how she involved
students in group planning and goal setting.

Employing Effective Teaching Skills.

Professor Katz

was identified by participants in the group and by her
department as an effective teacher.

I went through

transcripts and identified some of her teaching techniques.
The aim was to identify patterns of interaction between the
professor and male and female participants
how interactions were gendered,

(2)

(1)

to see if and

to document teacher

modeling noting if and when there were changes in the
interaction among male and female participants which might
be related to her modeling,

and

(3)

to identify specific

gender-balancing teaching strategies that the professor
used.
I attended closely to the way in which details like the
organization of seating and space,

and subject matter

influenced conversational dynamics in the group.
Participants observed that female and male students had
equal access to the conversation.

I was interested in

examining how the professor used knowledge of gender to
balance participation among men and women in the group.

Establishing Gender-Informed Norms for Conversation. To
better understand the professor's role,
methods of initiating,
discussions.

facilitating,

I analyzed her

and intervening in

I was particularly interested in how she used
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verbal and nonverbal behavior to establish her own authority
and to manage conversation and interaction with male and
female students.

I went through the transcripts and

selected "lessons” in which she explicitly stated the norms
for conversation,

for interaction and interpretation.

My chief aim was to document the ways in which the
professor structured interactions among participants.

I

looked at her questioning and discourse strategies to see if
she conversed differently with male and female students.

I

also examined patterns of her behavior during class sessions
to see if there was consistency between her lessons and her
actions.

After analyzing several class sessions I was able

to note gender patterns and to make comparisons.

Gender Influences in Peer Interaction
In most classrooms there are formal rituals and
scheduled slots of time for specific learning activities
(Gump,

1985?

learning

1982).

(Berliner,

Each activity is a social context for
1983).

Activities are defined as people

share assumptions about roles,
participating in activities
212).

goals and appropriate ways of

(Tharp,

1989; Wertsch,

1985:

By going through the indexed tapes and by

transcribing discussions,

I identified recurrent activities,

paying special attention to the way that roles and
interactions were organized by participants.

I investigated

teacher-student interactions to see how Professor Katz
consciously used knowledge of gender to construct the
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classroom culture and climate which encouraged active
participation,

role-taking,

responsibility to the group,

conversation.

I also investigated peer interactions to see

how participants jointly constructed roles,

and

relationships,

and conversations.
I defined each activity as a social context.

By social

context I mean that students have an opportunity to engage
in a variety of roles,
interactions

responsibilities,

(Tiberius & Billson,

expectations and

1991).

In such specific

contexts people usually learn how knowledge is used
appropriately in order to carry out tasks or operations.
understand gender and peer interactions,
agenda-setting activities,
participants,
collaboration,

(c)

(b)

I analyzed

To

(a)

multiple interactions among

modifications to the space to facilitate

and

(d)

Agenda-Setting.

rules for conversations.

Tiberius and Billson

(1990)

observe

that classrooms which foster student growth are those which
actively engage students in construction of the learning
context.

Mutual respect,

a shared sense of responsibility

for learning, mutual commitment to goals,
communication,

cooperation,

effective

and a willingness to negotiate

conflicts were identified as key ingredients in supportive
classrooms.
On a chart I put data about the frequency with which
males,

females and the professor contributed to agenda¬

setting activity and to discussions.
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I graphed the data to

S6© if there were continuities and/or changes in gender
patterns during the agenda-setting activities,
collaborative writing workshops,
presentations.

discussions,

informal chats,

and

I found that graphing data gave me a global

idea of gender relationships in the group.

A variety of

other analyses provided me with more detailed information
about which participants were constructing the social and
communicative context.

Multiple Interactions.

First,

I analyzed how female

and male participants socialized one another concerning
academic and disciplinary skills.

I looked at the

relationship between participants' questions and their own
personal motivations for taking the course.

My next step

was to look at the readings and the selection of topics
suggested by male and female students to see what kinds of
knowledge students drew on for creating the learning
context.

Rules for Conversation.

Collaborative classrooms

require a shift in the professor's relationships with
students from more authoritarian to more cooperative.

I

looked at how participants and the professor created the
rules for conversations.

My main interest was in the

collaborative group process,

specifically the group's

construction of rules for courtesy,
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interpretation,

decision-making,

negotiating conflicts,

and promoting

solidarity.
An analysis of my field notes and the seating charts
revealed that students in the course reorganized the space
to suit their needs.

I examined the role of gender in the

process of reorganizing the classroom.
Transcriptions of tapes,

classroom observations

(including information on gestures,
comments)

recorded in field notes,

seating,

and participant

and documents were re¬

analyzed using a protocol suggested by Silliman & Wilkinson
(1990.

pp.

292-316).

I wanted to better understand how

women and men in the group were constructing conversations.
To focus analyses,
Coates

(1986)

Cameron

(1989)

Zimmermann

I also used some categories suggested by

(politeness,

(interruptions)?

(motivational systems);

Clinchy

communicating)

and Forsyth

Pearson,

(1989)

Sherman

(1983)

(humor);
(1988)

turn-taking)

(communicative competence),

(1983)

et al

status,

Bourdieu

(1989)

(1990)

West and
(1986)

(ways of thinking and

(ways of collaborating);

(leadership and decision-making)?

(dealing with conflict);

and Bakhtin

and Coates &

(1981)

and White

and Palincsar,

(constructing dialogue).
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Ransom,

(1988)
& Derber

CHAPTER IV
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
One major goal of my research is to help teachers
understand the relation between theory and practice.

In

this analysis I aim to show how participants in a genderinformed seminar co-constructed the learning environment and
the learning.
environment,

To examine gender influences in the learning
I analyzed:

(a)

the university departmental

context and the history profession?
the professor;

(c)

(b)

the expectations of

the motivations of students?

(d)

selection and organization of the subject matter?
organization of space,
gender influences

time,

the

and

(e)

and activities.

To examine

in the learning processes,

I analyzed

teacher-student interaction and

(f)

(e)

peer-interaction during

activities and conversations.

Gender Influences in the Learning Environment
University Departmental Context
The graduate course which I studied was offered through
the History Department which employed thirty-four full time
professors.

There were five female and twenty-nine male

professors in the department.
taught specialized courses
60 %

Two of the female professors

in women's history.

There were

female and 40% male students enrolled as graduate

students

in the history department during the 1989-1990

academic year.
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A university statement of the degree requirements and
student comments reveal that graduate students in this
history department are required to take 36 credits in
history courses in order to earn a master's degree.

One

undergraduate and one graduate course in women's history are
offered each semester.
Women have gained access to institutions of higher
education in the past twenty years.

The number of women

faculty on campuses was reported as 27%
et al.,

1989:

6.

in 1989

Women made up 12% of the full time

history faculty at the university I studied.
Cobb

(1987)

(Pearson,

Stimpson and

found in a survey of women's studies courses on

university campuses,that the number of women's studies
offered nationally had mushroomed from 100
than 30,000 today
of the

(Stimpson & Cobb,

in 1970 to more

1987).

In 1989-1990,

6%

faculty consciously integrated information about

gender into their courses.

There were few courses which

specifically dealt with women's history.

The enrollment

patterns in the history department at the university reflect
national trends shown in a survey by Syverson & Robinson
(1987)
women.

which showed that 50% of the graduate students were
From this brief analysis,

I conclude that the

university history department is following national trends
to include more women on the faculty and to integrate
women's studies courses

into the curriculum.

A leading historian has recently written of the
historical profession:

"professional historians are trying
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to determine the truth about the past"

(Peter Novick,

1988:

1-2). Historians use inquiry methods to become engaged as
active learners and problem-solvers.
directed and rational strategy,

Inquiry,

a self-

requires people to examine

information systematically and then to arrive at some
synthesis

(Dewey,

1910).

Usually in inquiry learning a problem is defined,
hypothesis stated,

evidence is collected and then evaluated

for accuracy and relevance.
conclusion drawn
viewpoints,

a

(Dewey,

The hypothesis is tested,

1916,

1938).

tolerance for ambiguity,

and evidence are valued.

and a

Respect for others'
and respect for reason

Personal feelings,

biases,

or

prejudices are considered inevitable limitations which must
be transcended through the inquiry process

(Beyer,

1987).

Traditionally, historians attempt to purge themselves
of preconceptions by establishing procedures for verifying
and criticizing sources,
evidence,
(Novick,

by meticulously documenting

and by letting the facts speak for themselves
1988).

Up until the 1960's,

traditional historians

focused primarily on the experiences of males in American
history

(Conway,

1989? Martin,

1985; Martin,

1981).

The course descriptions in the university graduate
bulletin indicate that students need to be well-grounded in
the traditional subject matter and in the research methods
of the discipline.

Yet there is also diversity in courses

offered by professors in the History Department.

The

existence of women's history courses indicates some
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acknowledgement of the legitimacy of the field of Women's
History.

An interview with a senior member of the History

Department revealed,

however,

that there is still some

resistance among more traditional professors in the
department to the idea that women's history is a bona fide
field in the profession.
A majority of course offerings in American History are
taught by males,

and most of their courses conform to

traditional boundaries of the field.

In other words,

center on the male experience in American History.
interview on April 15,

1990,

Emily,

student enrolled in the course,

they

In an

a history graduate

provided this information

about her experiences in the department:
The women in U.S. History course is the only graduate
course that I know of in the department that
consciously focuses on women's issues.
In my other American history courses we discuss issues
and debates.
We may have one week out of fourteen when
we discuss women's issues, but for the most part women
are not on the agenda.
I may do my research on women,
but I'm pretty much on my own.
Female and male historians who concentrate on writing
history consciously from gendered perspectives usually
consider themselves feminists
theoretical, methodological,

(Novick,

1988).

Feminist

and educational approaches

extend and challenge the assumptions of the more traditional
inquiry approaches to history.

The rationale and practices

of feminist historians and educators
male)

rest on the insight that all human experiences and

constructions are "gendered.”
argue,

(whether female or

In other words,

feminists

our constructions of truth are shaped to an important
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degree by our cultural representations of masculinity and
femininity.

There is a certain amount of subjectivity in

all would-be objective accounts of history

(Maher,

1987).

Historians working in the feminist tradition recognize
a multiplicity of problems and perspectives on any social
experience.

The goal of knowledge construction,

present perspectives as partial and comparative.

then,

is to

Feminist

historians and educators encourage students to explore
alternative realities which influence women's and men's
social experience and knowledge.
the ways in which race,

For example,

they examine

class and culture influence people

making meaning in their lives.
hurrying to achieve a synthesis,

Urging students to avoid
or a falsified consensus,

on the facts of the past, their strategy is to challenge
ideals of universality and objectivity of truth.

Their aim

is to capture the complexity and variety of human
experience.

At its extreme,

feminist analyses are anti-

universalist and anti-synthetic
1989; Tetreault,

(Harding,

1986; McIntosh,

1987).

In a conversation on February 7,

1990,

Professor Katz

positioned herself in the debate about women's history,
feminism,

and history in this way:

I prefer ambiguity to ideology.
I am not
promoting feminism in the Women in U.S. History course.
I am familiar with a variety of feminist theoriesliberal, radical, Marxist, socialist, existentialist,
psychoanalytic, and post-modern.
They are ideological
constructs.
I am writing history for women using
feminist theories and methodology, and teaching using
feminist-informed techniques, and I am an historian.
My male colleagues, social historians, offer similar
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courses which examine topics related to gender,
and class.

race,

For me understanding history necessarily involves
the exploration of the widest variety of overlapping
influences, and this course straddles both that which
goes on inside the discipline of women's history in
relation to that which goes on in fields outside of
history.
I focus on the substance of scholarly work in
history, its rational development, and also on
scholarship which stresses psychological, sociological,
and other factors.
Professor Katz is aware both of the traditional
assumptions of the historical profession and of the feminist
tradition.

She works within both traditions.

She aims to

get at the "truth" about the past by bringing the history of
women in the U.S.

into clearer view.

She aims to get at the

"truth" of the past by looking at the areas where men's and
women's experiences intersect.

Professor Katz is aware that

there may be separate and different rules for each
tradition,

but she strives to grapple with them both in her

own work and in her teaching.
realities,

She explores alternative

and she states her arguments clearly and arrives

at coherent and synthetic conclusions.
Cultural meanings and disciplinary values are created
through the actions and language used within academic
communities

(Hymes,

which I studied,

1974).

Within the university community

Professor Katz has been working toward

integrating feminist and historical traditions.

With the

increase in numbers of women scholars within the historical
profession since the 1960s,

a new,

assertive particularistic

consciousness has begun to challenge the universalist norms
of the profession.

In the new cultural climate,
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scholars

have emphasized the distinctiveness of ethnic and gendered
interpretations.

Some have been highly critical of the

central values of the historical profession.
consequence,

As a

those historians who are members of both the

community of feminists and the community of historians
sometimes have conflicting loyalties
507).

(Novick,

1988:

492-

Professor Katz acknowledges the difference and at the

same time manages the conflict.

We get a sense of some of

those conflicts among participants in the following
analyses.

Expectations of Professor
In an interview which took place in a small restaurant
over a bowl of brown rice and a salad in April,

1990,

Professor Katz talked about her philosophy of teaching and
learning and about the course.

I am including the entire

interview because in it she expressed her beliefs and
expectations as a professor teaching graduate students
explicitly.

In later analyses her explicit expectations are

compared with her actual practices.
Professor Katz explained first why she has chosen to
use gender as a scholarly filter for looking at work,
leisure,

and family issues in texts.

I decided to focus on gender as a unit of analysis
because I want both men and women students to become
conscious of the dynamics of gender in culture and
society.
I want students contemplating the
epistemological question:
How do we know what we know?
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She wants students to examine their tacit assumptions about
historical knowledge.
methods,

Her aim is to teach techniques,

and critical thinking.

contemplation,

Critical thinking involves

a questioning of one's assumptions,

and a

tolerance for ambiguity.

It involves the integration of

technical,

and cultural knowledge

1987:

interpersonal,

(Resnick,

3).
To achieve this aim I offer training in the discipline
of history.
I want to offer the students more than the
unthinking kind of training, simply methods and
techniques for doing history.
Rather, I want the
students to contemplate the basis for doing history in
the first place.
I want the students to make self¬
construction a social concern.
Her task as a professor is to encourage students to

work collaboratively on knowledge construction and to
reexamine what they know about history through the lens of
feminist theory.
The course content and instructional arrangements are
informed by feminist scholarship.
Personally, I prefer
ambiguity to ideology so I encourage people to
construct historical knowledge as if there were no
absolute truth, rather there are multiple,
plausible
explanations and perspectives on events.
Those
explanations are informed in part by our gender and in
part by what we have learned; therefore, in this kind
of a course, we examine our responses to see how they
are gendered and we interrogate our assumptions.
That feminist lens brings into focus the perspectives of
those people whose knowledge has been subordinated or
ignored in traditional historical research.
Her rationale for teaching the women's history course
with feminist-informed methods is to get people thinking and
writing about women's roles in history.
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I want to teach women's history to get people thinking,
writing, and publishing more articles on women in U.S.*
History.
I also want to offer them professional
training on how to write, edit, and review books and
articles.
Professor Katz aims to help students see knowledge
constructions as socially-constructed,

partial,

and gendered

by engaging them in collaborative inquiry.
Research today is a collaborative experience.
I want
to bring this sense of reality into the classroom.
I
want the students to work together, to learn how to
give and to receive serious criticism.
I want them to
learn how people can benefit from working
collaboratively.
To accomplish her aims,

Professor Katz has tried to

alter learning relationships in the class so they are more
collaborative.

She wants participants to share in the

learning process and personal projects.

At the same time,

she wants participants to share responsibility for goal
setting and to encourage mutual commitments to the goals,
methods,

and evaluation of the course.

In addition,

she

strives to build a sense of solidarity among participants in
the group.

Power and control issues,

then,

become a part of

the explicit agenda of knowledge construction.
I have tried to create a different structure in the
Women in U.S. History course, one which is not nearly
so hierarchical as some I have experienced.
I am
trying to get away from the traditional power/control
dynamic that seemed so prevalent in my own background.
The collaborative learning strategies that I use in the
course tend to break the hierarchical structure down.
One of the risks of involving students in the process
of leadership and governance,

Professor Katz observes,

that the teacher may give away her authority.

She is aware

that when students are given authority and voice,
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is

they may

collaboratively work to subvert the authority and voice of
the professor.
The only problem with the approach is that there is
always a danger of negotiating away one's authority.
For example, I feel it is my responsibility to see to
it that the standards of the discipline are conveyed to
the students.
I am training the students in certain
conventions and I think it is perfectly fine to subvert
conventions, but I think they have to know what it is
that historians do.
The professor is bound by institutional and
disciplinary standards,
Anne's experience,

and to ignore those standards,

presents serious problems.

ignore institutional policies)
professionally."

"People

in
(who

don't know what is at stake

While she might encourage her students to

subvert conventions

in their own constructions and projects,

she also emphasizes the need to understand those
conventions.
There are institutional constraints in the university
that sometimes become stifling for some students.
We
need to have firm deadlines.
It's the nature of
universities. The semester begins in late January and
ends in mid-May.
Many students argue that the creative
process takes time, and that may be true, but when
people say again and again they have problems with
deadlines, I see that as sloppy thinking.
Those people
may not know what is at stake professionally.
Yet Professor Katz understands that whenever there is
serious exploration of one's assumptions and values,
is conflict.
traditional,

there

She observes that her own socialization was
and yet she has been successful

in working

within both traditional and feminist traditions.

Success in

resolving some of the conflict may rest on knowing one's
audience and having the skills to communicate effectively
with one's audience,

she suggests.
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In some ways, graduate school is a process of serious
explorations of one's assumptions about the world and
about one's intellectual abilities.
The intellectual
strengths which may have been valued in the past may
not be the one's valued in graduate school.
Sometimes
the process leads to conflict.
It is almost like a
conflict between a parent and a child.
Perhaps it is
related to patriarchal power...
Professor Katz acknowledges that her prior
socialization creeps into her efforts to innovate her
instructional arrangements with students,

and subtle

inconsistencies in her own values and habits can create some
ambiguity and tension in her relationships with students.
Yet conflict and change are a normal part of the graduate
student experience, Anne believes.

To deny the tension and

conflict would sabotage the learning process.
I have an obligation to the students as their teacher.
Sometimes I feel like I am being asked to play the role
of the father in the family when the screaming children
come to me saying, "It's not fair!"
I have to stand
firm on my own two feet. But it is more than that...
Some students have to learn discipline.
They have to
learn to focus their intellectual energy and not be so
creative.
Other students are simply so linear and
narrow in their thinking, they have to be encouraged to
open up and to see the complexity.
Professor Katz is aware of the research on gender and
brings an informed sensitivity into her working relations
with students.
There is research which indicates that female students
tend to write and think in associationist and connected
ways and that male students are more linear and direct
in their thinking.
Look at Caywood & Overing's (1987)
book on pedagogy, gender and writing, for example.
What my own experience and research has taught me is
that much of this is learned behavior.
Women and men
can broaden their repertoire to include both styles— a
more linear and rational style and a more complex and
creative style.
The point is to communicate
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effectively in ways that people in the field can
understand and accept.
Professor Katz draws on her own experiences as a
student to gain insight and demonstrate empathy for her
graduate students.
When I was in graduate school at Brown, it was often
said, "They'll let you out of here when they know that
you have internalized the values of the system and not
before."
Students have their own ambivalence about
what they want and what they think.
There's real
confusion and it is a real struggle for students to
transform their thinking to meet new demands.
As a
teacher I am here to impart content knowledge, yes, but
I care about my students, too.
I provide them with a
firm foundation and opportunities to develop their own
projects in a supportive social setting.

She portrays her role as a professor as
multidimensional:

manager,

facilitator,
parent,

coach,

advisor,

historian,

disciplinarian,

decision-maker,

nurturer.

Professor Katz believes that she has an

and

obligation to nurture her students' growth as individuals
and to guide them in ways that will enable them to succeed
in the historical profession.
behaviors,

She must teach students

such as collaboration,

people and to institutions.

responsibility to other

She must discipline,

challenge,

and engage them in concerns which are shared by the
community of professional historians.

Her comments reveal a

willingness to deal with issues in an open and constructive
manner so that her students will feel cared for,
and secure as neophyte scholars.
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respected,

Motivations of Students
"Today, we need to stand shoulder to shoulder against
the growing army of enemies of rationality."

This quotation

by Lawrence Stone was used by Peter Novick (1989)
Noble Dream

in That

to make the point that scholars with

philosophical and ideological differences have an obligation
to communicate with one another with mutual recognition and
respect.
The demographic information presented in Chapter 3 and
summarized in Appendix D illustrates the great diversity
among participants in the group.
gender lines.
experiences,
experiences.

That diversity crossed

Participants differed in prior learning, work
and personal characteristics and life
Interviews revealed that participants in this

graduate-level course had a wide variety of motives for
taking the course.

This following analysis documents how

people's prior knowledge and expectations informed their
theories and beliefs about classroom learning.
Students ranged in ages form twenty-five to forty-five.
About half were married and several had children.

One male

and one female reported that they were providing primary
care to their small children.

Most students had held jobs

since receiving their undergraduate degrees,
were working at least part time.

and nearly all

Several full-time graduate

students were working as teaching assistants.
About half of the male and female participants in the
course first semester had earned undergraduate or master's
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degrees in fields other than history— including journalism,
social thought and political economy, political science,
education, home economics,

and women's studies.

The

majority of current participants were enrolled in master's
or doctoral degree programs in history.
(four men and two women)

Several students

were either earning or already

possessed certifications as secondary teachers.
For many of the participants in the course,

the women's

history was simply one course to take among many.

Emily's

expectations for the course were shaped partly by the
requirements of the history department.
You have to realize that history grad students have to
take twenty-four credits of 600-800 level history
courses and we must take two graduate seminar sequences
like this one in order to get our master's degree.
The other courses I am taking complement this course. I
mean, the discipline is history, but the subject matter
differs.
Five women non-historians were engaged in personal or
interdisciplinary research.

Faith, Helen and I who wanted

training in both history and women's studies enjoyed the
thematic approach and the readings.
about women in American history.

We wanted to learn

Sometimes limited

knowledge of the issues and debates in American History
presented special challenges,

though.

Helen stated it in this way:
I wanted to learn about women in American history so I
enrolled in the course.
I am getting a sense of both
the explanatory advantage and the problems posed by
using constructions like separate spheres.
And I am
becoming more aware of the complexities that
differences such as socioeconomic circumstances or
race, for example, have on gender relations.
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I find that the books present different perspectives on
gender relations across several centuries in America.
Because I haven't taken enough survey courses in
history, I still have a problem placing these pieces
into some sort of historical context.
Individual students had personal motivations for taking
the course.

Catherine took the course specifically to work

with Professor Katz and eventually hoped to teach at the
university level.

Working as a teaching and research

assistant with Professor Katz enabled her to develop
professional skills as an historian.
I got my undergraduate degree in the Social Thought and
Political Economy.
As an undergraduate I took many
courses in the Women's Studies Department and decided
to get my masters' in women's history. The university
doesn't offer a graduate degree in Women's Studies yet.
My interest is in fashion marketing and commercial
culture.
Now I work with Professor Katz as a TA and
sometimes go to the library to do research for her.
What I do for her directly relates to my own work.
I
am taking other courses in social history and the
courses complement one another.
Catherine used her emerging knowledge of the discipline
to socialize other members of the group, particularly other
women students.

She was instrumental in organizing and

coordinated social events and study groups for historians in
the group.
Julia was politically active in women's educational
issues on campus.
leadership styles.

She was personally interested in women's
She enrolled in the course because she

wanted to do research on Fannia Cohn,

a woman who had

established workers' education programs for women in the
nineteenth century.

She wanted to study the kinds of
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factors enabled Fania to survive and prosper in the maledominated administrative arm of the union organization.
Right now I am working collaboratively with an
interdisciplinary team on campus in the Social Economy
and Political Theory program.
We are conducting
studies on women in leadership roles in an effort to
document the varieties of styles which women have used
to lead.
I'm interested in politics myself.
I took
the readings course last year, then I took other
courses I needed.
Now I am returning to do my research
on the proposal I wrote last year.
Emily, one of my informants, had worked in publishing
since earning her undergraduate degree in women's studies.
She was planning to earn a PhD.
women's history,

in history with a focus on

and then she planned to teach at the

university level.
There never was any question that I would take this
course.
I got a masters' degree in women's studies and
want to get a doctorate in history.
I want to teach
women's history.
This is my socialization to the
profession.
Helen,

a secondary teacher enrolled in a master's

program in the School of Education, hoped to develop a unit
on Women in U.S.

history and then hoped to make a career

change.
I teach high school social studies and I hope to have a
unit on women in U.S. History after completing the
course.
I would also like to move up to teaching in
the junior college nearby where I live.
My husband
teaches there.
Robin,

a school administrator, was on sabbatical

finishing her course work toward a doctorate in education.
While on leave she wrote a National Arts and Humanities
Grant that offered local teachers a summer course on women
authors.

She enrolled in the course because she wanted to

write an article on the early education of a local author,
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Helen Hunt Jackson.

She planned to use her own research

project to teach other area English teachers how to do
research in women's studies with their secondary students.
Two female participants were enrolled in the class as
non-degree students.

Although they were motivated to take

the course, both of them dropped the course before the end
of first semester.
Ginny was a professor of Home Economics currently
working on an collaborative ethnographic research project on
interdisciplinary research teams at another major
university.

She had enrolled in the course so that she

could get some insight into what it was like to be a member
of an interdisciplinary research group.

In addition,

she

noted that since Home Economics is a female-dominated
profession,

she wanted to become more familiar with the

feminist theoretical framework.
I am a marginal member of the class.
Really, I wanted
to take it, but my duties in the Home Economics
Department have been expanded.
I am absorbing the work
of the department head who left.
It takes a lot of my
time so I am going to be missing classes.
I write
about the history of Home Economics and I want to write
from the perspective of women.
I thought that the
class would be helpful in filling in gaps in my
background in history and in women's studies.
Ultimately,

the additional duties in the Home Economics

department became too burdensome and Ginny dropped the
course.

In addition,

the funding for the interdisciplinary

research came through as did the interview protocols,

and

she had too much of her own research to complete to attend
the course regularly.
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Faith,

forty-two,

had dropped out of college in her

twenties to get married.

Now she wanted to return to the

university to complete her undergraduate degree.

She was

contemplating a career after her children were grown.
I am a homemaker.
I have two kids.
The youngest is
twelve.
My husband works construction.
I am a non
degree student.
I'm looking around for ideas.
I don't
know whether I want to be an historian or to get a
degree in women's studies.
I want to study about women
for now.
Faith was determined to participate in the course.

She

read the assigned readings and frequently read books on the
recommended list,
Ultimately,

and actively participated in discussions.

Faith dropped the course just three weeks before

the end of the semester.

She said that she was unable to

finish the four interpretive essays or the proposal before
the end of the semester,

and incomplete was not an option in

the course.
All of the women interviewed said they had enrolled in
the course because it was a course about and for women.
Five women enrolled in the course were developing their
careers as historians and wanted to learn how to research
and write women's history.

Most of those women who

completed both semesters of the course had backgrounds in
women's studies and/or political science,

and they were

currently enrolled in a variety of other history courses.
In conversations,

those women indicated they had adequate

background in history to appreciate this course.
In an analysis of interview material, we can see when
we look at women as a group that socioeconomic status,
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prior

knowledge, motivations,

and even marital status influenced

the way that these women participated in co-constructing the
learning context.

Certainly, prior socialization in women's

history and women's studies informed some women students'
expectations for the course.

Some of them already had some

familiarity with the ideological frameworks of feminism and
the disciplinary frameworks of history.
Women students who had degrees in political science,
social theory and political economy were particularly
interested in the politics and the social circumstances that
supported women in leadership roles.
economics,

homemaking,

The women in home

and education were interested in

learning about placing women's experiences in their fields
into an historical context.

Women in history and

women's

studies wanted to further their careers and to further the
women's movement.

In sum, women brought different

motivations and expectations to the structuring of the
learning environment.
There were some similarities and some differences among
male students' motivations and expectations as history
students.

Isaac and John said that they wanted to take a

women's history course.

Isaac,

a fellowship student, was

earning a master's degree in public history and he needs to
develop skills in archival management,
historical preservation,

editing and

and he was interested in writing

gender informed histories.
I am enrolled in a doctoral program.
Right now I am
earning a master's in Public History.
I work with
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William Stevens, a social historian, and he works with
Anne. The discourse in my social history course and in
this course is similar except that the focus here is on
women. This course can provide me with the theoretical,
methodological, and
technical training that I need in'
order to do historical research.
As a public
historian, I would be reporting on issues that concern
both men and women.
Ultimately, I expect to teach at
the university level and I need to learn theory and
develop research skills.
John,
full

formerly a journalist for Psychology Today,

fellowship to study intellectual history.

had a

John

described his motivations for taking the course in this way:
I enrolled in the course because I am interested in
theory.
This course provides a good introduction to
feminist theory.
As you can see from class, I am
skeptical about some of the readings.
I am a critical
thinker so
I want to be informed about this
perspective, but I bring my own perspective as a Black
scholar and my prior training as a journalist into the
dialogue here.
My real interest is intellectual
history.
When I am done with my program I want to be
an historian.
Lawrence,

Owen,

and Malcolm enrolled in the course

because they needed to take a two-semester research seminar
course and the other courses were already over enrolled.
Lawrence demonstrated a task-orientation as he discussed his
motivation and approach to the course.
I'm back getting my master's in history and will
probably return to secondary teaching.
I did not
actually mean to enroll in this class, but by the time
I got here in September all other sections were filled.
I am working as a TA and am pressed for time so I have
to be pretty selective about how I get my course work
done.
For example, I don't do all of the reading for
this course.
I read reviews of the books in magazines.
Oh, I skim the books to see what the main points are
and if I find material that really interests me, I'll
read it.
Mainly, I read things that I think will help
me to write my proposal.
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Owen and Lawrence decided to continue the seminar
second semester.

Owen explained what motivated him to

continue.
I plan to continue taking the course second semester
because this was billed as a two semester course which
could provide students with a sense of
continuity
between the theory and their own research.
Several of
my friends are continuing, too.
Malcolm was one of the students who really did not want
to take the course.

During the final class meeting first

semester, he asked Professor Katz,

"Is it necessary to have

a gendered perspective in the historical profession today?"
When I asked him why he had enrolled in the course, he said:
I really wanted to take a course on biography this
semester, but the professor is on sick leave.
My prior
research is in Afro-American History so I thought this
course would complement it.
I cannot say I am enjoying
the course, however.
I do not like the readings; I am
not interested in the topics;
I don't particularly
enjoy the class discussions either.
Anne, however, is a terrific resource.
She knows
women's history and traditional history.
She has
given me a lot of individual tutorial time when I was
working on my proposal.
I would want her on my
committee when I am at the point in my program where I
am doing research.
For Kamil,

ethnic interests and a desire to work in a

cooperative environment influenced his motivations and
expectations for the course.

Kamil,

an Indian student,

needed to consider what kind of knowledge would be most
valuable to people in his homeland,

and at the same time he

had to consider his own research agenda.
I came over from
India about eight years ago to attend
a private secondary school.
I earned an undergraduate
degree in history at Indiana University.
When I was
interviewing in some history departments at
universities I found there was much interdepartmental
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fighting between professors.
I chose this university
because in talking with graduate students here there
weren't many problems with that.
As a graduate student
you need to work intimately with several professors so
it's important to know that your profs can talk past
their differences.
Kamil was motivated to learn how he could integrate the
women's history into the traditional framework of American
history.
This course is fine, but I realize now that I really
need to study the more traditional American History.
As a foreign student I have to consider my audience.
In India students may be interested in contributions
that women have made to American history, but not
feminist theory.
For my own part, I may very well
return to work with Anne when I am doing my
dissertation, because I will be examining class, race,
and ethnic relations, probably between Americans and
Indians.
Peter's knowledge of gender arrangements was influenced
by his experience growing up in a working-class family.

He

was interested in social history, particularly issues of
class.

He was interested in women's experiences, but he was

not particularly interested in feminism.
I grew up in a working-class family.
I saw my mother
and father work their entire lives.
Things were not
easy for us.
I am getting a master's in history and I
would like to teach.
I am interested in social
history. I am interested in examining class relations.
I don't enjoy this course.
I had to take it because
all of the sections I wanted were filled.
I signed up
for a course in women's history, not in feminism.
I am
just waiting for the semester to end.
Frequently male participants cited Anne's competency as
an historian and her command of theory, methodology,
technical skills as reasons for working with her.

Zach was

returning to complete the research component for his
master's thesis.
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and

I decided to do this research seminar second semester
because I had taken the readings course with Anne
earlier and I really respect her.
In the earlier
course I wrote a proposal on Birds Eye Foods.
I
realized as I continued my studies in history that I
was interested in commercial culture and marketing.
By
returning to this course I could study the relationship
between gender and commercial culture in the 1940-50s.
Peter,

Kamil,

and John noted that they were pleased

that the course included race,
categories of analysis.

ethnicity,

and class as

William observed that this was one

of the few courses in which he could do research on that
sexuality and culture.
I work as a janitor here at the university.
It is a
good job because I get to take courses. I get to
arrange my work schedule around my classes now that I
am enrolled in a master's program in history.
The
other janitors aren't particularly interested in
classes, but they encourage me to go on with my
studies.
I took the theory course with Anne two years
ago and decided to come back to write my masters thesis
with her.
My interest is sexuality.
I am particularly interested
in gay and lesbian history and I don't know of any
other research course in the history department where I
could receive training on writing on a topic like
sexuality.
Eventually, I want to teach at the
secondary level.
It is not a startling discovery that male and female
students have diverse prior knowledge,
professional expectations,

personal and

and individual experiences

related to sexual preference,

race,

ethnicity,

and class

consciousness all of which they use to structure the
environment in a graduate-level course
1990).

Nor is

backgrounds

(Rando & Menges,

it surprising that people who have

in history,

women's studies,

to increase their disciplinary skills.
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and feminism expect
It is understandable

that women say they are taking this course because it
about women.

According to the professor,

is

it is unusual

for

a course focused on women's studies to have nearly equal
numbers of male and female students.

Selection and Presentation of the Subject Matter
A primary goal of the university is to foster
intellectual development through formal teaching and
learning.

While graduate students participate in other

learning settings— such as the home,

the work place,

and

the community— the structure for much academic and social
learning is provided in the classroom.

Faculty members

teach courses in ways that they believe will help students
learn facts,
skills,

attitudes,

problem-solving and disciplinary

and ways of thinking.

Yet little research has been

done on how faculty members organize the courses they teach.
The purpose of the analysis of the syllabus and the subject
matter in required texts is to better understand how
Professor Katz
experiences

structured academic and social

learning

in the history course.

The history course was designed to be a two semester
course,

although not all students would take both semesters

of the course.

First semester Professor Katz offered a

theory and readings course,
conducted a research seminar
Syllabi).

and second semester she
(See Appendix C for Analysis of

The expression "collective copies" was used

jokingly by the professor the first day of class to mean
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that the syllabus contained the common knowledge-base for
the course.
In the syllabus

for the fall semester,

it was stated

that gender influenced the conceptual planning for the
course.

In her introduction on the course syllabus,

Professor Katz wrote:
This course is intended as an exploration of recent
works in the new and dynamic field of women's history.
Although I have organized the readings chronologically,
the course is not a survey of the literature.
My aim, rather, is to foster an in-depth examination of
certain themes and problems that have arisen in the
field, including the theoretical and methodological
concerns generated by feminist scholarship.
The recovery of women's past experiences and the
assertion that women indeed are makers of history pose
a direct challenge to traditional concepts of "History"
and the uses to which those concepts are put.
What
does it mean to make gender a primary category of
historical analysis?
How has women's history
transformed our ways of thinking about history,
knowledge, and society?
What constitutes a
specifically feminist history, and what is its
relationship to feminist theory and practice?
How is women's history itself being challenged by
criticisms of class, race, and ethnocentric biases, on
the one hand, and new theoretical movement (post¬
structuralism, post-modernism) on the other?
We will
read a number of major works in women's history with
those questions in mind.
One hundred forty-six items on the bibliography
attached to the syllabus were written by women;
items were written by men?
authored.

seventeen

and eleven items were co¬

Nearly all of the themes

with women and with women's history.

for lectures had to do
However,

we can see

from even a cursory review of the titles of books and
articles listed on the syllabus that one cannot participate
effectively in the class without some grounding in
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traditional historical narrative.

The books and articles

were concerned with helping female and male students gain an
understanding of how patriarchy,

philosophy,

and sociology

describe events and power relations in history.

Readings

dealt with deconstructing complex and confusing constructs
based on suppositions of biological and psychological sex
differences and sex-role stereotyping.

What emerged is the

exposition of variations in gender relations across time and
geographic location and variations due to race,
and socioeconomic status.
also explored.

religion,

Issues related to sexuality were

Education and scholarship were viewed as

means for expanding options for women and men and as an
agencies for change.

Women were presented as workers

involved in the economy and subject to laws related to
gender and power issues in the work place,
organizations,

in union

and at home.

The syllabus second semester was only two pages long.
The only reference to gender was in the introductory
paragraph:
This course demands a single-minded devotion to
pursuing research and writing on some aspect of U.S.
women's history.
Your primary task will be to write an
article (30-40 pages) that requires substantial
archival research and develops a significant and
thought-provoking argument.
Professor Katz included detailed information about her
educational philosophy,

goals and objectives,

course material selected,

rationale for

and for course sequencing.

She

also included information about learning facilities and
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resources,

and she incorporated the greatest possible number

of syllabus categories according to Stark (1986).
The syllabus provided information about supplementary
readings,

disciplinary content,

and feedback and evaluation.

participation requirements,

The syllabi for both semesters

specified the expectations for behavior for students
enrolled in the course:

active participation,

written

interpretive essays; and willingness to share leadership
roles, work collaboratively inside and outside of class,
share expertise,

and meet group deadlines.

Students were

instructed to schedule individual conferences to discuss
research interests and progress with the professor.
syllabus,

In the

key themes and topics to be discussed were

highlighted, working relationships were specified,
tasks outlined,

academic

and monitoring and evaluation specified.

I

conclude that great specification of curricular content in
the syllabus was important and helpful to Professor Katz's
dual agenda of gender-balancing the curriculum while
respecting traditional course requirements.
Comparing the syllabi across semesters
and F),

(See Appendix E

I noted that the first semester was clearly teacher-

centered with teacher-controlled goals,

and the second

semester clearly focused on student-centered research.
the first semester,

In

class sessions were focused on

developing disciplinary and subject matter knowledge-bases
by interpreting published texts.

In the second semester,

class sessions were geared toward integration of theory and
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practice and technical mastery of disciplinary skills.

When

I looked at the topics and themes for student research
projects I readily saw the correlations with those themes
and topics from first semester.

This was through and

through a gender-informed course.
On October 2,

1989,

one female student inquired how

women's historians arrived at their new insights concerning
gender and women in history.

Professor Katz replied,

"We

stand on the shoulders of the giants who came before us."
The giants in her own background included female and male
historians,

but in the context of the discussion in the

classroom she was referring to the giants in the field of
women's history.

The extensive bibliography attached to the

syllabus identify some of those giants.
In a brief introductory lecture on September 11,

1989,

Professor Katz summarized some of the key concepts and
debates in women's history.

The theoretical base for the

course is summed up in the

Lecture Notes for September 11

(See Appendix D).

The four key points are these:

1)

Women's historians are interested in returning women to the
narrative of history.

2)

History is always political.

3)

Historians use the term gender to emphasize the entire
system of relationships among men and women, but which are
not directly determined by sex.

4)

Class,

race,

ethnicity,

and gender are all seen as categories that form divisions
among women in historical literature.
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The analysis of required texts provides the reader with
further information about the agenda for the course.

With

gender as the organizing construct for subject matter,
participants were expected to consciously view history and
society through women's eyes and to view their own
assumptions and interactions through the lens of gender.
I use the term gender in contradistinction to sex
because gender is a social not a biological category,
and therefore, it's a fundamental ally to history.
Joan Scott (1989) defines gender as the
process of
constituting social relationships based on perceived
differences between the sexes.
Gender is being used
here in place of the term women to suggest that
information about women is necessarily information
about men, that one implies the other.
The use of the
term gender emphasizes an entire system of
relationships that may include sex, but which is not
directly determined by sex or sexuality (Scott, 1989:
1056-7) (Katz, from introductory lecture notes. Sept.
11, 1989).
All participants were expected to portray women's
experiences in U.S. history as subjects for serious
research.

Male and female students were thus required to

challenge traditional representations of males and females
in historical scholarship and in their own socialization.
In the course,
of history,

the socialization was through the discipline

but the subject matter was gender.

Gender relations are negotiated between men and women
in specific communities.
Gender relations form the
foundation of social groups.
Through role-taking and
activities women and men form their core sense of self.
Women's historians using gender as a unit of analysis
want women and men to stand back and study the norms,
values, and practices related to women.
It is
important to examine the ways societies represent
gender, use it to articulate the rules of social
relationships, or construct the meaning of experience.
Language is at the center of much of their research
because it is through language that gendered identity
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is constructed.
Thus, they ask:
How do we construct
our symbol systems?
How do these symbol systems impact
on what has become adopted as knowledge?
(Katz, Sept.
11, 1989).
An analysis of the topics of student papers in the
second semester identifies relationships between the
prescribed knowledge-base,
values in the group,
articles)

the constructed beliefs and

and the artifacts

(proposals and

produced by the members of the group.

One of the

course requirements was that participants write on some
aspect of women's history.

The topics in the second

semester roughly parallel themes from the first semester.
The students' topics followed up those which were studied
first semester, but there were some differences.

Several of

the research projects focused on studies of individual
women:

Isaac wrote about a school teacher

ethnicity,

and class); Catherine,

(power and sexuality); Julia,

a writer and publisher

an union organizer

education and leadership); Theresa,
woman

(gender,

(unions,

a modern middle-class

(critique of how medical literature constructs the

modern woman); Robin,

an author's childhood socialization.

Several other studies dealt with cultural representations of
women:

Lawrence wrote about black women; Owen, women in

Temperance Novels? Theresa,

fashionable college women.

A

couple of other studies were about commercial culture and
gender constructions:
and gender,

and Zach,

Professor Katz wrote about cosmetics
supermarkets and gender.

had to do with homosexuality:

One study

William studied the political

activities of gays and lesbians in the valley in the early
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1950s.

The focus of most of the studies was on generating

fresh insights into the social construction of gender while
discussing and evaluating traditional constructions.

Organization of Space and Activities
"Let me set the stage for you" was an expression used
by Professor Katz,

Isaac,

Emily, Julia,

and John when they

were introducing background information on the historical
period,

author,

or topic.

The implication was that

historical and social contexts influenced gender
constructions and that gender influenced the construction of
those contexts.
The purpose here is to analyze the field notes,

tapes

and transcriptions to see how gender influenced the formal
organization of space,

seating,

and activities during

classroom sessions throughout the year.

Comparisons were

made across time to see if gender-related patterns in
organization of space,

seating, use of time,

of activities occurred or changed.

or structuring

My first task was to

examine how the overall space was organized.
Humanities Hall is located in the heart of the campus.
The history departmental offices are located on the sixth
and seventh floors of Humanities Hall.

Graduate students in

American history share office spaces on the sixth floor of
the building.

A number of the history graduate students in

the class who were Teaching Assistants shared offices in
Humanities Hall.

There were more cross-gender interactions
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and closer peer associations reported among those students
than among participants who were not historians and not
employed by the university.
field notes on November 6,

This excerpt taken from my
illustrates this point.

On November 6, Catherine, Malcolm, Owen, Deb, and
Lawrence were talking before class about the progress
they were making on their proposals.
Apparently
several history graduate students had been talking in
Catherine's office before class on October 30 and they
had decided to go to the archives together.
They
invited Emily to join them there, but she had to work.
Emily planned to begin her own archives research that
weekend though and invited me to join her at 1:00 on
Saturday.
John, Kamil, and Peter were doing their
research in the Tower Library.
Helen, and Faith had
not heard about the work session (From field notes,
Nov. 6, 1989).
Room 215 Humanities Hall,

the classroom,

is a fairly

modern seminar room which overlooks a grassy mall.
rectangular tables,

end to end,

fill the space in the room.

Two

surrounded by chairs nearly

Just below the window on the

outer wall there is a ventilation system.

Along the wall at

the front of the room there is a chalkboard.

The opposite

wall is plain and painted white.
The room is not soundproof,

and the sounds of people

talking and joking in the hallway can be heard in the room.
The ventilation system hums so loudly that it makes hearing
difficult.

First semester the professor joked about the

room the very first week of class.
conference room for business men,
conversations,

she observed.

It was designed to be a
not as a room for having

There was an apparent head and

foot to the room that gave it the appearance of a board
room.
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The course extended beyond the actual classroom.
Participants met in libraries,
at dissertation defenses.
the history majors,

archives,

at conferences,

Many participants,

and

particularly

reported spending considerable time

meeting with the professor in her office in 625 Humanities
Hall.

Students also met in groups of three at participants'

apartments or in the library to read and edit each others'
papers and to plan group presentations.

The final class

meeting was held at a local restaurant.
Seating arrangements convey information about how
participants arranged their social and communicative
networks.

Those arrangements can have profound effect on

gender and power relations in the group.

(See Appendix D

for seating patterns of participants over the course of the
year.)
An examination of seating patterns helps us to learn
how male and female participants in this group oriented
themselves toward one another and toward the professor.
There was much cross-gender mingling among participants in
the group.

History students tended to locate themselves

either directly opposite or just alongside the Professor.
They could readily engage in conversations with her from
those positions.
students

(Faith,

The women who were not history graduate
Helen,

Ginny,

and Mary)

usually took seats

on either side of the table toward the middle.
I noted that there were continuities and changes in
seating arrangements and in the structuring of peer
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groupings over the two semesters.
out of fourteen sessions.

First semester in nine

Professor Katz sat at the head of

the long conference table in front of the chalkboard.
that position she could see all participants.

From

She noted

that from her position at the head of the table she could
monitor turns and also read people's body language.

Later

on in the semester she shifted her position at the table to
see if she could alter conversational patterns in the group.
In nine out of fourteen sessions a male sat directly
opposite Professor Katz.
Nick)

Frequently, males

(John, Malcolm,

who sat opposite her appeared to be challenging her

authority through their questioning and arguments.

It also

appeared that they were more likely to get eye contact with
her,

and then they were able to get control of the floor.
Toward the end of first semester the group met two

weeks at a student apartment and sat in a circle.

Seating

arrangements were quite different in this location.

The

males who often sat opposite the professor sat beside her,
and the group to her left and right sat opposite her.
When we returned to the classroom for the last two
weeks of the semester,

Professor Katz took a seat at the

edge rather than at the head of the table.

The move from

the head of the table symbolized a change in relations
between the professor and the participants.
Seating arrangements tell us something about the social
networks among participants

(Coates,

1986).

tended to change positions every week.
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Most people

That was a bit

unusual because I have observed in most of my other
graduate-level course that people tend to take the same
seats each week.

However, a few patterns emerged.

People

in the group tended to have both same sex and cross gender
friendships.

First semester, Catherine, Deb, Lawrence, and

Owen who were T.A.s and shared offices in Humanities Hall
sat close to Anne usually along side each other.

Isaac,

John, and Nick, who also shared offices, sometimes sat
together, but they usually sat opposite each other.
and Malcolm often sat together.

Peter

Peter generally took a seat

at the end edge of the table farthest from Anne.

He

positioned himself in his chair a distance from the table.
Kamil usually sat in a seat nearby Professor Katz, and
Isaac, Nick, or John sat beside him.

Emily, who sat with

both history graduate students and with non historians,
formed friendship links which extended beyond the classroom.
Mary, Faith, Helen, or Ginny took turns sitting beside each
other usually along the edges of the table near the middle.
Some of the formal activity slots first semester
included the following:

announcements; agenda-setting;

discussion; mini-lecture; planning.
semester included:

Activity slots second

announcements; presentation and

discussion of student work; and advising.
The objective of the course was to create a genderinformed collaborative learning environment— one which
supports the creation of new historical knowledge from
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gendered perspectives and which also supports women and men
to working together effectively.
Each activity had a function within the group.

The

"Announcements" activity enabled students to share in
leadership and decision-making processes.

The "Agenda-

Setting" activity allowed participants to contribute to the
setting group goals.

Rules for conversations were

negotiated during the "Discussion" activity.

Gender Influences in the Learning Process
This section of the analysis describes the processes
which the professor and the students used to organize the
learning environment.
subsections

(a)

The section is divided into two

teacher-student interaction and

(b)

peer

interaction.

Teacher-Student Interaction
The phrase,

"I'm a bit of a control junky" was shared

by the professor in good humor on February 21,

1990,

but

people knew what she meant from the very first class
sessions.

What kinds of group process skills enables a

gender-informed teacher to effectively construct a
collaborative course which supports the learning of male and
female graduate students?

The following analyses document

key process skills modeled by professor Katz including
joint leadership,
skills,

and

(d)

(b)

group planning

(c)

(a)

effective teaching

gender-balanced norms for conversations.
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Joint Leadership.

In this collaborative seminar,

participants shared in leadership, power,
making roles.

and decision¬

The announcements activity provided an

opportunity for participants to engage in leadership and
decision-making activities.

During the year the professor

and participants shared information about upcoming
dissertation defenses,
events,

conferences,

social events, political

and clarified guidelines for future assignments.

can examine gender influences on leadership style,
sharing,

We

power¬

and decision-making by comparing samples of those

discussions.

We can also explore how the teacher

facilitated the activity so that participants could act
interdependently.
Data collected on November 13 presents a picture of
leadership in the group.

Eight male students,

five female

students and the professor participated in the discussion.
Peter,

an active member of the Graduate Senate and Graduate

Employee Union,

requested that the group discuss whether or

not to cross the picket line if there was a strike held on
the following Monday.

Striking students were protesting

budget cuts.
Peter:
Lawrence, Malcolm, and I, who are active in
Student Senate activities, wanted to ask if our group
will honor the student strike protesting budget cuts
for the university scheduled for next week?
Professor Katz immediately put the question before the
group.

Her interest was in getting participants to freely

express opinions and feelings.
Anne:

How do people feel about that?
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Nick's first response was to elicit further
clarification about what was involved in the decision from
Peter.
Nick:
Are you (to Peter) asking that we cancel classes
or are you asking us to schedule them off campus?
Implicit in his question was the suggestion that Peter,
Malcolm,

and Lawrence be tactical in their planning.

He

suggested scheduling classes off-campus.
Peter was willing to state his own position, but was
unwilling to decide for others.

He hoped that fellow

students would affiliate with the students' cause.
Peter:
I will be participating in the strike activity
and invite you all to join us at the central
administrative building.
I hadn't given thought to
whether classes would be cancelled or rescheduled
elsewhere.
John requested more information on the strike.

Access

to and possession of information can give a person power in
making a decision.
John:
Do you have more information on the strike?
Do
you know whether this is a one week strike or will it
extend into the next week?
By identifying the issues, people can make informed
decisions.

Lawrence had a handout with further information

about the issues and the strike.

This information provided

a strategy for protesting the budget cuts and a hope for
improving conditions through unified action.
Catherine offered to hold class at her apartment, but
Anne continued to invite participants to join in the
decision-making process.
described in Pearson,

Catherine's model of leadership is

et al.

(1989)
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as the Swiss-cheese

model.

She proposed a way for the graduate students in the

group to act out their values and understandings without
requiring the university to condone the strike.
Although Catherine's suggestion was generous and wellreceived, Anne continued to probe for student reactions.
Anne:

Any other thoughts?

Consensus leadership requires people to be thoroughly
involved in the decision-making process.

We can see from

the discussion that there was not consensus about respecting
the strike.

We see that these graduate students had a

variety of conflicting agendas.
not residents of the state,

Deb,

Kamil,

and John are

and that may have been a factor

in their responses.
Deb:
Kamil:

I want to meet.
I think we need to meet,

too.

John:
I don't come from Massachusetts, and I am not
particularly interested in the budget problems here.
I
came to the university to attend classes so I vote to
meet.
Nick's then acknowledged Peter's request and at the
same time connected Deb's,

Nick's,

and Kamil's interests to

those of protesting students.
Nick:
I am sympathetic with the students.
We all
stand to lose if the budget cuts are enacted so I
support political protest against the cuts, but I don't
think we can afford to miss even one class.
This kind of coalition-building was a form of leadership
which occurred frequently in the group.
Mary,

Ginny and Emily proposed alternative ways to

support the protest.
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Mary:
We can support them through letter writing,
I'm going to the campus center today.

too.

Emily:
I am willing meet off campus, but I'd hate to
cross the picket line.
By the way, I am working on the
campus letter writing campaign so if anyone wants help,
see me.
Ginny:
I will drive if anyone needs a ride, but
(turning to Anne) are you willing to meet off campus?
Letter-writing was another way to extend the political
agenda of the students without compromising the learning of
the group.
After everyone had contributed to the discussion.
Professor Katz articulated the direction that the group had
taken in decision-making and asked if people were ready to
make a decision.
Anne:
I am willing to meet off campus so that no one
will have to cross a picket line.
Shall we take
Catherine up on her offer?
John used democratic leadership style when proposing
that the participants take a vote.

"Let's vote!"

In this

case it was pretty clear that the vote would be in favor of
meeting off campus and of supporting the strike.
There was a balance between the participation of male
and female students in this sample.

All male and female

students in the group assumed a leadership role and proposed
a course of action.
political activities.

Five students were directly involved in
Three male students were involved in

organizing the strike activity and two female students are
engaged in the letter writing campaign.
"Education is eminently political"

(Howe,

1985).

The

way people discuss their plans with one another and make
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decisions is a part of the implicit educational agenda.

The

professor played a variety of leadership roles during those
activities.
change.

She articulated the direction of desired

She provided people with the information that they

needed to make informed decisions and to move toward
consensus.

She modeled openness,

total consensus.

but did not insist on

Her use of voting,

for example,

enabled

students to participate in the political process while still
respecting the rights of individuals to disagree.
Participants also played a variety of leadership roles
during the decision-making process.

These data samples

illustrate how power was both shared and negotiated in this
graduate-level classroom.

People discussed the proposed

changes together before arriving at a decision.
discussed opposing points of view.

They

In these samples, male

students clarified reasons and details involved in proposed
changes;

female students suggested ways to accommodate

requests for changes.

We will look further at the roles

that participants played in setting the agenda for the
course in the next section.
Robins & Terrell

(1987)

defined power as the ability to

exercise one's will and leadership as the ability to get
cooperation while exercising one's will.

They asserted that

in male-dominated organizations some men will not willingly
support women in leadership roles, because women are
perceived as a threat to the balance of power.
to educate women in the ways of men,
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In an effort

they created the

acronym IMPACT which stands for the six styles of power
frequently used by men:
Position, Affiliation,
Pearson et al.

Information, Magnetism (charisma),
Coersion,

(1989)

and Tactics.

would like to see new models of

power which are informed by women's leadership styles.

They

define power as energy and leadership as mutual empowerment.
Some of the models they describe include:
people toward change),
information),
Swiss-Cheese

Crusade

Education

Declarative

(lead

(provide training and

(seek commitment and solidarity),

(find a place where it is possible to act out

new values and make small changes),

Reflective

change and act as if it will occur),
political process and vote),
all of the above).

Democratic

and Consensus

In the analysis,

(imagine
(use the

(a combination of

I noted that both

conceptions of leadership were operating simultaneously.
The group process engendered sharing of leadership roles and
constructive action.

Group Planning.
class,

At the very beginning of the first

Professor Katz began to establish norms for

discussing planning and decision-making.

Proposing that the

second class be shortened so that participants could attend
a conference at Smith College,

she invited participants to

share in group planning and decision-making.
information about the conference,
engage in an informed discussion.

In providing

she enabled students to
Her use of the metaphor,

"catch the wave," suggested that the experience of going to
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the conference would be pleasurable and stimulating.

We can

see from the following sample of data that Professor Katz
also allowed participants time to think before arriving at a
final decision.
Anne:
On Monday, September 18, there will be a Women's
History Symposium at Smith College from 4:00-5:15 in
honor of Ellen Dubois author of Century of Struaalp r
one of the first books on the women's suffrage
movement.
A reception will be held in the Sophia Smith
Browsing Room following the lecture.
This will be a
good opportunity to begin to catch the wave and to meet
some other people who are working in the field of
Women's History.
We will discuss whether anyone wants
to attend this lecture at the end of class today.
Rather than engaging the group in discussion at the
beginning of the class,

Professor Katz allowed fifteen

minutes at the end of the class to discuss whether the group
would go to the conference together.
Anne:
Before we end this class I'd like to return to
the discussion of the conference at Smith College next
week.
Do we want to cut class a bit short and go over
to Smith for the lecture and the reception?
First she asked if there were questions.

She received

and recorded all questions on the chalkboard in a nonevaluative manner.

Then she invited everyone to participate

in the discussion.

She did not push the group to arrive at

an immediate consensus? rather she set the norm that final
decisions could be made at a later time after necessary
information was collected.
During this first session,
the planning activity.

there was some gendering of

Three male students and one female

student assumed leadership roles in posing questions.
Malcolm:

What will we miss if we do leave early?
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Nick:
Can you give us more background on the theme of
the lecture?
Catherine:
How can we coordinate transportation?
of us do not have cars?
Peter:
Some of us work after our 4:00 class,
obliged to go?

Some

are we

Malcolm:
How will this relate to our learning here?
Is it important enough to give up class time to go to a
lecture?
During the discussion period Professor Katz provided
information about the topic of the lecture.

She put the

problem of transportation before the group,

and Catherine

and Kamil discussed various arrangements.
noted they had to work,
arrangements to attend.
should not be mandatory.

Peter and Owen

but they would try to make
The group decided that attendance
When students left the class,

had not decided whether to attend the conference.

they

John and

Nick suggested that the group see how quickly the discussion
went during the next class,
then decide.

look into transportation,

and

During initial class sessions male students

assumed a dominant position in taking on leadership and
decision-making roles in the group.
The professor's questions at the beginning of class on
October 2 reveal a lot about her management of the course.
First she asked invited participants to share information—
"Any announcements?"

Then she asked participants to share

in the planning for the session—"Where shall we begin?
What topics shall we discuss today?

Finally,

she invited

participants to share in the leadership of the group— "Who
is prepared to lead the discussion.
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She emphasized that

communication,

leadership,

and joint planning were essential

for collaborative work.
When participants take an active role in planning the
course,

they also share their own prior knowledge.

One of

the criticisms traditional historians have of women's
history books is that they are particularistic,
and not particularly well-written

(Degler,

polemical,

1985).

One of

Professor Katz's goals is to get students writing women's
history.

Nick wanted to know about the quality of writing

in the books.
Nick:
I am a writer, I am interested reading well
written books.
What can you say about the quality of
the writing in the books and articles you have
selected?
What criteria do we use to judge the writing
in history?
How is it different from writing in
journalism?
Anne:
These are the better books in the field.
They
are considered good for a variety of reasons.
You may
want to go to the library and look at the book reviews
on a particular book prior to reading it.
The reviews
will give you some idea of the criticisms and the
strengths of each book prior to reading it.
Nick's question reflected the ambivalence that some
male students in the class felt about women's history.
Professor Katz responded to the questions directly by
providing information which enabled male and female
participants to evaluate the quality of the writing from
professional and personal perspectives.

Then she invited

participants to define the criteria for a well-written book
together.
Anne:
Let's discuss the question of a well-written
book as a group.
What is the criteria for a wellwritten book?
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Professor Katz involved students in discussions about
the criteria for reading, writing,
class.

and interacting in the

In the discussion participants proposed general

criteria and disciplinary criteria.

They suggested that

different audiences may required different criteria.
Sharing responsibility for establishing the standards for
the course enabled participants to integrate prior knowledge
with new knowledge.

Sharing the responsibility for

constructing standards also enabled Professor Katz to assess
the kinds of skills this group of graduate students already
possessed.

Effective Teaching Skills.

In a serious manner,

Professor Katz set the context and the tone for first
semester

(See transcription in Appendix E).

strong pro-active,

She assumed a

no-nonsense teaching style when

organizing the course by using the syllabus as an explicit
contract between the herself and the students.
Anne:

"Good afternoon!"

(Laughter ensued.)
Response:

"Good afternoon!"

Anne:
This is the agenda for the class.
Today, we
need to accomplish four tasks:
First, I want to
remember to talk with you about a conference at Smith
College, Second, Let's do introductions.
We'll be
working together throughout this year and we'll want to
know each other's names.
Third, We will review the
syllabus.
Fourth, I will give you a brief introduction
to women's history.
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She stated the agenda for the first class concisely.
It was her style to be extremely focused,

conscientious,

and

efficient in her presentations.
Professor Katz used a variety of methods for gaining
and maintaining control of the group.

She used eye contact,

gestures and discourse strategies to monitor her
interactions with participants.
perpetual motion when she spoke.
and spoke,

Professor Katz was in
As she scanned the group

her gestures reinforced her words.

By the end of the semester nearly everyone was using
gestures and enthusiasm when speaking.

We observed that

sometimes the gestures contradicted the words.

For example,

when Lawrence was attempting to state the thesis of The
Grounding of Modern Feminism, his hands flew away from his
body each time he made a point.

During his presentation, we

realized that his body language captured the sense of
confusion and contradiction which existed in Cott's
narrative.
During the first several sessions,
a variety of questions,

male students posed

and female students listened.

Professor Katz was prepared with a response when Owen asked
what kind of background participants needed to have to
participate in the course.
Owen:
What kind of background do students need for
doing women's history?
Anne:
These are my assumptions about student
characteristics:
1.
willingness to become grounded in the discipline of
history
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2.
willingness to conduct interdisciplinary research
on women/gender
3.
willingness to read selected books in Women's
history.
Professor Katz wanted it to be clear that she was not
only teaching history,

but also women's history.

Participants were expected to actively contribute to the
process of researching and writing about women in American
history.
It has been noted that the teacher's positioning vis a
vis the students is a critical
(Andrews,

1982,

Levy-Reiner,

through November 6th,

1985).

From September 11

Professor Katz positioned herself at

the head of the table.
from that location.

factor in effective teaching

She could see everyone in the group

In listening to tapes of each class and

coding speaking turns for each participant,

I observed that

Anne was careful to converse with both male and female
participants.
We examined some of the charts and noted some
interesting patterns emerging.

Early on in first semester,

Professor Katz was conversing most frequently with John who
sat directly opposite her.

Male speakers were taking turn

about twice as frequently as female speakers.
figure of the seating on September 9,

1989.

Below is a
It illustrates

the professors seating and positioning vis a vis the
students.
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Mary

Faith

Isaac

Malcolm

Deb

Catherine

John

Anne

Peter

Nick Ginny

Figure 4.1.

Emily Lawrence

Seating of participants,

Owen

Kamil

September 18,

1989.

When Professor Katz examined the data she realized that
she posed questions and various participants answered.
John posed questions,
participants answered.
conversations,

I

Then

and Professor Katz and various
When I

looked at the content of the

found that both she and John were concise

and articulate in their comments.

They both posed questions

that invited conversation with a variety of participants.
John's participation contributed to the building of the
group because his conversational style was inclusive.
Professor Katz modified her positioning vis a vis the
students in order to further balance the participation in
group activities.

After discussing data in which males were

participating twice as
students,
the table.

frequently in discussions as female

Professor Katz moved to a position at one side of
From that position she scanned back and forth

across the group,

but she was not in direct eye contact of

frequent contributors.
flow on December 2,

Looking at the maps of conversation

I noted that Malcolm,

Catherine participated more frequently,

Nick,

and

and John and Emily

participated less frequently to the discussion after Anne
shifted position.

It was the conscious manipulation of the
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learning and the learning environment by Professor Katz that
in part resulted in the sense among participants that
everyone had access to the speaking floor.
The following figure illustrates how Professor Katz changed
her position to alter conversational patterns in the group.

Isaac

Nick

Malcolm

Deb

Owen

Catherine

Peter

Lawrence

Emily

Figure 4.2.
White's

Kamil

John

Anne

Helen

Seating of Participants,
(1990)

Mary

December 4,

1989.

review of the literature on humor

revealed that women's humor was unrecorded.
that women lacked a sense of humor.

It was assumed

This was clearly not

true of Professor Katz who used humor in a variety of ways.
She used it to establish a vision,
to negotiate,

to manage conflict,

to assert her authority,
or to emphasize a point.

She used philosophical humor or comic vision to get
people to smile and to gain new insights about women's
history.

The spirit of fun had the function of breaking

down people's
self-effacing,

inhibitions and anxieties,

and of setting a

playful tone in the classroom.

opening lecture,

In the

Anne's power came from her ability to

structure knowledge such that male and female participants
sensed her wisdom and her sense of humor simultaneously.
Here she is responding to a question by John concerning
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supplementary survey books which would provide the best
background for students in the women's history course.
Anne:
Do read
Ryan, Woloch, and Evans.
For our purposes the "HoHo" accounts of Her Own History
would not be as helpful as Sara Evan's book, Born for
Liberty.
(Laughter).
Professor Katz's response gave students an idea of the
ideological framework for the course and of her own personal
style as a teacher.

In the course women were portrayed as

agents of their own liberation rather than as victims of
oppression or as male-defined heroines.
In the second semester.

Professor Katz managed the

group by being clear and direct about her agenda and role.
In her view,

since time was a scarce resource,

had to be task-oriented,

informed,

collaborative workshop sessions.
write individual articles,

participants

and well-prepared for
They were expected to

but to work collaboratively on

constructing proposals, writing,

editing,

and revising those

articles.
Anne:
I'd like to have you each have an idea of the
projects of others so you will feel ready, confident,
and connected before you go off into that wilderness.
(Laughter)
She spent a minimum amount of teaching time talking to
students and instead involved them immediately in active
roles as participants.
Anne:
Nancy:
Anne:

Do I have a volunteer?
I'll go.
Okay,

Nancy.
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Anne:
Now you have sixty seconds to reread Nancy's
proposal.
Put your speed reading course to work.
Anne:

Your one minute is up.

(Laughter)
She used humor to acknowledge that in this context she
needed to be assertive.
I'm serious...

This is serious.

You should see me run a meeting.
person?

Am I an authoritarian

(Laughter)
I know you don't believe this, but I am an autocratic
type.
I am a bit of a control junky at times.
(Laughter)
White

(1988)

observed that women often use humor when

they assert authority.

Friedman

(1985)

that some teachers

are uncertain about exercising authority,

particularly when

they are also trying to create less hierarchical learning
relationships with students.
On October 25,

the students met prior to class.

participants had not completed interpretive essays.

Most
A male

student used the planning structure established by Professor
Katz to get her to accomplish two aims.

First he got her to

give a lesson on how to write such an essay by posing a
question during the agenda-setting activity directly to her.
Her immediate response was to crack a joke:
"Alright, shall we set this up as a prize fight with
Mary Beth in this ring and Joan in the other?"
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During the same session,

the group led by Nick also got her

to change the requirements for submitting interpretive
essays.

She responded to the experience by saying:

"Well, I can certainly see that you guvs are forming a
classroom culture."
Both of the images

in Professor Katz's jokes were

masculine images— a prize fight and guys culture.

The

power plays that Professor Katz was responding to were led
by male students with the support of some female students.
Her images helped participants to understand how embedded
women and men in our culture are with masculine power
politics.
On October 25th,
book,

the group was discussing Lebsock's

Free Women of Petersburg.

Lebsock

(1985)

had argued

that Southern women in the 1800s had a culture based on
feminine values which she called personalism.

She argued

that some Southern women willed their estates to freed Black
women as a gesture of caring.

John insisted that both men

and women had the capacity for personalism and for feminine
values.

In his opinion the concept of a separate women's

culture was not realistic or plausible.

There was a great

deal of tension in the group because several males and a
couple of females agreed with him,

but other women

maintained the author had made a good case for the existence
of women having different values than men.
After a while.

Professor Katz asked John,

culture made up only of male values?"
others

in the group,

"So is

He laughed as did

but it really wasn't a joke.
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The

ability to get participants engage participants in real
dialogue and to uncover apparent contradictions in logic was
one of Professor Katz's strengths.

Helping them to

appreciate irony through humor was one of her most effective
teaching skills.

Gender-Balanced Norms for Conversation.
sessions,

During early

males in the group sometimes took over the

discussion and excluded some female and some male students
by discussing the theoretical or analytical
book,

an abstract concept or term,

of an author.

framework of a

or the technical skills

Whenever this occurred.

Professor Katz

intervened:
Do you realize what is happening here?
Five men are
discussing white supremacy leaving twelve other men and
women out of the conversation completely.
This is what
happens whenever we get into discussing intellectual
abstractions and we abandon gender and social history.
Not only did she share her observations about how men
and women were conversing in the class,
manipulated her positioning,

but she also

conversation,

eye gaze and eye

contact so that a variety of students were included in
conversations.
Professor Katz created a conversational atmosphere in
the classroom.

She engaged in dialogue in a seemingly

informal manner which West and Zimmermann
in female groups.

(1983)

is typical

Yet some of her interventions revealed a

conscious awareness of gendered styles of conversing.
following long excerpt of dialogue illustrates how she
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The

allowed students to construct conversations,

and how and

when she intervened in a discussion among male and female
students.

First she used a critical,

to discussing material,
participants,

argumentative approach

matching the style of the male

then she switched to a more connected and

constructivist approach.

Both styles of dialogue existed

simultaneously in the classroom.
The argumentative style of conversation frequently
occurred among several male and a couple of female
participants in the group.

It is referred to as the

"separate knowing" by Clinchy
argumentative,

(1989).

The doubting,

confrontational style of discourse is common

among critical thinkers.

Clinchy

(1989)

also observes that

separate knowing sometimes silences students who are in the
process of learning how to converse about academic topics.
In the case cited here,
Katz's question,

Owen responded to Professor

and Nick interrupted and corrected him.

Anne:
Were they faced by similar kinds of threats
the North and in the South?

in

Owen: Yes, ...
Threats put pressure on them. In the
South they saw the enemy from within, but I wonder if
people felt pressure from without?
The Indians...
Nick:
I think, just to establish some kind of
historical accuracy we shouldn't hark on the Indians.
I'm reading in another class that the problem for the
Indians was the colonists and not the Indians for the
colonists.
The colonists were able to establish
themselves here essentially by pushing the Indians out.
We are talking about the 17th century when the Indians
had been decimated by disease.
What?
The Indian
hunting grounds had been cleared for settlements.
Animals that they hunted... like the beaver and the
deer were basically extinct.
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Nick was concerned that Owen was making the Native
Americans the scapegoats in order to explain why white men
in the North were accusing white women of being witches.
Peter joined in on the discussion by observing that there
may have been a historical basis for Owen's hypothesis.
Peter:
What about King Philip's War?
Don't you think an Indian could have been perceived as
a threat whether or not he is a threat doesn't matter.
It's like witches...
John countered Peter by presenting information which
called his facts into question.

One can see how some male

students and some female students might respond to the
threat of confrontation by speaking softly with the
professor.

Some participants may not speak at all.

In this

particular case, Nick and John were socializing Owen and
Peter.

They were teaching critical thinking skills.

was not gender specific behavior.

This

Catherine and Deb often

played a similar role when socializing women in the group.
Knowledge construction involves a process of conflict
and negotiation.

Sometimes those conflicts found their way

into classroom discussions.

Following are some examples

from a discussion of an article by Anderson

(1985).

In

earlier exchanges Lawrence and Nick noted that the Neskapi
Indians decided to alter gender relations in their tribe in
response to economic circumstances,
rebel.

but that they did not

Deb maintained that there was conflict and the

Neskapi's did resist.
conflict.

They maintained there was no

Professor Katz entered the discussion

emphatically insisting that there was conflict when women
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resisted the efforts of Jesuits to change gender relations
in their tribe.
Anne:
But there is conflict.
Some of the women don't
want to go along with this.
They don't have enough
power, mobility or resources to stop it.
Clearly there
is a gender difference.
The men do benefit in very
direct ways and very powerful ways.
Think of that
celebration of the wedding.
And one could see why men
could be persuaded to join with the Jesuits and not the
women.
The argument was not over, however.

John entered the

discussion using polite conversational style.
I?"

"May I? Can

This intentional use of politeness was commonly

employed by males during arguments in class.
John:
May I?
Can I?
I just.... We ought to.... The
title of this article is Commodity Exchange and
Subordination.... I think it should be fairly clear if
she is not making a materialist analysis, she is making
on a materialist case.
Being something
of a materialist myself, I can
sympathize.
I don't think we should attribute to her
failures and omissions she did not make.
I think she
titled it in this way to make one point and not
another.
We can't really ask her now about gender
relations and why she didn't discuss them.
She chose
to talk about something else.
In classic Marxist analysis,
class formation,

capitalism does influence

but gender is not a category of analysis.

John has concluded that the author was doing a Marxist
analysis,

therefore,

she was not discussing gender.

He had

forgotten that the entire title of the article was
"Commodity Exchange and Subordination of Neskapi and Huron
Women."
Deb entered into a discussion with John by building
onto an earlier comment he had made.

She thought that the

author, Anderson, was doing a materialist analysis,
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and that

she was also writing about gender relations.

John used

politeness to confront her, yet his tone indicated he was
challenging her.
Deb:
The Neskapi's material condition changed.
It
changed because if they wanted to accept material
changes, they had to accept changes in the family
arrangements.
John:
Deb:

It's Deb or Deborah?

Deb?

Right.

Then he used questioning to put her on the defensive.
John:
Deb, what weight would you assign to the
materialist analysis?
You wouldn't ignore it would
you?
Deb:
No, No... You wouldn't.
If you take two tribes
or compare her article to Karlsen's...
Deb did not discount John's argument,
elaborated on her own point of view.

rather she

Emily's comments

existed alongside Deb's as she probed for further
clarification of what Deb meant.
Emily:
tribe?
Deb:

You say it wasn't a natural outcome of their

Right.

Emily:
She doesn't really say that, but it's a natural
outgrowth of it.
Deb questioned Emily on what she was saying.

She wanted to

confirm that they were talking about the same point.
Deb:

What?

What would be?...

Emily:
If the economic structure changes,
structure might...
Deb:

No,

the family

she doesn't say that.

The men and women in this discussion were engaging in a
struggle over interpretation.

In the discussion male
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students were arguing that the article was not really about
gender relations or about women's agency,
no conflict between men and women.

and that there was

It was obvious during

the discussion that there was also conflict between the
female and male participants.

Deb was conscious that the

author was writing about gender.

Lawrence believed she was

writing about economic changes which affected kinship
relations in two tribes in different ways.
she was plying theory.

Of course,

John believed

they were all partially

correct.
Dialogue in the classroom broke down when there were
arguments in which participants were not listening to each
other.

This happened less and less frequently during the

semester and the year because Professor Katz modeled a form
of connected conversation.
argument,

When she intervened in the

she discussed the ideas of the author or speaker

almost as if she were having a conversation with them.
she made the thesis clear,

When

she then asked questions to probe

for better understanding.
Anne:
Well she does, (silence)
... It seems to be mine.... (silence)
Well, she does talk about gender relations.
(silence)
And I think she provides enough comparative information
about the two cultures so they do have a comparability
before contact with the French and I think it's a
wonderful example of what happens to two groups which
have fairly similar ways of life with regard to gender
and I think there's enough here.
We should read the
dissertation. (Silence)
In handling the argument above.
was swift.
slowly,

Professor Katz's action

The tone of her voice was firm.

carefully selecting each word.
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She spoke

She used silence and

eye gaze to signal the seriousness of her words and to
signal subtle changes in her argument.
John's argument,
argument.

Without discounting

she placed women into the context of the

She did this by getting right inside of

Anderson's argument and looking the ways that it made sense
and was correct.
But I think it's a compelling article for what accounts
for the different outcomes and why that happens.
I
also find her materialist analysis compelling and I
think that the work that I do is really cultural
history.
It's really culturalist in a certain way.
Um.. but to explain these large changes-I think one
has to look at production.
What happens to control of
production, distribution, allocation of resources, land
holding... I mean, all of those things are absolutely
crucial in clarifying why women's situation changed.
And we might want to do that with the women in the
colonies.
Now we've just been... And whether we can do
this kind of analysis with Northern and Southern
colonies which have quite different political economies
remains to be seen,
silence...
Rather than judge the Anderson's thinking.
Katz treated her ideas as significant.

Clinchy

Professor
(1989)

refers to this kind of knowing as connected knowing.
Connected knowing is meaningful and thoughtful reflection on
the ideas of others and extending them into everyday
conversations.
Which would be again not looking at mystical or
witchcraft culture for an explanation, but looking at
the material conditions in the North and South.
This is a decision you'd all have to make at some time
in your life. It's partly a case of resonance for you.
Malcolm:

Yeah.

Anne: But, um, it might be— You might ask if it's a
mistake, you know, to look at witchcraft in this way,
you know to privilege witchcraft as an experience which
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influenced women's status
might ask that.

I don't think it is,

This was a norm-setting activity.

but you

It was the objective

of the course to include women in the knowledge construction
process.

It was one thing to be critical and analytical and

another thing to understand the full meaning of the author's
theoretical framework and text.

The same rule applied in

conversations in class.
Howe

(1983)

has observed that gender-conscious activity

and reflection involves an intellectual struggle to break
down dualistic thinking and political struggle to overcome
cultural habits.

Perhaps out of such struggles, Howe

maintains, people can come new understandings and new
visions.

The social reality in the course supported sharing

and struggling for gender inclusive understanding.
Professor Katz used a style of direct questioning when
teaching students disciplinary skills.

I have selected two

examples of that pattern of conversation.

The first example

occurred in a conversation with Kamil during a discussion on
September 25th.

The second event involved Emily,

took place on October 11,

and it

1989.

Kamil initiated one conversation with a question:
"Isn't time important?"

Then he launched into a discussion

of an assigned article.

He was looking at and speaking to

Professor Katz.
Kamil:
I was thinking.
Isn't time important?... This
article covers fifty years of fur trading.
Wouldn't
things change anyway over fifty years because of
differences in economic situations?
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First Professor Katz listened,

then she asked a series

of questions to get him to probe further.
voice was warm.

The tone of her

It sounded as if they were just having a

chat, but really she was giving an instructional lesson.
Anne:

Did you trace the chronology?

Kamil:
Anne:

It was a similar period for each tribe.
Did you check the footnotes?

Kamil:

No...

Kamil had not checked the footnotes nor had anyone else so
Professor Katz provided background information about the
work,

and continued to engage Kamil in conversation through

her use of questioning.
Anne:
The problem is she is using secondary sources.
She wrote a dissertation on this.
I am somewhat
familiar with the literature on the Jesuits.
What
she's not clear about is the chronology.
Can you track
it?
Kamil:

No.

I don't know.

Kamil had not tracked the chronology,

nor did anyone

else in the class.

The questions look like Professor Katz

was testing Kamil.

Within the group,

this kind of

questioning was viewed as an instructional lesson.
Anne:
Her approach is that of a materialist and an
anthropologist.
She may not be able to trace this
fifty year period.
What she's clear about is the
position of women in one tribe is clearly better than
the other.
(silence)
During her explanations Professor Katz often paused
briefly.

Since no one asked a question or made a comment,

she continued her explanation.
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By constructing

conversations in that manner—listening,
questioning,
aims.

silence,

First,

explaining,

elaborating—she accomplished two

she enabled participants to think about what

she was saying,

and second,

she invited their immediate

feedback and questions.
Anne:

Okay,

let's continue...

Let's see... It's Mary Beth in this corner and Joan in
that corner... Let the prize fight begin...
How do we judge change in status?
What evidence do they use to evaluate change in status?
Professor Katz's questions were aimed at two levels of
analysis:

the coherency of the argument and the legitimacy

of the evidence.

Emily's response suggests that there may

be different criteria for evaluating change in status for
different groups of women.
Emily:
That's why I raised the question earlier....
I suppose you would have to use different criteria
for different groups.
That is, you'd have to include
the status of slave women as well as elite women.
Look at race, class, and the way that they
particularize experience and break down
generalizations.
Professor Katz's question encourages Emily to elaborate
on her argument.
Anne:
So you want to evaluate the groups by political
or economic changes?
The question also engages Emily in the process of evaluating
her own argument and use of evidence.
Emily:
We can look at the way they depict women— as
actors or as acted upon....
Norton sees women as
actors.
Wilson, Is it Wilson?,
(laughter)
(An aside:
I can't even get the names straight...)
That's the problem with sources.
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Anne:

That's also a problem of linkage.

By staying involved in dialogues with participants,
Professor Katz was able to simultaneously assess skills and
create a natural audience for her skill instruction.
Participants were encouraged to question one another on the
accuracy of their assumptions and arguments.
One of the goals of feminist teaching is also to get
women and men to question their own assumptions.
questioning as a method for pondering ideas.

She used

First semester

Professor Katz participated on the average of fifteen times
during a two hour period.
historical context,
the topic,

She nearly always developed the

clarified points of information,

shifted

and posed questions during her speaking turn.

Professor's style of questioning and dialogue was
contagious.
On September 25th during a two hour discussion,
Professor Katz posed fifteen questions and made ten
statements,

seven females posed three questions and made

nineteen statements,

and eight males posed nine questions

and made twenty statements.
hour class,

By October 27th during a two

Professor Katz posed twenty-four questions and

made fifty-nine statements,

seven females posed twenty-six

questions and made ninety-nine statements,

and eight males

posed twenty-four questions and made seventy-nine
statements.
Sometimes during conversations participants
interpretations were quite discrepant.
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Whenever that

happened Professor Katz entered the discussion.
11,

On October

students were discussing how the readings were related

to one another.

Helen,

a non-historian presented an

interpretation of the relationship among the readings.
Helen:
I was thinking of these two readings in
relation to last week's readings.
Norton's article
tied into continuity of women speaking out and
continuing to take a more active role in community
during the Revolution.
They did not confine their
activities to the family and church.
It was an
evolutionary phenomena.
Wilson's article identified
the Revolution as a turning point for women.
Bloch's
article dealt with the different interpretations of
virtue after the Revolutionary war.
The interpretation was not accurate.
a question,

Instead of posing

Professor Katz responded with an explanation.

Anne:
I was thinking about it differently...
Bloch's article is an example of intellectual history.
True it was transatlantic.
It is easier to understand
if we look at levels of analysis.
Norton's article
portrayed women as agents.
Wilson's article was more
structural.
It was based on the oppression model.
Bloch is talking about ideology and about how symbols
told about different things about gender.
Each author
presents a different slice in the discussion, but each
author also has different assumptions.
Professor Katz took control of the discussion by
demonstrating a disciplinary appropriate way to analyze the
articles.

This information was not general knowledge.

Usually information about the theory behind texts came out
during discussions,

and Professor Katz made that information

accessible to all students.

She provided summaries of

discussions and explanations of the theories behind an
author's work.
Sometimes during discussions it became apparent that
there was a lack of shared understandings concerning the
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multiple meanings of concept words.
culture,

Words like power,

and society are loaded with interpretations.

example of that occurred on September 25th.

An

Participants

were discussing changes in the status of women after the
Revolutionary War, when one male student noted that women
did not gain political power so their status could not
improve.
Lawrence:
I'd use traditional explanations of change
in status.... change in role within the political
system... Were they gain more political power?
(Two men now agree that change in status is related to
access to political power.)
Lawrence's comment took her by surprise so she
immediately asked him what he meant by "traditional
definitions of power."
Lawrence:
I'd ask how their position in the political
system changed and not ask how women's perceptions of
their status changed as they gained the ability to
speak and write publicly.
Lawrence's response concerned her.

A theme in one of

the readings and in the discussion was that women indeed had
gained power and status in their own eyes and in the eyes of
the public.

Their status increased not only because of the

active role they played during the war as organizers,
also because they were able to
writing and speaking.

but

communicate publicly in

It became clear that Lawrence had

concluded that status could only be understood in terms of
political clout.

Furthermore, he wanted to dismiss the

women's perceptions of their own status.
Professor Katz shifted the topic to discuss power.
Anne:

Wait a minute.

Let's define power.
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Teaching is an uncertain activity at times,

and

Professor Katz responded creatively to students' comments.
Lawrence was responding to the question on the basis of his
prior socialization.

He ignored the point of view of the

authors and the information which participants had been
discussing.

Rather than stick with her initial topic,

Professor Katz immediately shifted the topic in response to
Lawrence's comments to a discussion of power.
discussion out to the group.
relationship,

influence,

She threw the

Females defined power as

cooperation,

coalition-building,

and the ability to control oneself and one's destiny.
defined power as political strength,

Males

economic strength,

forcing someone to do something that you want them to do,
ability to dominate others,

authority vested by law,

control

of the physical environment, manipulation of rewards,

and

influence over others.
During the discussion,

participants realized that

Lawrence was not alone—male and female students in the
group defined "power" differently.

Becoming conscious of

the gendered nature of interpretations of words like power
and culture was one of the objectives of the course.

The

discussion ended with Anne noting that power is one of those
words which describes relations among people and also among
social systems.

To illustrate her point,

Professor Katz

used a web to summarize information from a discussion about
"why women were accused as witches."
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Webbing is a technique which is used by frequently by
feminist teachers

(Maher,

1990).

It allows people to look

at complexity in relationships among social systems without
establishing a priority of causes or explanations.
Professor Katz drew a web-like design on the board and wrote
power in the center circle.
women?

She asked:

Why are witches

What kinds of explanations do we have so far?

Why were witches women?

Figure 4.3.
An example of a webbing,
summarizing conversations.

a technique for

Participants created a conceptual map which brought the
conversations together.
taking strategy.

This became an effective note

Eventually,

about complex interactions.
moving and non-linear,

it became a way of thinking
Since conversations were fast-

people needed flexible strategies for

organizing and comparing information.

Webbing was one such

strategy.
Professor Katz was centrally involved in creating the
symbolic and expressive aspects of the collaborative
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classroom.

First,

she involved students in shared-

leadership and decision-making activities.
them in planning and goal-setting.
innovative subject matter,

She involved

She consciously used

instructional arrangements,

and

conversational strategies to design the learning
environment.

She anticipated questions and challenges to

the gender-informed scholarship and to her authority.

She

consciously used her knowledge of seating and positioning,
language, humor,

and her knowledge of gender to establish

and modify interactional patterns in the classroom.
Although she was forceful in establishing norms for
interpretation and interaction,

she also involved students

in the process of constructing the conversational context,
establishing criteria for work,

and engaging in various

roles in the group.
She used a variety of strategies to facilitate
conversation and learning in the classroom.

She modified

her behavior as a facilitator according to the feedback she
received during and after classes.
modified her behavior and

Professor Katz also

conversational style when

speaking with various participants.

She consistently

modeled a variety of inclusive questioning and
conversational behaviors.

She challenged both male and

female history graduate students through direct questioning
and supported them through conversation and elaboration.
She listened to students' disparate opinions in a nonevaluative way.

Although she could use and argument style
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in her presentation of material,

she did not challenge

people personally about their statements.
storytelling,
summaries,

explanations,

elaboration,

She used
questioning,

and humor to present information,

or assumptions,

challenge ideas

and manage conflict in the group.

Those

kinds of teaching practices served a positive function in
that they provided greater intellectual and emotional access
to the classroom without silencing either female or male
students.
Lowman's

(1984)

search for key characteristics of

effective teachers led him to conclude that clarity of
presentation and concern for maintaining constructive
interpersonal relationships were key competencies.
Professor Katz possessed both.

Peer Interaction
In graduate-level courses the participants use cultural
information about ways of speaking and interacting to create
the learning environment.
I analyzed
(d)

(a)

In this section of the analysis,

Agenda-Setting?

(c)

Multiple Interactions?

Rules for Constructing Conversations.

Agenda-Setting.

People absorb an array of values and

information through learning.

They also bring a wealth of

personal values and knowledge to the learning process.

The

agenda-setting activity in the course enabled students to
actively participate in setting the course for learning.
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In

a series of analyses,

I examined the interactions during

agenda-setting sessions across first semester.
agenda-setting activity,

During the

the professor sat back and allowed

participants either to pose questions or suggest topics for
discussion.
The first analysis of the agenda-setting activity
illustrates the variations in the frequency with which
females and males contributed to the agenda-setting
activity.
Table 4.1.
Frequency of participation in agenda-setting
(listed by topic) by female and male students and professor
from September 11 through December 4, 1989.

Session

Females

Males Professor

10/16
10/23
10/30

4
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1

11/6

1

11/13
11/20
11/27
12/4

2
5
1
5

9/11
9/18
9/25
10/2
10/11

48

61

Topic
Introduction
Gender/Patriarchy
Women/Culture/Power
Ideology & Market
Women's Culture
Separate Spheres
Gender & Race
Gender & Class
Sexuality
Class/Race/Consciousness
Feminism & Politics
Women & State
Family/Consumption
Theory/Practice/Implicat.

24

Total Total Total

The analysis illustrates how topic choice influenced
participation in agenda-setting in this particular group.
It looks as if the eight male students were contributing to
agenda-setting about one third more frequently than were the
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seven female students.

Students were contributing five

times more items than the female professor.

The graph below

shows variations in participation during the semester.

Frequency of Participation:
Agenda-Setting Activity

«
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Figure 4.4.

Sessions
E—1 males

professor

Frequency of Participation:
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Agenda Setting.

What does not appear in these data is the information
about which males and females were contributing to the
agenda-setting,

nor the fact that two female students had

dropped the course by the end of the first semester.
fact,

In

during initial sessions the same few men and women

were setting the agenda, but by the end of the first
semester all five female students and eight male students
were contributing to the agenda-setting activity.
surprisingly,

Not

Professor Katz contributed significantly more

items to the agenda-setting during the first and last
sessions.

It also appeared that on November 5 Professor

Katz was influencing the agenda-setting, but she posed five
related questions during a single turn.

Multiple Interactions. The metaphor,

"It's all part of

the intellectual stew," was lifted from a male student's
paper and shared during a class break by another male
student during the break on February 6,

1990, but

participants and the professor knew what it meant long
before that day.

Just prior to the break,

three

participants had presented their proposals to the group,
asked for feedback and assistance on finding a framework
and/or a focus for their paper,
tutoring.

and received individual

"It's all part of the intellectual stew,"

captures the image of a smorgasbord of ingredients,
case topics and theories, personalities,

in this

and status

relationships that get thrown into the pot in classrooms.
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There were always multiple,

differing,

and

contradictory perspectives on knowledge constructions and
social

interaction in classrooms.

The academic and

interpersonal broth may be blended and reduced when male and
female students construct new knowledge about gender,
when they form close-knit,
working relationships,

peer-oriented,

and

collaborative

the plots and plans thicken—

naturally and culturally.

People build up more complex

structures for partaking of and dealing with the
socialization occurring there.
The agenda-setting activity on November 6
some of those multiple interactions.

The assigned topic on

that date was Feminism and Women's Politics.
and eight male graduate students,

illustrates

Seven female

and one female professor

were present and everyone participated in the activity.
Nick recorded the agenda on the chalkboard.
evolved,

As the group

some interesting cross-gender interactions were

occurring.

There was considerable linking of agendas and

networking among participants.
Nick's opening question invited participants to discuss
the theme/s of the book and to evaluate the author's success
in communicating her message.
Nick:
What is the theme of this book—The Grounding of
Modern Politics?
Why is "Women in Politics" the
subtitle of "Women in History"?
Mary's suggestion built onto the one posed by Nick.
Mary:
Let's talk about unity and diversity in the
Feminist movement.
It seemed like Cott kept moving her
frame in The Grounding of Modern Feminism from talking
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about the solidarity and unity of the movement to the
diversity among feminists.
Emily wanted the group to analyses the self-definitions
of different groups of feminists

(liberal,

radical,

Marxist,

socialist).
Emily:
Let's talk about self-definition and social
consolidation and differentiation of feminists.
Malcolm's question,
Emily,

delivered in a sarcastic tone to

was an evaluative question.

Malcolm:

Consolidation and differentiation,

and so

what?
He might have asked her what she meant by her question,
he didn't.

but

Malcolm's attitude suggested that this was one

of the most controversial discussions during the semester
because feminism and women's politics were the topics and
several participants were not really interested in feminism,
per se.
Catherine was concerned about differentiating two types
of activities.
Catherine:
What is the difference
activism and volunteerism?
Some women engaged in social

between political

improvement activities,

but

were not considered feminists because they did not have any
conscious political commitment to improving conditions of
women.

Catherine wanted the group to discuss

defined by the author.

feminism as

This brought up another level of

controversy among feminists and female and male participants
in the group who did not consider themselves
Kamil's question captures that tension.
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feminists.

Kamil:
Who were the organizers?
defines who's who?

the actors? and who

He suggested that part of the answer to Catherine's question
may lie in the context, particularly in analyzing who is
organizing, who is acting,

and who is doing the defining.

Nick joked about running out of space to write on the
blackboard,

but his humor was really an acknowledgement of

the increased activity among participants in the class.
Nick:
I need a bigger black board.
wasted space here.

There is so much

(Laughter)
The function of the humor was to raise to a conscious
level the conflicting interpretations among authors and
participants.

Not only was the group dealing with more

controversial and complex material in the discussion, but
also the political interactions among male and female
members of the group were more complex.

Participants were

building onto and challenging each other's ideas even before
the discussion period started.
John's question invited participants to evaluate the
thesis that some women

(feminists)

may had a distinct and

separate political culture— one that was different from men
or from other women's political cultures.
John:
one?

A separate women's political culture—is there

John consistently questioned the assumption that males and
females constructed separate and independent cultural habits
or values.

He maintained that particular women and men

established patterns of gender relations jointly and usually
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around family issues.

In his view there was so much

diversity in those interdependent relationships that a
unified women's political culture was not only improbable,
but also unfeasible.
Peter and Helen, who both grew up in working class
families, were interested in the effects of feminism on
improving conditions for women and on changing gender
relations.
Peter:

What were the effects of the movement?

Helen:
What were the legacies of the first wave of
feminism?
By November,
group.

there were multiple interactions in the

Women were linking their topics with those of men

and of other women.

Topics for the agenda were frequently

related to participants own experiences.

Race,

class,

and

even issues of status within the group had become part of
the agenda.

Men and women were engaged in disagreements

about whether women had a separate political culture and
about whether feminist interpretations about the
contributions of others were accurate.

Humor functioned as

a tension release and a consciousness-raising mechanism.
"Please,

pass the chocolate-covered raisins!" was

coined by Isaac one day in October when he could not
coherently communicate his ideas.

People often brought

coffee and candy to the three hour class and consumed it
casually as we talked.
and cultural knowledge,

They also brought a lot of academic
the collateral which they had

personally accumulated during their years,
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now became the

basis for forming friendship groups and coalitions in the
classroom.

Learning how to share information and to gain

access to the channels of power and prestige is a major task
of graduate training.

"Please,

pass the chocolate-covered

raisins" is an expression was adopted by the group that
really had to do with the process of gaining access to
rewards and social acceptance.
Every week a new agenda was constructed and new
relationships were structured by participants.
13th,

six females,

eight males,

discussed the topic:

Class,

On November

and a female professor

Race, And Women's Consciousness

in the 20th
Century.

The group met at Catherine's apartment to show

support for students who were striking to protest budget
cuts on campus.

This agenda-setting activity was

different in many ways from those of previous weeks.
Serious highbrow dialogue was sandwiched in between jokes
about the setting,

the material,

and intragroup dynamics.

This agenda-setting activity resembled a discussion rather
than a brainstorming activity.
The ability to hold to a steady course despite changes
in topics,

participants,

in the group.

and locations was a valued behavior

John's question set the context for the

agenda-setting discussion.
John:
What is the relationship between race, class and
gender in Southern Society during this period of rapid
industrialization?
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Lawrence's contribution was interrupted first by
Catherine's activities,
question,

an outburst of laughter, Nick's

and Professor Katz's comment.

Lawrence:
How do you analyze those categories together
simultaneously...
As Catherine was writing on the green canvas she backed
up into a dismembered, naked doll hanging from the
ceiling.
(Laughter)
Nick:
Can we talk about the role of management,
specifically the way that business management handled
the problem of union and race relations?
Catherine bumped into the doll again.
(Laughter)
Professor Katz's comment acknowledged the apparent absurdity
of the decor

(hanging,

naked,

dismembered female dolls)

given the subject matter in the course.
Anne:
I would love a photograph or a video of this
class.
I'm not sure we want this to be captured for
posterity though...

(Laughter)
The decor spoofed the influence of commercial culture
on images of people,
Anne's tone,

particularly girls.

In keeping with

Lawrence finished his question in a manner

which prompted more laughter.
Lawrence:
Catherine:
Lawrence:

May I finish my question?
Yes,

do.

As opposed to separately?

(Laughter)
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A lot of the humor in the class was context dependent.
Politeness was a norm in the group,

for example.

Overall,

males tended to use politeness as Lawrence did here— to
indicate they were not done speaking or to signal that they
disagreed with the speaker on a particular point.
Participants were sometimes competitive and the use of
politeness contributed to the creation of a more positive
learning environment.
Isaac asked Lawrence for clarification and in the
process posed a new question.
Isaac:
Are you asking about the way she
compartmentalized the categories?
Lawrence:

Yes.

Isaac's actions were delivered as a gesture of solidarity
and friendship toward Lawrence.

Malcolm's question was

immediately interpreted on several contradictory levels by
participants.
Malcolm:

Women as class— does that happen or not?

(Laughter)
Alternate meanings of the word "class” passed quickly
through the group as participants thought about socio¬
economic class,

about the status of and prestige of women,

and about the work of this particular group.

You would have

had to have been there to appreciate the way that humor and
sometimes innuendo structured the agenda.

Humor captures

the sense of irony and paradox embedded in competing
interpretations in knowledge constructions.
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Participants structured solidarity toward one another
in several ways during the agenda-setting.

Earlier in the

activity Nick invited participants to talk about how
management and the legacy of slavery shaped relations among
women workers in the southern town described by Janiewski in
her book.

Sisterhood Denied.

Then Isaac displayed

friendship toward Lawrence.
Quite a bit later in the agenda-setting activity.

Deb

looked at Nick and indicated that she wanted participants to
compare Janiewski's thesis with the thesis in another
assigned article by Jacqueline Dowd Hall
Women:

(1989),

"Disorderly

Gender and Labor Militancy in the Appalachian

South."
Deb:
Can we talk about different community influences?
Paternalism as opposed to the businessman story? And
then can we talk about absent landlords and independent
mountain folk?
Her point was that each community had distinctly different
institutions,

economies,

and histories.

Whereas,

in one

community men tried to protect women and their own jobs
through unionization,

in the other community men marched

behind their women.
In-group humor was another way of signaling solidarity.
Emily's joke,

an example of in-group humor about the

reconstruction of the South after the Civil War,

signaled

her solidarity with the other history students.
Emily:
This is an original reconstruction blackboard
from the Freeman school.
(Laughter)
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The concept of in group humor suggests that there might
have been people who did not understand the joke.

The term

as it is used here indicates that the humor was
disciplinary-based.

In-group humor was created by both

males and females and historians and non-historians.
Sometimes the solidarity included some members of the
class and excluded others.

We see an example of this when

Helen posed her questions.

First,

Emily interrupted Helen's

turn with the joke which was described above.

Second,

part of Helen's question was recorded on the board:

only

"What

is the story here?"
Helen:
What is Janiewski saying about labor relations,
unionization, and group consciousness?
What is the
story here?
One of the sub texts in any group has to do with
status.

Some participants get interrupted more frequently.

In this particular group a couple of men
and women

(Helen,

Faith)

(Lawrence,

were routinely interrupted.

people interrupt more often.

Peter)
Some

Emily and John were just as

likely to interrupt the professor as any other student?
Catherine and Deb interrupted other women.
Some topics are discussed and some people's
interpretations are privileged.

Catherine selected one of

the questions Helen posed and omitted the other one.

The

question which was omitted had to do with the how work and
group membership influences women's consciousness and their
interpretations.
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In this particular group, participants continually
discussed issues status and women's agency in resisting
oppressive systems.
toward oversights.

Participants took a proactive stance
Helen asked to have her second question

included on the agenda.

Then Faith's question moved the

group toward a discussion of community relations,
practices,

cultural

ideology and methodology.

Faith:
I don't have a flavor of the women's lives in
the book.
Is that part of culture?
Is it her
methodology?
Is she compartmentalizing things too
much?
Although Faith referred to community,
question to Deb's,

linking her

she was also concerned about the

theoretical and methodological frame that Janiewski used in
writing her book.

Faith's question was actually more

related to John's opening question than to Deb's final
question.

As she spoke,

Faith looked around the group,

finally resting her gaze on Professor Katz.

This kind of

intentional linking of ideas and attention with other
members contributed to the constructivist nature of the
learning.
Professor Katz also took a proactive stance toward
behavior which had the effect of marginalizing any
participant's contribution.
activity.

During this agenda-setting

Professor Katz made two unusual moves.

First,

responded to Faith's question immediately rather than
waiting until the discussion period.
Anne:
Well, yes, but how do you understand women's
lives in history?
There are problems understanding
women in history.
That's really a methodological
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she

problem, you are deconstructing.
It is methodological,
conceptual, and also disciplinary.
You might ask:
What can we expect of a monograph?
John's comment destroyed the serious tone of Professor
Katz's remarks as the group dissolved in laughter again.

It

also kept Faith's questions on the agenda.
John:
Still the compartmentalization is in there.
just can't write it up.

You

(Laughter)
Despite all of the laughter,
discontinuities,

all of the

and the topic shifts, participants

preserved a sense of the discussion.

Writing the agenda on

the board helped participants recall what had been
contributed.

Intentional interactional linking by both

females and males legitimized people's contributions.
In a second unusual move,

Professor Katz suggested the

group begin with a question posed by a non-historian.

Both

of those moves were significant because despite the apparent
solidarity in the group,

non-historian women were at risk of

being excluded.
Anne:
I propose that we begin with the question that
Helen posed:
What's the story?
In other words, how
does Janiewski construct her story?
Let's begin by looking at the stories she tells in her
table of
contents.
By having students go right to the author's text in
this particular case,

Professor Katz made the discussion

comprehensible and concrete and gave it focus.
Early on in the semester,

it appeared that at least a

few male students would have key roles in setting the agenda
and that most female students would not.
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By the end of

first semester,

however,

all male and female students were

contributing to the agenda-setting activity.

In addition,

participants developed complex understandings about the
subject matter content and intricate social relationships.
A number of patterns related to gender were emerging.
Questioning was a primary way of establishing the
agenda.

Thorne,

Kramarae,

when women conversed,

1983)

observed that

they frequently posed questions to one

another, yet men did not.
posed questions.

& Henley,

In this course both men and women

Thinking styles and questioning strategies

of male and female students did not differ dramatically.
John and Nick asked questions that could be interpreted on
several levels simultaneously.

History graduate students

tended to ask the questions that had to do with
relationships among social,
Mary,

Faith,

Deb,

economic,

and other factors.

and Ginny students linked their questions

with those of male students.

Their questions were as

frequently challenges as extensions of the men's questions.
Often participants used their own experience and personal
background or research agenda to influence the discussion
through topic choice.

Women were interested in keeping

gender on the agenda.

Working-class students wanted class

to be considered.
politics,

ideology,

Males preferred to discuss topics like
and economics,

and females tended to

suggest topics related to community,
sexuality.

identity,

and

Deb and Catherine signaled solidarity with the
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professor by referring to topics that they knew she had
researched.
Cross-gender interactions emerged in every agenda¬
setting activity.

Usually gender interactions between

specific men and women were content related, but often they
set the interpersonal context for learning.
one occasion,
questions.

On more than

for example, Malcolm posed almost sarcastic

John, Nick, Malcolm,

Peter,

and Professor Katz

posed questions which made problematic traditional and
feminist constructions and arguments.
Students signaled solidarity with one another through
humor,

conversation,

and by networking.

Sometimes

solidarity was expressed along gender lines;
Nick, Malcolm,

Peter,

for example,

and Kamil actively interjected

traditional challenges and critiques to the feminist
scholarship.

Isaac and John signaled solidarity across

gender lines through questioning,
conversational strategies.

gestures,

and

Deb and Catherine signaled

solidarity with Professor Katz by referring to topics that
they knew interested her.

Faith, Helen and Mary frequently

linked their ideas with others as a gesture of solidarity.
Professor Katz continued to intervene in the course as
an authority and as a facilitator.

A pattern was emerging

which was both discipline-related and perhaps genderrelated.

Some history graduate students, male and female,

were talking with one another,

but they were not talking

with the women who were not historians.
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This was more

common among participants who took other classes together or
who shared office spaces.
Katz,

Isaac, John,

Within the group,

Professor

and Emily consistently made an effort to

include all participants.

Throughout the semester Professor

Katz consciously attempted to break down status
differentials among participants in the group.
sample of data.

In the final

Professor Katz opened the dialogue with a

non-historian's question:

What is the story?

Janiewski construct her narrative?

How does

This was a significant

move because she usually opened the discussion with the
question:
shape,
values,

"Where shall we begin?"

facilitate,

In such ways,

teachers

and foster the development of norms,

and beliefs that shape the classroom culture,

ethos,

and climate.

Rules for Conversations.

"It's potluck!" an expression

used by the professor on September 25th,

described the

process of collaborative knowledge construction in the
group.

This section of the analysis summarizes information

about:

(a)

the frequency of participation in discussion by

males,

females,

and the professor;

(b)

space to facilitate collaborative work,

modifications of the
(c)

the rules that

female and male participants used to construct the
conversational context.
In the first semester male students contributed to
discussions more frequently than did female students or the
professor.

There were variations across class sessions.
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For example,

feminist politics was a subject that male

students discussed at length,
female students discussed.

and sexuality was a topic that

An examination of the

transcripts gave a fuller picture of how men and women
contributed to those discussions.

All participants were

involved in discussions of race and gender.
We see a similar trend in the discussion data as we saw
in the agenda-setting data— over the course of first
semester more women and men were participating in
discussions.

Throughout the semester, both male and female

students had the impression that male and female students
had equal access to the floor in the course.

When I shared

the data on frequency with participants at the end of first
semester,

a male informant suggested I go back and look at

duration.

As I transcribed more and more tapes it became

clear that several male students and Anne contributed brief
statements or questions during discussions.

When I coded

duration and frequency, participants impressions were
validated.

Both male and female students did seem to have

equal access to speaking in the class.
However, when I studied the transcriptions from the
first semester, variations in gender patterns emerged.
Some male

(Isaac, Nick,

(Catherine,
talkative

Deb)

(John,

Owen)

and some female students

spoke concisely and others were more
Lawrence,

Faith,

Emily),

but in the end

males and females spent about the same amount of time
verbally contributing to discussions.
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In the second semester,

the course was set up as a

collaborative research and writing workshop.

In analyzing

data on participation rates of females and males,

I noted

that female students dramatically increased their
participation rates second semester.
semester,

Over the course of the

female students contributed to class discussions

about twice as frequently as male students.

Professor Katz

participated nearly as frequently as female students.
their research West and Zimmerman

(1983)

prefer to work collaboratively on tasks,

In

noted that women
and they contribute

more frequently than men do during collaborative workshop
sessions.
well.

Gender-related trends emerged in this group as

When either male or female participants presented

their projects,

female students more frequently than male

students signaled solidarity by participating in those
conversations by advising and recommending sources.

Male

students solicited more procedural information during
planning sessions than female students did.
are consistent with those of the Sadkers

These findings

(1986).

There were significant variations in the way male and
female participants in the group interacted when individual
students were presenting.

Owen,

Catherine, William and

Isaac talked a lot during their presentations?
Zach solicited help.
Owen,

Isaac,

Lawrence,
Zach,

Zach,

Catherine,

Female students conversed a lot with

Catherine,

and Emily.

Zach did not.

Theresa, Julia, William,

Male students conversed a lot with

Sandra, William,
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and Emily.

Only one

female and one male made comments to Robin,
student in education,

a doctoral

during her presentation.

Professor

Katz conversed frequently with all of the presenters.
Sometimes the arrangement of furniture in a space
carries symbolic value for participants of a group and can
have political implications as well
1989).

(Gray,

1989;

Desjardins,

Professor Katz sat at the head of the table for the

first few sessions of second semester.
Catherine,

Lawrence,

On February 6,

1990,

and Owen showed up at class early and

rearranged the two long tables into a square-shaped table.
The room was narrow,

and there was just enough room to place

the chairs around the edges of the table,

but the group

agreed that it was easier to work collaboratively and to
converse around the square table.
others'

faces and presentations.

They could see each
It seemed as if there was

more space in the room with the tables arranged in this way.
The task,

collaboration on writing,

seemed to prompt the

three students to reorganize the room rather than gender
preferences, per se.
By second semester,

participants were aware that the

environment structured learning and also that they could
modify the environment to suit their learning needs.

The

two men and one woman who rearranged the furniture were
jointly assuming leadership roles,

and they were making

educational decisions about teaching and learning
relationships for the group.

Professor Katz changed her
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position at the table frequently so that by the end of the
semester she sat beside nearly every student.
I examined the implicit rules for conversations as they
were established by the group over two semesters.
Conversation was an activity that Professor Katz encouraged
and invited.

The data includes the following sets of rules:

Rules governing
and repairs,

(a)

(c)

conversation,

(e)

access to the floor,

control of the floor,

(b)

(d)

scholarly conversations,

conversational phenomenon.

interruptions

support for
and

(e)

other

Participants established a

variety of rules for governing conversations in the class.
In the following analysis,

I will look at how female and

male participants contributed to construction of the rules
for collaborative conversations.
The first segment of data was taken from a discussion
which was held on September 25 on the topic of Women,
Culture,

and Power in Seventeenth Century America.

In that

session some interesting gender patterns began emerging.
When Professor Katz invited people to select an item from
the agenda to discuss,
voices.

Then,

there was an outburst of overlapping

at the suggestion of several members of the

group, John initiated the discussion with his question:
"Why are witches women?"

John posed the question,

but he

immediately turned the dialogue over to Emily and Catherine.
In the research on gender,

it is often concluded that males

initiate topics and then try to control the conversational

floor.

In this particular case,

and across the year,

there

was give and take among male and female participants.
Some participants maintained that there had to be rules
for entering conversations.
break,

On September 18th during the

Kamil noted:

I am having some difficulty following the discussion.
Could we establish some rules for entering the
discussion?
Professor Katz suggested that participants look around
the group as they were speaking and check each other's
responses.

At the end of a speaking turn,

each participant

was to select the next speaker.
The rule did not really solve problems in the group.
Before the rule was invoked,

seven females and four males

participated in the discussion.
Professor Katz,

After the intervention,

eight male participants,

and two female

students contributed to the discussion.
During a discussion,

Deb invoked the rule because a

series of male participants were simply passing the
discussion among themselves.
rule.

Over time,

however,

They were disregarding the

participants negotiated a variety

of styles that determined who would get the floor and how.
By the end of the first semester people conversed as if they
were in a more informal setting.
Henley

(1983)

Thorne,

Kramarae,

and

observe that women prefer informal

conversations over formal discussions.

Participants used a

variety of nonverbal means for entering conversations.
males,

Isaac, John,

Lawrence, Malcolm,
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Owen, Nick,

Some

and two

female students,

Catherine and I,

eye contact with the professor.

got the floor by gaining
Isaac and John entered

conversations when they wanted to converse with particular
people.

When Isaac finished his conversation, he selected

the next speaker with a flip of the wrist.

Participants who

addressed their comments directly to other students,

those

students engaged in longer conversations.
Emily took the floor by storm.

She joined right in on

conversations and looked out the window until she was done
talking.
Owen,

Then she let someone else take over.

Lawrence,

Catherine and Deb passed turns off among themselves as

if they were just having an informal conversation.
Mary,

Faith,

and Helen loosely-link their topics with others.

Very

frequently there was silence after their turn until
Professor Katz responded to them.

Kamil, Malcolm,

and Ginny participated by listening,
entering the discussion.

Peter,

only occasionally

They entered the discussion by

either raising their hands or by making eye contact with the
professor.
A series of female students continued the discussion.
Notice what happened when

Faith,

student entered the discussion.

a homemaker and non-degree
Before she even finished

her statement two female history graduate students.
Catherine,

Deb and

interrupted her and insisted that she had made a

factual error.
Faith:
Karlsen said that a woman was considered
dangerous when she threatened the clergy.
Anne
Huchenson became a problem for the clergy when other
women followed her.
I think that a woman was accused
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of being a witch when she was going to inherit
property...
Deb:

The public didn't rally against Anne Huchenson.

Catherine:

Anne Huchenson wasn't executed as a witch.

Historians are very precise in their use of evidence.
Correcting participants about their use of evidence was a
common socializing event in the class.

Yet there was

something abrupt and disruptive about the correction.

There

were some status issues among men and women in the group and
they showed up in the form of interruptions and challenges.
Generally,

however,

interruptions were not tolerated.

John and Emily immediately came to Faith's defense by
supporting her interpretation of Karlsen's narrative.
John:
Emily:

No,

Karlsen didn't say it, but she implied it.

Yes,

her vocabulary implies it.

John and Emily frequently formed links between the history
graduate students and other members of the class.

They

often took responsibility for doing the interactional work
for the group—that is.
relationships,

for maintaining constructive

particularly with non-historians.

Faith resumed speaking,
interrupted.

Deb believed that Faith had made another

factual error.
correction,

and she was immediately

This time Faith acknowledged Deb's

then posed a rhetorical question to her,

and

proceeded to answer it herself.
Faith:
Women who were accused as witches had often
been outspoken.
If those women had no sons and were in
line to inherit property after their husband's death,
often those women were accused as witches.
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Deb:

Women could get property...

Faith:
Yes, but who got it when they were accused as
witches?
I read that when neighbors accused the woman
of being a witch the state got it.
Coates

(1989)

and West and Zimmerman

(1983)

found that

in mixed conversation men interrupt women frequently.
was not the case in this group.
a pecking order for interrupting,

Here,

That

there did seem to be

however.

Helen,

Faith,

and Mary were most frequently interrupted by other women and
Lawrence and Owen were often interrupted by other men.

The

students with greater facility speaking history interrupted
those whom they perceived as having weaker facility.

Some

men and some women did the interactional work during
conversations by making sure people's feelings were attended
to as well as their learning.
Participants used various methods for maintaining the
conversation.

Lawrence and Owen had a habit of speaking to

Professor Katz as if they were having a private conversation
with her.
up,

The first time a participant asked him to speak

Professor Katz looked up and repeated his statement, but

he continued to talk softly.

Faith,

Ginny,

grumbled because they still could not hear.
looked up and said,
functions:

First,

"What?"

and Helen
Professor Katz

Her question served two

she acknowledged an interruption in the

conversation with Lawrence and second,

she acknowledged that

it was difficult to hear in the classroom.

After hearing

their complaints Professor Katz spoke softly to Lawrence.
Anne:

They still cannot hear you.
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Lawrence continued talking softly.
conversation private.
him.

He chose to keep his

Professor Katz listened intently to

Since Lawrence and Professor Katz were having a

private conversation.
comments.

Faith began preparing her next

Upon transcribing the tape this is what was

recorded.
Lawrence:
Faith:

...

the Stuart Restoration...

(talking to herself)

dramas...

interchange_

academic....
Lawrence:

...

Indian attacks?

Faith:
(talking to herself)
pervasive anxiety...
Lawrence:
They were bored,
think the...
Faith:

occurs at a time of

I think.

I think...

I,

I

(talking to herself)...change has occurred...

Lawrence:
When are, I think ... I'm sorry... When are
we most concerned about foreign policy issues?
Faith's murmuring had two effects on Lawrence's
performance.
comments,

First,

Lawrence started hedging on his

and secondly, he raised the volume of his voice so

that by the end of his conversation everyone could hear him.
Faith was exerting a form of indirect control over
Lawrence's behavior.

Since she couldn't hear and the

conversation was private,

she prepared her next comment.

Professor Katz responded Lawrence in a normal tone of
voice.

She described his argument,

him and to the group.
to the group again.

then posed a question to

Her actions returned the conversation

Anne:
That has a functionalist ring to it.
explains it, but why isn't it_?

That

Later when I shared data on the incident between
Lawrence and Faith with the group and they laughed.
Participants noted that they were frequently preparing a
response to a comment introduced earlier or preparing their
next comment while other people were speaking.

They also

acknowledged that there were times during every discussion
when participants were having private conversations with the
professor,

just as Lawrence had done.

When Lawrence finished speaking,

Faith made a very

articulate argument based on the reading she had done.

She

selected a passage from the article to support her comments.
Citing evidence was one way of supporting conversation.
Once again, John verified Faith's information,

and he

thanked her for locating the passage in the article because
it cleared up a lot of confusion.

That kind of supportive

behavior was an effective way of maintaining a
conversational tone in the classroom.

In the early weeks of

the course Professor Katz also intervened when interruptions
and arguments interfered with conversations.
Anne:
There was a fine line between a fine woman, a
reputable woman and a witch.
And there's evidence of
witchcraft being done legitimately.
There are
witchcraft cookbooks for Indian pudding, for care and
aide in childbirth.
There is an oral tradition... I know in Worcester there
is a witchcraft museum that has records of recipes.
You can almost see a woman walking up to another and
asking, "What's cooking?"
And the other woman says,
"Oh, just a little witchcraft."
(laughter)
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Professor Katz usually used a storytelling format to weave a
richer context for the discussion.

She also used humor

spontaneously to break the tension in the group.

Usually

she shifted the topic and posed a question before returning
the conversation to the group.
Very frequently during discussions themes introduced by
non-historians were later picked up again by other
participants.

As they were reintroduced to the group the

speaker's like Isaac looked at the person who had first
mentioned them.

Such acknowledging behavior contributed to

a sense of group solidarity.
Isaac's comments linked with Faith's reference to Demos
and Helen's reference to the way women may have become
implicated as witches in Good Wives.

He looked at Helen

when he spoke about the paternalistic tension with
disorders.
Isaac:
I read one chapter in Demos, too.
(Looking at
Anne and Faith.) He was dealing with Whithersfield.
He
was talking about 1848-1849, but he doesn't explain why
women were witches.
He mentions the term maternal
disorders.
That might explain why women were
identified as witches.
He uses the term paternalistic
tension with disorders so one can imagine how
witchcraft became associated with women. (Looking at
Helen.)
If you don't refer to gender, however, Karlsen
is more convincing (Looking at Catherine).
In a few brief sentences,

Isaac cited detailed

historical information from Demos' book,
original question, made a new point,

restated the

and compared texts.

connected with several previous contributors,
passed the conversation to Catherine.
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and then he

He

During discussions it was understood that there would
be multiple interpretations of texts.

Frequently during

discussions there were also differences in the way that
participants heard other people's comments.

Some of those

differences may have been related to gender,

but they are

also related to the different agendas of various students.
In the next sequence,

Emily built onto the content of a

comment that Anne had made.
Emily:
They were healers, but they were seen as
dangerous too.
People believed in the supernatural.
They believed that a woman who could heal could also
kill a neighbor's cow by casting a spell.
That's a
power societies find frightening.
Women also have power because of
reproduction.
Women
have power to have children and to help other women
have children.
Women's power, I think, makes for
witches in times of social dislocation.
The normal
order doesn't include this behavior.
Putting power
outside the normal order, we have witches.
Then John built onto the disciplinary and technical aspects
of Professor Katz's comment.

Professor Katz nodded at John.

John:
Anne, when you asked about evidence. Maybe
that's the thing.
Maybe cookbooks and diaries are the
evidence.
There is less of it, but it's credible.
Emily quickly acknowledged John's comment and continued
explaining her own idea.
Emily:
Maybe it doesn't matter that much.
There are
some social implications...
So one response to something real.... One thought
struck me was to go back to Gerda Lerner and her
argument.
Going back to Genesis, female procreative
functions were seen outside of the natural order.
Lerner noted that female reproductive and procreative
power was something to be suspicious of.
This kind of simultaneous commenting occurred fairly often
since there was a certain informality to the discussions.
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Participants were encouraged to share their information and
their point of view.
Professor Katz challenged Emily's assumptions by
providing comparative contextual

information which would not

allow Emily to make sweeping generalizations about women.
Anne:
There's a tension in that.
Reproduction was
essential.
One of the most important roles of women in
Chesapeake was reproduction.
Reproduction was more
problematic in the South because of disease and
maternal death.
In the Northeast concern was for
social, economic, and religious issues— things that
were part of Puritanism.
Reproduction meant a
celebration of family life on the one hand...
Returning to the conversation after a break,
Katz asked,

"Where shall we begin?".

Once again,

Professor
John took

the initiative to suggest the topic for discussion and
Catherine cracked a joke about his suggestion.

This was a

completely typical event in the group.
John:

Let's

Catherine:

finish talking

about witches...

I thought they were all executed.

(laughter)
The dialogue about witches continued briefly.
hours after he first posed the question,

John finally took

an opportunity to discuss his own response to it.
classroom conversations were non-linear.
explored alternative explanations
simultaneously,

Two

Usually

Participants

for a given phenomena

so the ability to listen to others'

explanations without imposing one's own interpretations was
valued.
Professor Katz pressed students to make comparisons
between the North and the South because there were cultural

and religious differences between those two regions which
might affect history in each community.

The shift in topic

guided students toward appreciation of regional differences
in attitudes toward women during the 1700s.
Anne:

Why was there less witchcraft in the South?

Students responded by brainstorming.
Emily:
They did not have the same religious doctrine.
There were fewer women..
Killing women wouldn't have
made sense.
Catherine:
There were no formal accusations in the
South.
Things were much more socially unstable in the
South.
They can't afford to kill women.
Peter:
There's more suffering in the South.
In the
North women got accused twenty years before so many...E
Emily:
People weren't around long enough in the
Southern colonies to build up gripes.
I think they
bought this stuff from England.
Participants used questioning as one way of eliciting a
more comprehensive understanding of the social and cultural
context.

In the first segment of data Anne reflected back

to participants their arguments and probed further.
Anne:
Your argument is that demographic and
environmental are factors were important.
This was no
time to be choosing anyway, so there
was no time to
worry about witches?
Are we talking about the same
things?
There isn't any....?
Emily and John used questioning to respond to her
probe.
Emily:
No, I'd say the mission was different.
There
were many differences between the North and the South.
Maybe different ideologies?
John:

Was there a difference in ideology?
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By September 25th,

non-historian women students were

using a questioning strategy which had been modeled by
Professor Katz,

Catherine,

and John to engage in dialogue.

Mary:
I have a question.
Can we look at the
differences in religious beliefs to explain why women
in the North were accused as witches?
The questioning continued as Professor Katz probed for
further explanations.
Anne:
Why wouldn't people explain the tragedies in
terms of everyday life?
As noted earlier,

by the end of first semester,

participants posed questions almost as frequently as they
made statements.

Here Catherine responded to John's comment

while posing two rhetorical questions to the group.
Catherine:
If that social disorder is related to
people's ambivalence about religion, could it be
possible to create a witch? or to believe that the
results., or to believe if that's a result of a
breakdown in the moral order or even in the
individual's attitude?
Sometimes participants' questions or comment were not
historically accurate.

In such cases,

Professor Katz or

another participant posed a question to the group.

Here is

just such an example:
Lawrence:
Don't you have to find a scapegoat?
In the
South, aren't the slaves enough of a scapegoat?
Anne:
John,

Are they?

Is this true historically?

Professor Katz,

and Catherine provided the

historical information that was needed to continue the
conversation.
John:
I don't think so.
We don't think of slavery in
those days.
In the founding days slavery was very
different from what it would become.
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Anne:

It was biracial and indentured servitude.

John:

Exactly.

Until the end of the 17th century.

Catherine:
What we know about slavery is that it is a
mid 19th century concept.
You could blame or damn God
in Virginia without getting in trouble.
Anne:
Perhaps you could blame God.Society was
becoming not such a fixed experience.
There was not as
much consensus about religion so you are not going to
demand everyone think the same way good and bad.
There were other interesting conversational phenomena
which occurred in the group.
dueting,

People used politeness,

and scaffolding to create an informal yet

supportive tone in the classroom.
Participants had difficulty following discussions when
there were too many topic shifts and not enough dialogue.
John used politeness when he asked fellow participants to
slow down and spend more time discussing topics rather than
shifting around.

His politeness was a norm-setting move.

John:
We have been talking about many different
communities and many different perceptions of causes.
Can we take this one at a time?
Emily ignored John's request,

and Professor Katz interrupted

her an reinforced John's request.
Emily:
Anne:

A lot of people were dying anyway.
Let's stop.
That's an important question.

Discussions had an informal tone.

Sometimes

participants chimed in as another spoke.

This more

frequently occurred with female participants in the first
semester.

Emily began to set the context,

joined in the discussion.

and Catherine

Emily strove to define the

question by bringing in information from the book.
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Catherine humorously went beyond the information given
in Emily's remarks.
She was,

however,

She sounded as if she were hedging.

just preparing for a joke.

Together they

sounded like a duet.
Emily:
Let's look at witchcraft culture.
In the early
seventeenth century witchcraft was commonplace.
In the
discussion today we are talking about transformation of
witchcraft.
In its own terms, witchcraft was for
healing and good and not necessarily considered evil.
So when did that transformation occur?
Catherine:
Emily:

You see,

I think,

It's interesting,

Catherine:

I think....

It's contradictory....

When it meets with Christianity....

(laughter)
Professor Katz used her conscious knowledge of group
dynamics to bring in all members of the group.

She

frequently scaffolded the comments of non historians and
then posed a general question to the group when she was
done.

Most frequently,

an historian took over the

conversation after such an intervention.

She used probing

questions to get historians to elaborate on their ideas.
Looking at the data,

I realized that on October 18th,

John began using seating position and eye contact to get
control of the conversation,
another participant,

and then he would pass it to

frequently a non-historian or to a

participant who had not been in on the discussion
previously.

His conscious manipulation of the environment

elevated his status and contributed to balancing the
conversation in the group.

Nonverbal cuing and language was

like a silent language in the group.
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Participants became

increasingly alert to the nonverbal aspects of conversations
through the collaborative work in the seminar.
In this section,

I analyzed data on gender and

frequency of participation during discussion.

I also

described the way that male and female participants
established the communicative context in the course.
looked at ways of giving and gaining access,
and repairs,

controlling the floor,

structuring scholarly conversations,

I

interruptions

signaling solidarity,
and phenomena.

Over the course of the first semester changes took
place in the classroom.

Frequency data provided an overview

on how males and females participated in discussion.

It

appeared on the graph as if males contributed to the
discussion one third more frequently than female students.
Analysis of conversational behaviors presented information
on the roles and behaviors which were constructed by men and
women during discussions.

Careful analyses of conversations

indicated that neither male nor female students dominated
discussions? rather there was give-and-take among
participants.

It also became clear from discussions that

some participants were more competent at communicating in
appropriate ways and they taught others using questioning,
challenging,

explanations,

became more cohesive,

and dialogue.

As the group

conversations became longer and there

were fewer topic shifts and interruptions.

People spoke up

when they had difficulties following discussions so there
was potential for improving the communication.
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What we can conclude from the detailed and lengthy
analysis of the communicative context is that on the whole
graduate-level male and female students in the group were
sensitive and considerate of one another.

They were

critical of knowledge construction and supportive of one
another.

Though there were gender differences among

participants, men and women in the group made conversational
and interactional rules which enabled them work together
productively.
Gender-informed classrooms are places where students
and teachers engage in a continuing reflective process with
others to get beyond the barriers of sexism and racism which
are imposed through implicit and explicit practices in
classrooms

(Weiler,

1988).

Through dialogue and questioning

of written and personal theories about gender,

participants

in the classroom under study constructed new historical
knowledge.

By working collaboratively,

the participants

constructed gender-informed political relationships based on
mutual support and care.

The approach to knowledge

construction was constructivist.

The term constructivist

suggests a conception of knowledge as socially constructed
rather than transmitted or revealed through mastery of
specific techniques,

information,

or values.

is considered tentative and always changing,
fixed or certain.

Such knowledge
rather than

Germane to this view is the notion that

knowledge is both constructed and can be reconstructed
(Berger & Luckman,

1966; Soltis,
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1981).

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS,
IMPLICATIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Conclusions
This dissertation analyzed and described how
participants in a graduate-level history seminar co¬
constructed the learning environment and the learning.

The

analysis focused on gender influences on the formal
organization of the learning environment and on the learning
processes during teacher-student and peer interactions.
The study contributes to our understanding of how
participants in a gender-informed seminar socialized each
other through joint construction of meanings.

When a

gender-informed professor provided gender-informed subject
matter to men and women who were willing to learn,

then men

and women became more conscious of the workings of gender in
their own lives.

The social context in the classroom became

more supportive across gender lines.
alone,

consciousness can be raised,

Through discussions
but it is through

collaborative work and group dialogue on individual projects
that new understandings are integrated and demonstrated in
written work and in social behavior.
Yet it is clear from this study that gender-balancing
and re-socializing graduate students are difficult even with
a gifted and gender-informed teacher and an excellent
curriculum.

Despite all of the focus on women's history and
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gender-balancing,

some of the women students met with

difficulties in being fully accepted in discussions.
woman,

a homemaker,

semester.

One

dropped out before the end of first

Some of the men resisted the gender-balancing

socialization and the subject matter of women's history.
Sometimes participants used their knowledge of gender to
intentionally subvert the socialization in the classroom.
Close examination of the micro-politics in the group also
illustrates that men and women do not always behave
according to gender stereotypes.
The diversity of expectations,

characteristics,

and

motivations of the eleven women and ten men in the group
also shaped the overall learning process.
ethnic,

racial,

communication,

Altogether

and gender diversity influenced the
the knowledge construction process,

the artifacts produced in the classroom.

and even

The prior training

of the participants further contributed significantly to the
structuring of the formal environment.
Gender and knowledge about gender clearly influenced
the formal organization of the course.

The professor, who

had majored in history, had years ago made a commitment to
study women's history and a decision to teach women's
history.

The selection of subject matter,

learning arrangements,

teaching and

and the social context in the

classroom were influenced by her beliefs about knowledge and
about learning.

We see her gender-awareness and convictions
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reflected in the syllabi,

in texts,

and in the content of

her lectures.
The professor was particularly skillful in giving male
and female participants access to the learning.

She could

move easily from an argument style to a dialogue style of
conversation.

She used explanations,

storytelling,

and her

own experience to make learning accessible to students.
used humor effectively to establish a vision,
tension,

or to make a point.

as a powerful,

competent,

She

to release

She always presented herself

and experienced leader.

She was

aware that she needed to exercise authority, yet she also
provided opportunities for participatory decision-making.
She modeled questioning and dialogue.

As a result of her

teaching style, both male and female participants assumed
leadership roles during announcement activities,

discussions

and conversations.
There is considerable evidence that the modeling by the
professor influenced the participation of both female and
male students.

The professor used gestures to emphasize her

points first semester,

particularly.

semester everyone was using gestures.

By the end of first
The professor also

used Socratic methods such as questioning to stimulate
critical thinking.

By the end of November,

illustrated that in a two-hour discussion,

I had data that
she had posed

twenty-four questions and made fifty-nine statements,
females posed twenty-six questions and made ninety-nine
statements,

and males,

twenty-four questions and made sixty-
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seven statements.

Overall,

the participation by gender

groups was remarkably balanced.
The socialization in the group resulted in greater
consciousness of gender.

Gender is socially constructed

through activities and language.

In a classroom where

gender-informed curriculum and teaching and learning methods
are used, participants incorporate knowledge about emerging
gender into papers,

activities,

and language.

The study illustrates that gender differences influence
the participation of male and female students, but so does
new understanding of gender constructions.

In the course

students learned about the social construction of gender and
about the contexts in which men and women constructed gender
relations.

Then they used that knowledge consciously in

constructing the classroom culture.
knowledge changed,
changed,

too.

As contexts and

the roles that participants assumed

First semester the eight males contributed

more frequently to the initial discussions,
spoke for long durations.
semester,

and a few women

But by the middle of first

both men and women were contributing to

discussions with equal frequency.

Initially women

contributed more frequently to the collaborative research
seminar second semester,

but by the end of the semester,

both men and women were offering advice and support to one
another.
Participants in the group did not reproduce familiar
gender stereotypes in conversation.

There was from the

beginning a variety of types even within the same gender
group.

Interactions between male and female students

varied across contexts and across peer groups.

Some

students elicited more cross gender interaction than others.
Participants changed their conversational approach over the
course of the year.

Initially,

nearly all participants

presented their ideas in declarative sentences.
and the professor posed questions.

One male

By October 26th more

students began to pose questions to the group rather than
making statements.

It was that week that the three women

who were non-historians displayed that skill.
2,

By November

all students were posing questions.
There was some gendering of conversation on particular

topics.

More males preferred to talk about politics and

more females preferred to talk about sexuality,

for example.

Initially males contributed comments to discussions more
frequently than females,

but by the end of first semester,

female students contributed equally to most discussions.
the second semester,
contributing ideas,

In

female students were adept at
acknowledgement,

and advising to

participants presenting proposals.
Both males and females

in the group used cultural

information they had learned from one another to get their
interests met.

In the first semester student resistance to

teacher expectations was led by a male student.

He used the

structure set up by the professor to get procedural and
semantic information on an assignment and to get her to
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change requirements.

In the second semester student

resistance was led by a female who used humor to confront
the professor.

The group had come together in solidarity

and greater awareness of gender traditions with greater
knowledge,

a greater sense of agency,

and more humor in

interactions.

Implications
The analysis of this graduate-level classroom has
implications
general.
teaching.

for teacher education and for teaching in

Teacher education does not end with student
Sherman and others

(1987)

have observed that most

teachers grow during their careers toward more complex
functioning,

possession of a wider spectrum of skills,

and

more accurate understanding of the perspectives of others.
Reviews of the literature and empirical

findings from this

study indicate that collaborative graduate-level seminars
can promote such growth.
A number of reform-minded educators have called for
gender-informed education,

and they have described what it

would be like to have gender-inclusive environments.

My

study offers a close look at how that kind of education can
work.

Clearly,

teachers can learn a great deal by actually

participating and studying in a class where gender is
central to the subject matter and gender-awareness guides
interaction.
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Teachers roust decide what knowledge is worth learning.
They must make moral judgements.

One implication of my

research is that feminist-informed subject matter shifts the
focus in the classroom from traditional issues and debates
to include issues related to gender,
difference.

race,

class,

and

Rather than dividing participants further,

gender-informed teaching makes the learning more inclusive,
critical,

and reflective.

Teachers returning for graduate

learning are usually striving to understand how to serve the
needs of their students.

A better understanding of how

social and cultural practices influence activities in the
school and the classroom may well be a starting point for
helping teachers and students to establish learning
communities.
In a gender-informed collaborative classroom, my study
shows,

there is much going on that is not represented in the

literature.

Successive analyses of gender and interaction

helped me to realize that interactions between men and women
did not fit the stereotypic categories.

An implication for

teachers is that they can do much to help students to
recognize how their own behavior structures learning and
gender relations in the class.
The learning that occurred in the class resulted from
the students gaining academic knowledge about women and
gender construction,

skill building,

sustained collaborative inquiry.
one semester.

field experiences,

All that cannot happen in

So I recommend that more graduate-level
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and

courses for teachers be at least year-long, build on a
meaningful body of knowledge and projects,

and be

collaborative.
Long-term collaboration in university courses,
schools,

in

and in partnerships between schools and

universities could help integrate learning about gender,
into the behavior of participants.

As most teachers know,

teaching and learning relationships are more complex than
even the most detailed analyses suggest.

Collaborative

inquiry into the teaching and learning process has the
potential for transforming traditional techniques and
knowledge into gender-informed practices and actions.
As my study makes clear,

teaching is not simply the

application of curriculum or the organization of space and
time.

Teaching is the continual invention and

improvisational activity that occurs when people are talking
and working together.

Teacher educators should look at not

only the formal curriculum, but also at the activities and
dialogues created in the classroom by the teacher and the
students.

That is a part of process of teaching today which

is sometimes referred to as "the social context".

Most

teachers have awareness that classroom cultures are socially
constructed,

but they need training in observing social

interaction and dialogue.

Phenomenological and qualitative

analysis can help teachers guide the process of learning in
their classroom to make the social relations there equitable
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and also respectful of a variety of students needs and
styles.
A constructivist understanding of learning and group
dynamics can help.

The task of graduate students and the

teacher is to make a constant effort to construct clear and
coherent meaning through complex dialogue and social
interaction.

An understanding of the process— with its

multiple interpretations,

the class dialogue,

and the

conflicts which are experienced in collaborative learningcan help prepare teachers to deal with the uncertainty of
non-routine situations.

The implication here is that

teachers and students must be coached on how to make sense
of "messy" social interaction and discussion,
situations on the spot,

if necessary,

to reframe

so that productive

work can continue.
Learning that is active and interactive in a
supportive climate depends on dialogue and questioning.
Understanding and misunderstandings are created and revealed
through actions and dialogue.
relevant,

active,

Learning that is personally-

and grounded in real social issues has the

potential of helping teachers develop an understanding of
the complexities of teaching.

In the classroom I studied,

people were encouraged to use their personal experience as
well as their prior knowledge to construct discussions.
Generalizing and stereotyping were discouraged,

and so were

social moves meant to cut off dialogue on issues.
Participants were encouraged to see the logic in each other
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peoples' contributions,
more coherently,
others.

to articulate their own theories

and to compare their constructions with

People were hard on ideas and easy on each other.

The implication for teacher educators is that it is
important to create opportunities for teachers to share
their knowledge and theories in a non-judgmental and non¬
threatening environment.
respect,

Such behavior encourages mutual

tolerance for differences,

and shared

understandings.
Yet observation and dialogue are not enough.
takes rigorous skill-building,

It also

particularly in writing.

The

participants in the course were experimenting with social
constructivist approaches to writing and learning.

Though

it was seen as confusing and frustrating process at times,
it was also a powerful community-building activity.
Collaborative,

interactive pedagogical techniques

which have a long history in education
John Dewey and Paolo Friere),

(e.g.

in the works of

are justified anew when viewed

from the perspective of gender

(Maher,

1985,

1990).

Courses

taught as a collaborative process present multiple
perspectives; they draw on and legitimize student
experiences.

When participants demonstrate a willingness to

explore other points of view and reflect on the experiences
of learning, better learning results.

Teacher education for

graduate students today needs to provide opportunities to
expand critical consciousness by ways examined in this
study:

observing real teaching and learning in real
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classrooms,

reading about how differential patterns are

reproduced and transformed in classrooms,
gender.

and talking about

Teacher educators also need to engage graduate-

level students in continuous involvement in collaborative
inquiry and reflection on their work.

Recommendations for Further Research
My research suggests that collaborative,

non-

hierarchical social arrangements facilitate adult
development because they help women and men become more
conscious of their socialization.

Does gender-informed,

collaborative research have the potential for altering
differential patterns in other university courses?
I would recommend that further research be done on the
learning process in other graduate-level classrooms where
innovative,

gender-informed,

constructivist learning is

occurring.

Some of the principles of group interaction

which promote mutual respect have been identified in the
literature and in my own work need to be more closely
analyzed.

Gender Studies.

It is documented in educational

research that in many classrooms the gender status-quo is
being unconsciously reproduced and maintained

(Goetz and

Grant,

a gender-

1988).

In my research,

the professor,

informed woman and equal numbers of men and women were not
only creating new academic knowledge,

but they were also

creating collaborative,

gender-informed relationships.

Further research needs to be conducted in environments where
gender is a unit of analysis.

Personally,

I would be

interested in studying the same professor and a different
group of graduate students to see what kind of learning will
occur.

Does it make a difference if the gender-informed

professor is male?

Will it make a difference if all of the

participants are women or if all of the participants are
men?

Role models.

The professor in the course emerged as a

significant role model.

She strove to help students develop

solid disciplinary skills in history and in feminism.

She

strove to foster critical awareness of knowledge
construction through rational questioning and also
relational thinking.

Further research on innovative

teachers is needed in classrooms where interdisciplinary
research,

constructivist learning,

and disciplinary training

are occurring.

Shared Leadership.

These are code words in most

contemporary educational reform literature.
study,

In my own

I began to conceptualize power relations and

leadership as shared and negotiated.

Future research should

be focused on identifying various forms of leadership and
attempting to understand their function in the group.
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How

do participants use conscious knowledge of leadership and
decision-making to transform oppressive relations?

Personal Knowledge.

Enabling students to consciously

use their personal experiences to inform the curriculum:
Maher

(1990)

urges educators to establish a learning context

where students can consciously compare their personal
theories and experiences with one another and with the
constructed knowledge in texts.

Further research needs to

be done on how people make sense of the newly constructed
knowledge in interactive environments.

Diversity.

My study indicated that the diverse

backgrounds and interests of students added richness to the
classroom interaction.

Analyses also illustrated some of

the contests and negotiations that also resulted from that
interaction.

Further research needs to be focused on other

graduate-level seminars where norms favor egalitarianism and
appreciation for differences.

Relationships.

DeVito

(1986)

notes that teaching and

learning involve development of relationships as well as
critical thinking skills.

My study illustrates some ways

that gender relationships are constructed through
communication and activities.

The men and women in that

group who spent a year working together became conscious of
the gendered nature of knowledge.
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In addition,

they

generated gender-informed styles of working and conversing.
Further research needs to be focused on how teachers and
graduate students in other courses signal acceptance for one
another's ideas and their feelings.

Nonverbal Cues.

Students and teachers in the classroom

I studied used nonverbal cues in a variety of ways— to
signal solidarity,

to pass turns from one person to another,

to acknowledge contributions of others,
meaning of their words,

to expand on the

to give spontaneous feedback,

make clear the order of their presentation.

Anderson

and to
(1986)

makes clear the importance of nonverbal communication in
learning about peoples' values,
apprehensions.

interests,

and

Further research specifically on the various

functions of non-verbal cues in graduate-level seminars is
needed.

Cultural Knowledge.

Future research in graduate-level

teacher education might focus on understanding how teachers
become conscious of tacit socialization processes in their
own lives and in their own classrooms.
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APPENDIX A
HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW
Stage Road
South Deerfield, MA 01373
Sept. 11, 1989
January 30, 1990
Dear Students in History 697,
I am a graduate student in the School of Education at
the University of Massachusetts.
Currently enrolled in an
ethnography course, Language in Educational Settings, I am
required to select a site where I may do a year-long
ethnographic study.
I believe that the Women in United
States History course would be an ideal site for doing
research on university learning and teaching, particularly
on the social structuring of gender in the classroom.
We
are investigating the social construction of gender, reading
historical literature on women, discussing changes in gender
relations, constructing long-term research projects, and
reflecting on our research process in the classroom.
I want
to look at the social construction of this graduate-level
classroom context.
I would like your permission to audiotape the class and
to converse with you about the course during the year.
I
will do some transcriptions from the audiotape of our
discussions and record notes about our discussions and our
conversations in a notebook.
I may use data from those
documents as well as the classroom syllabi, our readings,
and our assignments in my research.
The findings of the study will be used in a final
report on the social organization and the socialization of
the course.
The paper will be presented to the ethnography
professor and at an ethnography conference at the University
of Massachusetts in June, 1990.
There is a possibility that
some of the material will be used in professional
conferences and in published a dissertation, articles and/or
books.
The names of all participants in the study will be
changed in any written reports or articles to protect the
identity of participants and to insure their privacy.
Any
participant is free to withdraw from the study at any time.
Ethnographic studies document what participants need to know
to function effectively in a given cultural context.
There
are no risks associated with this study.

Your are welcome to call me and ask questions about the
study at any time.
My number is 665-4028.
When the
research has been completed, a report of the findings will
be made available to you upon request.
I will provide you
with work-in-progress and will appreciate any feedback which
you wish to give me.
The project has been discussed with the professor of
the Women in U. S. History course.
With your permission, I
would like to conduct a year-long ethnography of the course.
I will be a participant and an observer in the course first
semester and an observer and a participant second semester.
Sincerely yours.

Mary Rearick

Date:

Participant's Name:

_I give my permission to use data from my participation
in History Course # 697 for educational research papers,
presentations, or projects.
_I do NOT give my permission to use data from my
participation in History Course # 697 for educational
research papers, presentations, or projects.
_I would like more information about this research,
please call me at _

Signature:
Address:
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APPENDIX B
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION
Anne:

Departmental affiliation: history/ 8 years
Education:
History, Carlton and Brown University
Special disciplinary interest:
women's history
Specialty: working class women in New York
Work:
Professor in History department
Age:
34
Marital status:
single (engaged to be married)

Catherine:
Department:
history
Education: STEPIC, U. Mass
Special disciplinary interest:
fashion/marketing
Specialty: women's history
Work:
T.A. (with Prof. Katz)
Age:
25
Marital status:
single
Deb:

history of

Department:
history
Education:
Social Thought and Political Economy
Special disciplinary interest: none yet
Specialty:
women's studies
Work:
student
Age:
24
Marital status:
single

Faith:
Department:
Non-degree student
Education:
did not graduate from college
Special disciplinary interests:
looking for a major
Specialty:
women's issues, homemakers
Age:
35
Work:
homemaker, part time student
Marital status, married, primary care for 2 children
Ginny:
Department:
Home Economics
Education:
PhD Home Economics
Special disciplinary interest:
interdisciplinary
researchers
Specialty:
history of nursing and women's work
Age:
45
Work:
university professor
Marital status:
single
Theresa:
Department:
History
Education:
B.A. History
Special interest:
Health
Specialty: Dieting and fashion
Work: don't know, student
Age:
26
Marital Status:
single
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Emily:
Department:
History
Education:
Women's studies
Special disciplinary interest:
Women's studies
Specialty:
death contemplation
Age:
30
Work:
Printing and publishing Five College film
newsletter
Marital status:
single
Helen:
Department:
Education
Education:
B. A. Education
Special disciplinary interest:
women's history
Specialty:
history and social studies
Age:
31
Work:
high school teacher
Marital status:
married
Robin:
Department:
Education
Education:
ABD Education
Special interest:
Women writers
Specialty:
Emily Dickenson
Work:
Administrator, junior high school
Age: 4 0
Marital Status:
single
Sandra:
Department:
History
Education:
B.A. History
Special interest:
The making of the modern woman
Specialty:
20th century commercialism
Work:
student, Teaching Assistant
Age: 2 6
Marital Status:
single
Julia:
Department:
Social Thought and Political Economy
Education:
B.A.
Women's Studies
Special interest:
Women organizers and leadership
Specialty:
women's leadership
Work:
student, organizer
Age:
30
Marital Status:
single
Mary:

Department:
Education
Education:
B.S. Education
Special interest:
Teacher Education and School
Administration
Specialty:
graduate-level teaching and learning
Work:
Teacher 15yrs.
(special needs, reading, art,
elementary education)
TA Instructor and Supervisor
Teacher Education Program Age:
41
Marital Status:
married, one child? two stepchildren
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Isaac:
Department:
History
Education:
M.A. History
Special disciplinary interest: public history
Specialty:
ethic groups
Work:
Fellowship student
Age:
30
Marital status:
married, primary care person for
infant son
Lawrence:
Department:
History
Education:
B.A. History
Special disciplinary interest:
Afro-American history
Specialty:
Afro-American culture
Age:
27
Work: high school teacher five years, student
Marital status:
single
Owen:

Nick:

Department:
History
Education:
B.A. Education
Special interest: biography
Specialty:
none yet
Age:
27
Work:
high school teacher, five years,
Marital status:
single
Department:
history
Education:
Political science
Special disciplinary interest:
Specialty:
none yet
Age:
32
work:
newspaper editor
Marital status:
married

student

writing

Malcolm:
Department:
history
Education:
B.A. Education
Special disciplinary interest:
biography
Specialty:
none yet
Age:
25
Work:
teacher, high school, 3 years
Marital status:
single
Peter:
Department:
History
Education:
B. A. History
Special disciplinary interest:
Specialty:
working classes
Age:
25
Work:
bartender, waiter
Marital status:
married
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social history

John:

Department:
History
Education:
Rutgers, journalism
Special disciplinary interest:
intellectual history
Specialty:
semeiotics, Foucault
Age:
29
Work: journalist on the staff of Psychology Today
Marital status: single

Kamil:
Department:
History
Education:
History, Indiana University
Special disciplinary interest:
Afro-American history
Specialty:
Race relations, ethnicity
Age:
28
Work:
full-time student

William:
Department:
History
Education:
B.A. History
Special interest: history of sexuality
Specialty:
cultural history
Work:
janitor, University, full-time
Age:
26
Marital status: single
Zach:

Department:
History
Education:
B.S. Business and Marketing
Special interest:
Marketing
Specialty:
Supermarkets, commercial culture
Work:
store manager
Age:
30
Marital Status:
married with two children

APPENDIX C
ANALYSES OF THE SYLLABI
Basic elements included in the syllabus— Fall.
Page 1
Basic Information

1989

Professor's name
Course title and number
Semester, year
Time of course meeting
Professor's office number
Professor's office hours
Professor's office number
Description of the course
-Disciplinary Content (subject matter, theoretical
orientation): feminist scholarship in history
-Organization of readings: topical, thematic, related to
issues in the field
-Rationale for choosing course materials: to examine
theoretical and methodological issues generated by the
scholarship in women's history
-Rationale for teaching the women's history course (fit with
the discipline)
-Key questions in the field
-Key category of analysis:
gender
Information about required textbooks and readings
Where texts, articles, resources are available:
-name and address of bookstore
-name and address of copy center
-on reserve in library
-fellow students are encouraged to share copies
Listing of 11 required texts
-10 written by women
-1 co-authored by a man and a woman
Strongly advised survey books:
Listing of books for people who have little or no background
in women's history.
3 books
(described as textbooks including major figures,
events, and general discussions in the field of
women's history)

Page 2
Requirements:
Expectations:
Time frame:
Sept. 11 - Dec.
Duration: 3 hr./wk.
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11,

1989

Goals:

-to explore recent feminist works in women's history
-to foster in-depth examination of theoretical and
methodological concerns
generated by the feminist
scholarship
Content:

Specified in an 11 page syllabus

I. Active participation.
Rationale:
-Essential for your learning,
-Essential for the learning of others in the group,
-Will weigh heavily in her overall evaluation

II.

Monitoring and evaluation

Explicit criteria
-Length
(four 3-5 page interpretive essays;
-Subject matter
-On one week's required readings and any secondary
reading;
-Disciplinary focus
-Grapple with the historical, conceptual and
methodological implications of the
readings;
-Focus
-Use key questions under basic information, ask for
suggestions, follow your own muse.
-Due dates/choice
-choose whatever four weeks you want
-Spread the assignments over the semester if you
choose.
-Nonnegotiable requirements
-One nonnegotiable requirement "Your paper is due at
the beginning of that
week's class."
-"No late papers will be accepted, so plan your crises
accordingly."
-Process for organizing pupil leadership roles
-Those who prepare papers will lead the discussion for
that day.
III.

Research Proposal

Criteria
-Length
- 15 pages;
-Subject matter content
-on some issue, event, or theme in women's history;
-Appropriate sources
-Use archival sources;
-Location of Resources
-Location of Resources
at Sophia Smith Collection at Smith
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College or Schlesinger collection at Radcliffe or some
similar repository.
-Organization and parts of the proposal
-definition of problem
-review of literature
-discussion of theoretical approach
-method
-location of sources.
-Long-range future planning goal
-use this as an opportunity to define your problem for
next semester,
-use this as an exercise in doing research in the
field.
-Short-range planning goal: Due date
-Submit a one page statement of intent by November
13th.
-Postmortem
-"Incomplete is not an option for this course."
IV.
1.
9/11 2.

COURSE OUTLINE
Dates of class sessions
Listing of Themes or Topics

9/18 a.
Historicizing Women, Gender, and Patriarchy
(Deconstructing
The Creation
of Patriarchy)
(historiography and women)
9/25 b.
Early Modern Period: Women, Culture, and Power
(Witches) (theology/economic systems in N. and
S./gender relationships/politics/law)
10/2 c.
The Revolutionary Era:
Gender Ideology and the
Market (Colonial America)
(marketing and production of goods/roles and
statuses/organization of work and
space in communities)
10/11

d.
Separate Spheres, Women's Culture
(Women's Activism and Social Change at the Turn of the
century/women's work/class/perceptions of sex
differences)

10/16

e.
Gender and Race:
Antebellum
(Slavery/race/colonization of oppression)

10/23

f.
Gender and Class:
Nineteenth Century
(Industrialization/bureaucracy)

10/30

g.
Sexuality
(sexuality/politics/commercial culture)

11/6 h.

Feminism and Women's Politics
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(The evolution of feminism and women and the American
Political Society/the
politics in history)
11/13

j.
Class, Race, and Women's Consciousness:
Twentieth Century (Diversity and relativism of
women's experiences and multiple interactions and
realities/unionization and class consciousness)

11/20

k.
Women and the State
(Women and Violence/Abortion Rights/ Legal
Reforms/Beyond Suffrage/ The Welfare State)
11/27

1.
Women, The Family, Consumption, and Mass
Culture
(U. S. After World War II and The impact of Mass
Culture, capitalism, and spirit of containment on women
as workers)

12/4 m.
Theories, Practices, Implications (Post Modernism
and gender relations in feminist theory/ Gender and the
Politics of History:
Using women's history for the
benefit or detriment of women/ deconstructing equalityversus-dif ference)
3. Bibliography listing
a.
required reading for each weekly topic.
b.
recommended reading for each topic.
4. Due date for discussion of research proposals
5. More about the selection of readings in the
bibliography
a.
author's names listed by first name then surname.
b.
146 selections in bibliography were written by
women
c.
17 selections written by men
d.
11 co-authored selections
(f-f:
7, m-f:4)
ANALYSIS OF THE SYLLABUS— SPRING SEMESTER
Basic elements included in the syllabus
Professor's name
Course title and number
Semester, year
Time of course meeting
Professor's office number
Professor's Office hours
Professor's office number
Description of the Course:
Time frame:
Duration:

January 30-May 15,
3 hours/week
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Page 1

Content specified in a 2 page syllabus and in students'
proposals
I.

Goal:
to write an article (30-4Opp.) on some aspect of
U.S. women's history that requires substantial archival
research and develops a significant thought-provoking
argument.

II.

Focus

A. On craft:
defining questions, interpreting
documents, writing, editing and
reviewing articles.

B. Method: dealing with theoretical problems,
particularly subjectivity and
objectivity.
C. Historiography related to student topics.
III. Structured around 3 components:
A. Class meetings:
absolutely essential.)

workshops

(Meeting deadlines is

B. Working groups:
class members will be organized in
working groups of 3 and will provide advice and support for
each other (criticism, close readings, editorial
service,
bibliographic information.)
C. Individual conferences: frequent
individual appointments with professor.
III.

Additional information
A.
Required books
1.
Peter Novick, That Noble Dream (At local
Bookstore)
2.
Chicago Manual of Style
3.
A good dictionary
B.
Xerox fee for multiple copies of student
proposals, drafts, etc.
C.
Due dates are firm
for all papers.
Participation
in the research process as laid out is crucial and
will be a factor in my overall evaluation.
See me
if you experience writer' block.
D.
Background in U.S. Women's history is a
prerequisite for the course.
IV.

Course Outline

1/30

2/6

A.
Introduction:
Bolts
B.
1.

The Research Process/Nuts and

Research proposals
Owen— symbolic view of gender in Temperance Novels
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2.
Catherine—
sexuality/consumerism/mass culture
3.
Zach- Gender and the supermarket/ mass culture and
consumerism
4.
Isaac— Abigail L. O'Hara2nd generation Irish
women school teachers in
Worcester at the turn of the
century
5.
Theresa— Diet, food rituals, and femininity in one
elite women's college
during the 19th Century
6.
Robin— Helen Hunt Jackson's early childhood
education and personal life in
19th Century Amherst
7.
Sandra— Ruth Isabel Skinner- modern images for
middle-class woman—
social organizer/neurotic/
medical/psychological representations of women vs
their
own views
2/13
C.
Research proposals
8. Julia— Fania Maria Cohn— Mother of Worker's
Education, labor, culture,
women's leadership
opportunities
9.
Lawrence— Black women in the modern city/ An
analysis of Black male's
constructions of Black vs.
their own perspectives on their experience.
10.
William— A history of the politization of gay and
lesbian couples in the
valley just after Stonewall (1960s)
11.
Emily— Death contemplation in the diaries of
women in Rural New England
communities during the late
19th century.
12.
Prof. Katz—Bloom of Youth—material culture, the
cosmetic industry, and
gender.
13.
Mary— Ethnographic research on Women's History
course:
Using gender as
a unit of analysis
2/20
No class/ Monday schedule
2/27
D.
Documents and Interpretation
3/6
E.
Documents and Interpretation
3/13
F.
The Historian's Stance, Discuss Novick's book,
That Noble Dream
3/20
No class/spring break
3/27
Writing, Editing, Reviewing
4/3
First drafts Due.
Copies to prof and members of
working group
4/10
Editing, Review due back to authors and prof.
Begin
revisions.
4/17
Discuss papers.
4/24
Discuss papers.
5/1
Discuss papers.
5/8
Discuss papers.
Final revised papers due.
5/15
Publishing/Final assessments.

APPENDIX D
SEATING CHARTS 9/11/89-5/8/90
9/11

Introduction
Lawrence Helen

Nick

Faith

Isaac

Deb

Catherine

Owen

Anne
Ginny

9/18

Emily

Malcolm

Peter

Historicizing Women,
Mary

Faith

Isaac

Mary

Gender,

Malcolm

John

Kamil

and Patriarchy
Deb

Catherine Helen

John

Anne
Peter

9/25

Owen

Nick

Ginny

Early Modern Period:

Lawrence

Women,

Emily

Culture,

Kamil

and Power

Helen
Ginny
Faith
Lawrence
Kamil Deb Catherine
Malcolm
Anne
Nick
Peter John Mary
Emily
Isaac
Owen

10/2
The Revolutionary Era:
Market
Emily

Helen

Faith

Gender,

Malcolm

Ideology,

Deb

Owen

and the

Catherine

Nick

Anne
John

10/11

Peter

Owen

Mary

Lawrence

Kamil

Separate Spheres, Women's Culture

Mary
Ginny Nick
Faith
Emily
Deb
Malcolm
Peter
John
Helen
Isaac
Kamil

10/16

Ginny

Gender and Race:

Owen

Catherine
Anne
Lawrence

Antebellum

Peter
Faith Isaac
Emily Nick
Deb
Catherine
Malcolm
Lawrence
Helen Mary
Owen
Ginny John
Kamil

10/23

Gender and Class:
Faith

Lawrence

Anne

Nineteenth Century

Emily

Nick

Owen

Deb

Catherine
Anne

John
Malcolm

Mary

Peter

Helen
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Kamil

Isaac

10/30

Sexuality

Nick
Malcolm
John

11/6

Helen

Catherine

Emily

Deb

Ginny
Anne

Peter

Mary

Faith

Owen

Isaac Lawrence

Feminism and Women's Politics

Nick
Deb
Catherine
Isaac Ginny
Owen
Kamil
Lawrence
Peter John
Emily Malcolm Mary
Helen Faith

Anne

11/13
Class, Race, And Women's Consciousness:
Twentieth
Century
(At Catherine's Apartment due to Strike on Campus)
Mary

Peter

John

Lawrence
Catherine

Faith
Malcolm
Helen
Owen
Anne
Isaac
Emily
Deb
Kamil

Nick

11/20
Women and the State
(At Catherine's Apartment due to Strike on Campus to protest
budget cuts)
John

Malcolm

Isaac

Catherine

Deb

Anne

Kamil

Faith

Owen

Helen
Emily

11/27

The Family,

Consumption,

Mary

Women,

Isaac
Malcolm
Peter

Peter

Lawrence
Nick

Owen Lawrence Anne
Nick

John

Helen
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and Mass Culture

Catherine
Mary

Kamil

Deb
Emily

12/4

Theories,

Practices,

Isaac

Nick

Emily

Kamil

Malcolm

Implications
Deb

Owen

Peter
John

Anne

Helen

Catherine
Lawrence
Mary

12/11
Discussion of Research Proposals
(At the Campus Restaurant)
Lawrence

Catherine

Anne

Deb

Emily
Kamil

Owen

Hele

Nick

John
Malcolm

January 30
Bolts

Peter

Isaac

Introduction:

Theresa Isaac

Mary

Mary

The Research Process/ Nuts &

Emily

Julia

Robin

Zach

Anne
Sandra

February 6
Zach

William

Catherine

Owen

Lawrence

Research Proposals
Theresa

Isaac

Emily

Julia

Robin

Mary

Anne
Sandra

William

February 13

Catherine

Owen

Lawrence

Research Proposals

Lawrence

Catherine

Owen

Mary

Anne

Zach

Sandra

William

Theresa

Robin

Julia

Isaac

Emily
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February 27

Documents and Interpretation

Lawrence

Owen

Catherine

Mary

Anne

Emily

Isaac

William

Julia

Sandra

Theresa

Robin

Zach

March 6 Documents and Interpretation
Zach

Owen

Lawrence

Isaac

Julia

Catherine

William

Anne

Robin

Theresa
Emily

March 27

Mary

Sandra

Writing,

Editing,

William

Mary

Emily

Revising
Julia

Zach

Theresa

Sandra

Anne

Isaac

Catherine
Robin

April 3

Owen

Lawrence

First Drafts Due

Zach

Sandra

William

Catherine

Anne

Lawrence

Julia

Owen

Mary
Emily

Theresa Lawrence

Owen
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April 10
Editing/Review Due back to authors
(Students worked in work groups in Student Apartments)
{Catherine, Zach, Owen) {Robin, Julia, William)
{Isaac, Sandra, Theresa, Emily)
April 17

Review First Drafts:

Isaac

Catherine

Isaac,

Owen

Lawrence

William

Zach

Theresa

Mary

Sandra
Anne

April 24

Robin

Julia

Review First Drafts:

Isaac

Emily

Robin, William

Mary

Robin

Sandra

Emily

Anne

Owen

Theresa
Lawrence

Catherine

William

Review First Drafts:

May 1

Lawrence

Owen

Theresa,

Zach

Anne

Sandra

Julia

Theresa
Mary

William

Emily

Review First Drafts:

May 8

Catherine

Lawrence

Emily, Julia

Owen

Robin

Anne

Isaac

Zach

Theresa

Sandra

Julia
William

Emily

Sandra

Isaac

Catherine

Robin

Catherine,

Mary
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Zach,

Owen

APPENDIX E
INTRODUCTORY SESSION,

SEPTEMBER 11,

1989

Seating:
Lawrence Helen

Nick

Faith

Isaac

Deb

Catherine

Owen

Anne
Ginny

Emily

Malcolm

Peter

Mary

John

Kamil

1. Introduction
A.
B.

Greeting:

Announcements:

Anne:
On Monday, September 18, there will be a Women's
History Symposium at Smith College from 4:00-5:15 in honor
of Ellen Dubois author of Century of Struggle, one of the
first books on the women's suffrage movement.
Eleanor
Flexner will speak on Visioning and Re-visioning the
American Past in the conference room in the Nielson Library.

A reception will be held in the Sophia Smith Browsing Room
following the lecture.
This will be a good opportunity to
begin to ride the wave and to meet some other people who are
working in the field of Women's History.
We will discuss
whether anyone wants to attend this lecture at the end of
class today.
Owen:
What kind of background do students need for doing
women's history?
Anne:
These are my assumptions about student
characteristics:
1.
willingness to become grounded in the discipline of
history
2.
willingness to conduct interdisciplinary research on
women/gender
3.

willingness to read selected books in Women's History.

[Professor Katz read through the section on books providing
detailed directions to the locations of the bookstore and
copy center.
She noted that all of the books were ordered
in the early summer, but that some of the books hadn't
arrived yet.
The xeroxed packets would be ready on Friday,
September 15th.
She gave people a few minutes to make plans
for getting to the bookstores.]
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Anne:
The books are all on sale at "Food for Thought."
packets of articles are on sale at "Collective Copies."
patronize stores that foster critical thinking and
collaborative enterprises...
Response:

The
We

(Laughter).

Anne:
Actually, we have gotten good service from those
store.
There are also copies of the books on reserve in the
Tower Library.
John:
You advise people who have little background in
women's history to read two books.
Are there others?
Are
there any we should avoid?
Anne:

Do read
Ryan, Woloch,

and Evans.

Do not read
Lois Banner or Weisman & Horowitz.
Anne:
For our purposes the "HoHo" accounts of Herstory
would not be as helpful as Sara Evan's book, Born for
Liberty.
Response:

(Laughter).

Requirements:
Anne read through items 1-3
comments after each item.
After 1.

on the syllabus and made

Active participation...

Anne:
I have tried to be as explicit as I can be about the
requirements of the course.
You are expected to participate
actively in discussions so do the required reading, write
your interpretive essays, and bring in your notes.
You will
learn by talking through your interpretations with fellow
students.
About reading:
As you read the books, at first try to put
yourself in the frame of reference that the author is
creating.
Then reflect on the book as a whole story.
What
is included in the story; what is omitted?
Finally, look at
your own experience and prior knowledge.
Are you persuaded
by the author's argument?

After 2.

Four 3-5 page interpretive essays.

Anne:
Review essays bring together 4-5 books or articles
and address the issues.
Interpretive essays come to terms
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with the issues that review issues raise.
You may presume
that I know the thesis of the book or article.
What I am
interested in the interpretive essay is what interests you
in the readings.
What interests me is how you think about class, gender,
power, ethnicity, and culture.
What are the ramifications
of looking at class, gender, power, ethnicity, and culture
while reflecting on events in American history?
Women's historians have found that history is
particularistic.
If we look at issues such as capitalism
and class or capitalism and gender, what do we learn about
capitalistic systems?
How do things function on a larger
theoretical level?
How do our theories of history link up with our theories of
society, of work, and self, for example?
Anne:

Take a few minutes to look through pages 3-10.

Gerda Lerner writes histories of women.
In an essay
"Placing Women in History," Lerner argued that the history
of women is the story of "their ongoing functioning in a
male-defined world on their own terms."
(Lerner, 1979, 147147).
When reading The Creation of Patriarchy pay
particular attention to the categories of analysis she
suggests at the end of her book in the section
"Definitions."
Malcolm:
I noticed that these books are arranged by themes.
They seem to be slices from the past.
Is there a regard for
the chronology?
Anne:
We will be reading books and covering topics from the
early modern period, through the colonial period, and up to
the present.
The titles are grouped by theme rather than by
chronology, but you will get a sense of the chronology of
women's history.
And you will get a better idea of some of
the issues and debates in the field.
Pay close attention to the Sears versus the EEOC case.
This
was a famous sex discrimination case where women's history
was literally brought to trial.
Historian Alice Kessler-Harris's in her book, Out of Work:
A History of Wage-Earning Women in the United States,
expressed the view that women's values and behavior patterns
were subversive to capitalism.
Carol Smith-Rosenberg,
another historian, was hired by Sears to help them argue the
case that they had not discriminated against women by not
promoting them because women were not interested in
competitive management jobs.
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Smith-Rosenberg reviewed the literature on women's attitudes
and behaviors.
Citing Kessler-Harris's book as one primary
source, she successfully argued that women tended to see
themselves as less competitive than men and that women's own
attitudes were an important factor in limiting their full
and equal participation in the work force.
The courts ruled
that Sears did not consciously discriminate against women
workers.
The EEOC case raises questions about women as agents or as
victims and women as agents for victims.
Various
conclusions were drawn from the trial.
For example,
Jonathan Wiener noted that the "arguments about distinctive
female values play into the hands of conservatives (Wiener,
1985:
180)."
For Kathryn Kish Sklar the case illustrated
the dilemma of contemporary feminism:
"When we admit
difference, it goes overwhelmingly against difference.
On
the other hand, to deny difference may also prove futile.
I
lament the way this case (EEOC-Sears) has shown that
admitting difference is a negative thing (Sklar, in
Sternhell, 1986:
89)."
Read the theory of post-structuralism which challenges
women's history.
Think about theories of language and how
they affect what we do and what we write.
Nick raised his hand:
Nick:
I am a writer, I am interested reading well written
books.
What can you say about the quality of the writing in
the books and articles you have selected?
What criteria do
we use to judge the writing in history?
How is it different
from writing in journalism?
Anne:
These are the better books in the field.
They are
considered good for a variety of reasons.
You may want to
go to the library and look at the book reviews on a
particular book prior to reading it.
The reviews will give
you some idea of the criticisms and the strengths of each
book prior to reading it.
Let's discuss the question of a well-written book as a
group.
What is the criteria for a well-written book?
Response:
[Various students spoke simultaneously.
They
proposed criteria for a good writing:
good overall
organization, clear statement of argument, write simply and
clearly, conclusions are largely governed by the rules of
the evidence, careful documentation.]
Anne:
You also look at the bias/ the point of view. You
look at the way in which evidence is
used.
History is
about interpretation.
It speaks to our moral and personal
beliefs.
When your think about Bancroft's History of the
United States, what's the relationship between the evidence
and the claims?
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When you read Gerda Lerner's Creation of Patriarchy for next
weeks class think about the claims and the evidence.
What
can we do with Lerner's categories?
LECTURE NOTES,

SEPT.

11,

1989

Women's history began in the 1960s.
The
nineteenth century organized feminist movement gave
rise to women's history.
The feminist movement and
women's history are integrally related.
Feminists are
concerned that women be recognized as a force in
history.
Feminist history is a bit different from
Women's History per se.
Think about that difference.
In history, women are portrayed as transhistorical
beings.
Their lives and their works fell outside what
is or what was considered history.
Women's historians
are interested in returning women to the narrative of
history, to portray women as a force in history.
But what is history?
History is the recording of
information.
History is eminently political. How does
the view of women link up with what is written or
coded?
Feminists argue that the assumption of
traditional history is that "women is to nature as
man
is to culture."
(Laughter).
For some time,
historians have discussed the
separate
spheres, the public and the private spheres,
which were occupied by men and women.
That became a
way of marginalizing women's history.
Now we know that
the public/private dichotomy is an ideological
construction which needs to be examined.
In the
separate spheres women's culture literature women's
experiences are studied in isolation from men's
experiences.
Too often women are associated with
private life and men with public activity.
Such gender
fictions do not explain the ways that men and women
actively create worlds of difference or of equality.
Historians who use gender as a unit of analysis
make a distinction between sex and gender.
Women's
historians who are studying gender argue that language
carries messages.
For our purposes, the term sex
refers to chromosomes [XX or XY]? the term gender
refers to personality traits and behavior patterns
associated with the cultural constructs "femininity"
and "masculinity," respectively.
I use the term gender
in contradistinction to sex because gender is a social
not a biological category, and therefore, it's a
fundamental ally to history.
Joan Scott (1989) defines gender as the
process
of constituting social relationships based on perceived
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differences between the sexes.
Gender is being used
here in place of the term women to suggest that
information about women is necessarily information
about men, that one implies the other.
The use of the
term gender emphasizes an entire system of
relationships that may include sex, but which is not
directly determined by sex or sexuality.
Gender relations are negotiated between men and
women in specific communities.
Gender relations form
the foundation of social groups.
Through role-taking
and activities women and men form their core sense of
self.
Women's historians using gender as a unit of
analysis want women and men to stand back and study the
norms, values, and practices related to women.
It is
important to examine the ways societies represent
gender, use it to articulate the rules of social
relationships, or construct the meaning of experience.
Language is at the center of much of their research
because it is through language that gendered identity
is constructed.
Thus, they ask:
How do we construct
our symbol systems?
How do these symbol systems impact
on what has become adopted as knowledge?
There have been a number of studies about the
evolution of women's history.
I will introduce four
approaches:
1.
Contribution research focuses on the "women
worthies.
"The women described in these studies tend
to fit the same standard of evaluation of "men
worthies."
(Laughter).
The historians writing
contributionist histories are fairly traditional in
their view of history.
2.
Study of organizational history or institutions
traces historical examples of women being a part of a
struggle, usually for equality, against patriarchy,
against oppression.
The writings on the Women's
Suffrage Movement fall into this category.
3.
Some people write intellectual histories of women.
Intellectual historians try to find material which
embodies information about women and then they analyze
it.
They use documents that identify misogyny, male
dominance, as doctrine.
They use prescriptive
literature:
books about how women should behave,
advice manuals, sermon, and women's magazines as
resources for examining attitudes toward women.
4.
The New Social History is driven by political
concerns.
These historians try to recover the
experiences of
the losers, the inarticulate, those
people who had no voice
or were simply unheard.
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Social historians focused on everyday life of human
actors.
The notion that people create history and that
history is made in the course of everyday life has
opened up the field to women's history.
Two dynamics are operating in women's history.
One is the compensatory dynamic.
What was the role of
women?
Some women have tried to use the "Add women and
stir"
approach to women's history. (Laughter).
The
second approach is the transforming dynamic.
These
historians force us to question how we record history
and what we do with that record.
In this class we will discuss some of the
following:
"What is the historians obligation to the
evidence?
We ask what do texts like the Bible
contribute to our social construction of gender?
What
is the relationship between politics and history?
Can
passion be seen as power?
What are the dangers and the
advantages of doing self-conscious and political
historical writing?"
There have been challenges to the women's movement
in the last eight years.
These challenges have been by
women of color and women of class.
These women
question the assumptions of feminist historians. They
assert that there is a diversity to the experiences of
women.
Class, race, ethnicity, and gender are all seen as
categories that form divisions among women in
historical literature.
How can we see all of these
categories together?
That will be a task for this
group.
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APPENDIX F
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE, JANUARY 30,

1990

Seating:
Lawrence Owen Sandra Theresa Isaac Julia
Zach

Anne

Robin Barb Emily

William

Catherine Ida

Anne:
There has been a change in class time.
The class
will be held on Monday afternoons from 1:00-4:00.
There are two items on the agenda today.
First, let's go
around and do introductions, and second I will talk about
what this class is about.
Anne:

What is this course about?

This course is a research seminar with one clear cut
explicit goal.
By the end of the semester you will have a
substantive, original, archival-based, thought-provoking
article.
What this course is not.
This is not a course in historiography although we will be
reading a book on the subject, Peter Novick's, That Noble
Dream:
The Objectivity Question and the Historical
Profession.
This is not a topical course.
You all should have taken the
topical reading course which is a prerequisite to this
course.
My intention and my role is to help you learn how to be a
practicing professional historian.
Your aim is to think
about a single topic which you would be able to research in
one semester.
In interviews which I held with you prior to this first
class I found that most of you already have a topic in mind.
One of our objectives during this class is to organize into
working groups.
During this initial class session I would like to advise you
on finding women's history sources.
Andrea Harding lists by
subject a range of topics.
There are also union topics in
the National Union Catalogue of Names.
Chances are you'll
be using primary source materials that are published.
You
will find them in card catalogues, in published books from
the past, and in the National union catalogue in the
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library.
There are several series in the library,
go to
the series on the dates you are looking at.
This is a
reduced library of congress catalogue.
For example, look up
temperance and find a primary source, order it through
interlibrary loan.
During the next week scope out research materials on
microfilm and in those books and get requests into
interlibrary loan immediately. This is a time consuming
process.
Zach:
I know you suggested when I took the seminar earlier
and did the study on Birds Eye Foods to get things in early
and they told me they'd try to get them, and some did, but
others won't do it.
There is not time.
Anne:

For something as progressive as groceries!

(laughter)
Check the box _ yes I am willing to pay a fee and you will
get stuff.
But act on this immediately!
Also locate and read the secondary literature.
You'll want
to understand the questions around this issue or subject.
Do a literature search in American History and Life.
Ask
Dick Clark to help you find things.
He's a terrific
resource.
I am going to cheat.
I have some research I am working on
so I thought I would go along with you and write a draft of
a chapter in my book with you this semester.
I'd like to
participate in the group.
If there are no dissenters, I'd
like to go along with you.
My motto:

Dread or plow ahead!

(laughter)
Essentially, what I want is to do the nuts and bolts, you
all may be experts on your subject.
I aim to help you learn
how to do the kinds of things you need to do to get
published.
Are you familiar with archival materials at Smith,
library, and at Radcliffe?

the Tower

All archives have finding aides, inventories.
Usually the
people are helpful. You can sort out the research by talking
with archivists.
This works well if you have a clear
purpose.
For example, on Theresa's topic... You could go crazy trying
to find the data you need, but there's an archivist at Smith
who can be helpful.
Those working on cultural symbolism
will find that is where the sources are the richest.
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Anne:

Barbara,

How about telling us about your project.

Me:
Last semester I began a year-long ethnographic research
project.
I have prepared a two page summary describing what
ethnographers do.
I am following this class for the year to
learn how people in this kind of a class structure the
learning context. I have been taping and transcribing the
discussions, collecting documents, and taking notes on
interactions among participants in the group and plan to
write a paper describing what it is like to be a participant
in this group.
I would like to ask you to read the letter
describing my project, invite you to ask me about the
project, and gain your permission to continue the study
during this semester.
Isaac:
Isn't there a problem of validity because some of
the participants changed in the course of the semester. I
mean doesn't that kind of change affect the culture of the
classroom?
Me:
Yes, I believe that the culture of the classroom has
been affected by the change in participants, and that it has
also been affected by change in focus— last semester this
was a readings course and this semester it is a research
course.
Classroom cultures are dynamic and ever-changing
anyway.
Hence, I can trace continuity and change and I can
observe developmental changes over the course of the cycle
of two semesters if I continue the study now.
Catherine:

What will we get out of

it?

Me:
I will have an ethnographic description based on some
aspect of the course which will be provided to you by the
end of the semester.
I will also be giving a
paper/presentation at the Ethnography conference here on
campus on June 6, which you are invited to attend:
The
topic, "Using Gender as a Unit of Analysis," will be based
on this course.
Catherine:

Well,

it's not the

same kind of class though.

Anne:
Okay.
You will be forming support groups today.
I'd
like you to feel comfortable sharing material and
interpretations with one another.
You can provide support
and a reality check for one another.
You can determine:
Is
this enough work?
Why won't that work? And you can give
each other constructive criticism.
These are skills you
need to develop.
There will be 3 people per group.
We can
divide topically or chronologically.
Emily:
worked

I was

feeling the need to work with

someone who has

in this time period.

Lawrence:

I

usually work

don't

see the need

in groups

on

for groups.

research.
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Why?

We don't

Catherine:
How could those people working on a biography
fit into a group on symbolism?
Anne:
Anne

Well,

let's

see.

listed the names
Zach-2
Sandra-4
Julia-4
William-2
Owen-1
Lawrence-3
Robin-4
Theresa-1
Emily-1
Isaac-3
Catherine-2

on the board

These groups were formed by a combination of people
discussing who they would like to work with while consulting
with Anne about whether it's a good match.
Anne:
These groups can dissolve and reform.
Consider it
all software.
Let's briefly talk about the projects to see if we have the
best groupings.
You may pass if you aren't ready.
Zach:
Mine could also fit into group 1 (food, diet, health,
death, fashion, 19th century).
The only reason I didn't
join that group is because of chronology (20th century).
Isaac:
I am looking at Irish American women at the turn of
the century.
I am looking at the relationship between first
and second generation women of different classes.
Irish
women had experiences which were different from other recent
immigrant women.
A large number were teachers even in the
1880s.
I want to look at how they felt about the
occupation, about social mobility, and at the relationships
between mothers, daughters, and families.
Catherine:
The will study the construction of the modern
woman using Helen Girlie Brown.
If anyone has the book, Sex
and the Single Girl, let me know.
I want to look at the
commodification of heterosexuality.
Why does singleness
become okay.
I can find only little bits about her.
Does
anyone have her books or articles or anything?
Ida:

Pass

Lawrence:
I want to look at social reform movements and the
black reform movement in the 1920s.
I want to look at
national organizations to see how men and women were
involved in reform.
What images of black women emerge from
the

literature?
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Zach:
I am still into supermarkets and the relationship of
gender to marketing.
I am looking at women as the target
market from 1942-1960.
I am looking at conceptions of the
culture in the marketing of groceries since 1940s.
Robin:
I want to look at Helen Hunt Jackson's early life.
She was a childhood friend of Emily Dickenson.
Jackson was
a reformer and an author.
I will be going to Colorado
Springs to look at some archives on her life.
Theresa:
I am studying images of the body, diet, and
fashion in the late 19th and early 20th century. I want to
examine images of beauty and the making of the modern women.
Emily:
I will be looking at journals of women from 17801830.
I am looking at women's relation to death from 17801838.
I want to see if death changed its gender.
I want to
look at general cultural changes.
Part of the literature I
have reviewed discussed the feminization of death but not in
depth.
(laughter)

Sandra:
I am studying the life of a Holyoke woman, Belle
Skinner, from 1866-1928.
She started a settlement house for
women, helped to reconstruct a French town after World War
II, and got Holyoke to adopt a town in France after WWII.
The context is:
How did women of the upper class in Holyoke
contribute to grassroots and international community
development at the turn of the century?
Julia:
I am studying Fannia Cohen who was born in Russia in
the 1890's, came to America in 1904, grew up in a wealthy
family.
She had family already in this country so her
immigrant experience was unlike that of many other men and
women who came to America and worked in the American Garment
Factory.
She became a labor organizer, was the founder of
Berkeley Labor College.
The only problem with the research
is the papers are in the New York Public Library so I'll
have to see if I can get them through interlibrary loan.
William:
I want to do gay and lesbian history in the
valley.
I will use court records, oral interviews to study
how they construed their identity during the pre-Stonewall
Riots
Owen:
in the

in

1969.

I want to look at the symbolic definitions of alcohol
1900s.
I want to see how the authors represent men

and women characters

in relation to alcohol.

Anne:
Okay.
I have put people in working groups.
Let men
know if it is useful or not useful.
Try our ideas or work
out problems in front of your group.
These groups have a
mediating function with me and the larger group.
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Anne:
In the next few weeks you will be searching for
documents which relate to your proposal so be specific, not
just random in your search for documents to discuss in
class.
For document interpretation select a short document,
xerox it, and write a two page discussion.
Share it with
the group, then we'll generate more ideas on the board which
can help you in your work.
I don't want you to get the idea, Oh, there is something
wrong with my topic just because the documents yield
unexpected information.
If you follow through with your
proposal and bring together the new insights, you will be
accomplishing the task for the semester.
You may not be
able to finish, or you may have a fatally flawed research
paper,
In a way that doesn't happen, though.
If it seems
flawed that is because of the time constraints.
It is
imperative to allow for give and take.
Research isn't
science.
It doesn't work like scientific method.
Research
is an uneven process.
My concern this semester is to teach
you the process, so if you write a master's thesis or an
article, you will know how to identify a problem, sources,
and move effectively through the process.
My grade won't be based on the product of a brilliant
masterpiece.
It will be based on your willingness to be
prepared each with your own work and ready to support each
other in the research process.
You will edit each other's proposals and drafts and write
reviews of drafts.
These are professional skills you need
to possess.
I will want to see your work.
That's part of
the process.
Finally, I want you to work on something you'd
like to work on so you will want to continue the work.
If
you end up going down alleys that you didn't expect, write
them down.
Keep a writer's journal if that is your style.
Practically speaking, I'm not paragon of virtue.
A lot of
it has to do with the footnotes.
I'm regretting the way I
first took footnotes.
I have to say something about the
scariness, but first is there anything you want to discuss?
Lawrence:

Let's talk about the footnotes and your regrets.

Anne:
I have some footnotes that I collected early on in my
career that aren't too useful to me now because they lack
crucial information.
I have learned to err on the side of
being meticulous when taking footnotes.
Now I read a piece
and summarize it.
Then I take direct quotes and I am
careful to note the page and source.
Finally, I put code
words up in the right hand corner so I could go back and
organize the notes later.
I should warn you that the real expense in this course is
xeroxing.
Keep your proposal really short and make a copy
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for everyone in the group.
I won't ask you to copy our
draft for everyone, but you will need to make a copy for me
and one for the group.
Anyone who wants a copy of your
proposal can xerox it for themselves.
Sandra:
Would it be better to bring in a complete document.
I may or may not know what to do with it.
Anne:
Use the group.
this together.
Owen:

No show offs.

We will work through

How will the writing proceed?

Anne:
We'll write various things at various stages.
My
thought was that we'd begin by spending time discussing the
proposals.
We'd spend one to two weeks looking at and
interpreting the documents.
Then we'll read Novick.
By the
beginning of April, all hell breaks loose around here.
Give
me the first drafts of your paper and provide a first draft
to your reading groups.
We'll discuss these papers once as
a group with an emphasis on revision.
The rough draft will be due on April 3.
Catherine:
Rough?
Anne:
Yes, rough.
It is better to know that we have time
to revise.
Revision is more than rewriting.
April 3 will
not be a finished draft.
I'd like it very much if you'd
keep to my deadlines.
It's my way.
It's Hegelian, I know,
(laughter)
For the perfectionists among you.
Let go and get the stuff
in to us to review.
Meet my deadlines.
I will do my best
to convince you that my process is better than the usual
process where you go off alone and struggle to a finished
draft without the benefit of collaborative peer review.
This is the way it is these days in the field.
You write,
ask colleagues and friends to read your work, then submit it
for publication, and your article will be sent off to
several readers who will evaluate it.
You will learn a
great deal from this kind of process so we might as well
begin here.
Isaac:
all.

Would you expect complete drafts with footnotes and

Anne:
No, I wouldn't expect footnotes, just a beginning, a
middle, and an end.
I am sensitive to temperaments of writing.
It may be a
drafty draft, but believe me, you'll be glad you got your
paper in when get the feedback.
Write the text and clean up
the footnotes later.
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